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Abstract
In this thesis, the growth, the atomic structure as well as the electronic properties of self-
assembled magic clusters and of thin rare earth silicide films on Si surfaces are investigated using
scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. Self-assembled magic clusters on surfaces
are promising structures to utilize the fascinating properties of clusters as zero-dimensional
nanoobjects in future applications, e.g. in high density memory devices or in catalysis.

For Sb on the Si(111)7×7 surface, the growth of pure Si clusters as well as of so-called Sb
ringlike clusters is observed. The latter are found to exhibit different stoichiometries within the
same basic structure by replacing Si atoms by Sb atoms, influencing strongly their electronic
properties.

The widely studied magic In and Ga clusters on Si(111) are used as a model system to study
the detailed charge redistribution that takes place on the surface during the cluster formation
as well as the effects of cluster accumulation on the electronic properties. In addition, the
Si(557) surface, which is vicinal to Si(111), is used as a template to enable the growth of
one-dimensional chains of magic clusters.

Nanostructures induced by the rare earth metals Tb and Dy on Si surfaces are the material
system most comprehensively studied in this thesis.

For Dy and Tb on Si(111), the same two types of magic clusters are observed, which is
related to the chemical similarity of the trivalent rare earth metals. These are the so-called
off-center rare earth silicide cluster and the centered rare earth silicide clusters, for which
the atomic structure could be identified and a semiconducting behavior is found by scanning
tunneling spectroscopy. Moreover, the centered rare earth silicide clusters show a switching
between two stable configurations.

On the Si(001)2×1 surface, a completely different growth behavior is observed. Here, also
magic Dy silicide clusters form, but the clusters show a one-dimensional ordering and assemble
into chains consisting of different numbers of magic clusters.

The thin film growth of Tb on Si(111) shows many similarities with the growth behavior
observed for other trivalent rare earth metals in this parameter regime. For submonolayer Tb
coverages, a 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure, a 5×2 superstructure as well as nanorods showing

either a 2×1 or a 4×1 superstructure on top are observed. For the 5×2 superstructure an
existing structure model is refined and a detailed investigation is derived on how registry shifts
lead to the different configurations of this structure. In the monolayer-to-multilayer regime,
the growth of the TbSi2 monolayer with 1×1 periodicity and of the Tb3Si5 multilayer with
√

3×
√

3 R30◦ periodicity is found.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit untersucht das Wachstum, die atomare Struktur sowie die elektronischen Eigen-
schaften von selbstorganisierten magischen Clustern und dünnen Seltenerdsilizidfilmen auf
Si-Oberflächen mittels Rastertunnelmikroskopie und -spektroskopie. Selbstorganisierte magi-
sche Cluster auf Oberflächen sind vielversprechende Strukturen, um die faszinierenden Eigen-
schaften, die Cluster als nulldimensionale Nanoobjekte aufweisen, in zukünftigen Anwendungen
z. B. in hochdichten Speichermedien oder in der Katalyse nutzbar zu machen.

Für Sb auf der Si(111)7×7-Oberfläche wird das Wachstum von reinen Si-Clustern als auch
von sogenannten Sb-Ringcluster beobachtet. Letzere bilden eine gleiche atomare Grundstruktur
mit unterschiedlichen Stöchiometrien, indem Si-Atome durch Sb-Atome ersetzt werden, was
ihre elektronischen Eigenschaften stark beeinflusst.

Die bereits ausführlich erforschten magischen In- und Ga-Cluster auf Si(111) werden als
Modellsystem verwendet um die genaue Ladungsumverteilung, die während der Clusterbil-
dung stattfindet, sowie die Effekte, die Ansammlungen von Clustern auf die elektronischen
Eigenschaften haben, zu studieren. Außerdem wird die Si(557)-Oberfläche – eine Vizinalfläche
zu Si(111) – als strukturiertes Substrat verwendet, um das Wachstum eindimensionaler Ketten
von magischen Clustern zu ermöglichen.

Nanostrukturen, die von Seltenen Erden auf Si-Oberflächen gebildet werden, bilden das am
umfangreichsten untersuchte Materialsystem in dieser Arbeit.

Aufgrund der chemischen Ähnlichkeit der dreiwertigen Seltenen Erden bilden sich die glei-
chen zwei Clusterarten für Tb und Dy auf der Si(111)-Oberfläche. Dies sind die sogenannten
kantenzentrierten und zentrierten Seltenerdsilizidcluster, für die jeweils die atomare Struktur
identifiziert und ein halbleitendes Verhalten in Rastertunnelspektroskopie Messungen beobach-
tet wird. Darüberhinaus zeigen die zentrierten Seltenerdsilizidcluster ein Umschalten zwischen
zwei stabilen Konfigurationen.

Auf der Si(001)2×1-Oberfläche wird ein komplett anderes Wachstumsverhalten beobachtet.
Hier bilden sich ebenfalls magische Dy-Silizidcluster, allerdings ordnen sich diese eindimensional
und bilden Ketten bestehend aus unterschiedlich vielen magischen Clustern.

Das Wachstum dünner Tb-Silizidfilme auf Si(111) zeigt viele Ähnlichkeien mit dem Wachs-
tumsverhalten anderer Seltener Erden in diesem Parameterbereich. Für Submonolagenbe-
deckungen werden eine 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦-Überstruktur, eine 5×2-Überstruktur sowie Nano-

stäbchen, die entweder eine 2×1- oder eine 4×1-Überstruktur bilden, beobachtet. Für die
5×2-Überstruktur wird ein bestehendes Strukturmodell weiterentwickelt und im Detail un-
tersucht, wie Positionsverschiebungen unterschiedliche Konfigurationen hervorrufen. Im Be-
deckungsbereich von Monolagen bis Multilagen wird das Wachstum der TbSi2-Monolage mit
1×1-Periodizität sowie das Wachstum der Tb3Si5-Multilage mit

√
3×

√
3 R30◦-Periodizität ge-

funden.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Why are self-assembled magic clusters on surfaces such an interesting research topic? Clusters
in general are nanobjects with sizes in between atoms on the one side and bulk materials on
the other side. Hence, they represent ideal model systems to study how fundamental physical
properties emerge with increasing system size. The most intensively studied systems in cluster
science are gas phase clusters in high vacuum. Here, magic clusters, i.e. clusters with an
enhanced stability at a certain size or structure and thus forming preferentially, are observed
for several materials [1–3]. In such small systems, quantum size effects play an important role
and might be also employed in promising future applications. However, free clusters in vacuum
are not suitable for an application. Therefore, the clusters need to be brought on a surface or
implemented into a matrix material, what can be done using different approaches.

In one approach, mass selected clusters with a known size are produced in the gas phase
and are then deposited on the surface. Nevertheless, the preparation of surfaces with an
adequate coverage and without a destruction of the clusters during the landing process is
rather challenging. In addition, an implementation into industrial production processes seems
rather difficult. Here, a second approach, in which the clusters are prepared directly on the
surface employing self-assembled growth, is advantageous. Especially the growth on Si, which
is still the most widely used substrate material in the semiconductor industry [4], should allow
an easy implementation into the existing fabrication processes.

A self-assembled growth of clusters showing magic numbers very similar to those found for
the gas phase clusters could indeed be demonstrated by Lai and Wang in 1998 [5]. However,
these clusters still show a size variation while the ability to grow large numbers of identical
clusters would represent the ultimate perfection in nanofabrication. But even the fabrication of
such monodispersed clusters is possible, when a structured surface is used as a template. Here,
the Si(111)7×7 surface [6] was found to be an especially suitable template and the formation
of monodispersed clusters was shown on this surface, first for the group-III elements Ga, In,
and Al [7–10], but later also for a variety of other materials [11–16]. The clusters thereby form
within the triangular half unit cells of the 7×7 reconstruction. Due to the periodicity of the
substrate, this approach also enables the possibility to grow ordered two-dimensional arrays of
clusters [7–10]. Although an even further confinement might be achieved by the preparation of
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one-dimensional arrays of identical clusters, the research in this field is still in its infancy with
only few works dealing with cluster chains [17–20].

Besides a fundamental interest in the properties of such zero-dimensional nanostructures,
they might also be employed in applications as mentioned above. The small size and thus
the extremely high densities that can be obtained make clusters on surfaces interesting for
applications in catalysis [21–24] or for a further miniaturization of nanodevices such as high
density memories [25–28]. Most of the studies published in this field so far concentrated
on other surfaces, although first investigations for self-assembled clusters on the Si(111)7×7
surface found promising properties, showing e.g. an enhancement of methanol dissociation
reactions for Al nanoclusters [24] or the growth of magnetic nanostructures of Co on top of Al
nanoclusters [27,28].

Recently, also a switching between two stable configurations was found for Pb-Si clusters
on the Si(111)7×7 surface [29]. This shows that atomic scale switches, similar to those demon-
strated before on the basis of other material systems [30–35], are also possible with clusters on
Si(111)7×7. Such atomic scale switches are extremely interesting for an application as logic
gates or memory devices. However, most of the systems only operate at cryogenic temperatures
or are prepared by atomic manipulation using an STM [36], which is an extremely slow method.
A similar switching behavior operating at room temperature found for clusters formed by self-
assembly would tremendously raise the chance for an implementation into future nanoscale
devices.

To investigate self-assembled magic clusters on surfaces, scanning tunneling microscopy [37]
is the method of choice since a lot of information on the growth and the atomic structure can
be obtained from the atomically resolved images this technique offers. On the other hand, in its
spectroscopic mode, a scanning tunneling microscope also enables the possibility to investigate
the local electronic structure of nanostructures with atomic precision.

In this work, the atomic and electronic properties of clusters formed from various materials
(Sb, In, Ga, Dy, Tb, Si) on different Si surfaces [Si(111), Si(001), Si(557)] are investigated
using scanning tunneling microscopy and spectroscopy. Regarding the rare earth metal Tb,
thin films on the Si(111) surface are additionally investigated in order to understand the growth
behavior in the cluster regime in more detail and because these films represent very interesting
nanostructures themselves.

For other rare earth metals, which are chemically very similar, the possibility to grow a
variety of different nanostructures depending on the preparation conditions was found. For
submonolayer rare earth coverages, a 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30° superstructure, a 5×2 superstructure,

and a 2×1 superstructure is observed, while for higher coverages two-dimensional and three-
dimensional silicides form [38–55]. The two-dimensional monolayer silicides thereby exhibit
extremely low Schottky barriers on n-type Si making them interesting for ohmic contacts
[39,50,56,57].

The present thesis is organized as follows. In the first part, the theoretical and experi-
mental background regarding scanning tunneling microscopy and thin film growth techniques
is presented. In addition, it contains an excursion about how the research on self-assembled
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magic clusters can be associated with the field of cluster science in general. Furthermore, the
state of the art regarding the used Si surfaces, self-assembled clusters on these surfaces as well
as thin rare earth silicide films on Si(111) is pointed out. Afterwards, the experimental setup
of the used scanning tunneling microscope as well as the sample preparation techniques are
described.

The second part then covers the results for the different material systems and their discus-
sion. In chapter 5, the results regarding the growth of Sb induced clusters on Si(111) as well
as the atomic and electronic properties of magic ringlike clusters found in this material system
are described. Chapter 6 then presents the results for magic In and Ga clusters on Si(111) and
for magic In clusters on the Si(557) surface, which is vicinal to Si(111). Then, the chapters 7
to 9 cover investigations on rare earth silicide nanostructures on Si surfaces. Thereby, clusters
formed after deposition of Tb and Dy on the Si(111)7×7 surface are described in chapter 7,
Dy induced clusters on Si(001) in chapter 8, and the results on thin Tb silicide films in the
submonolayer to multilayer coverage range in chapter 9. Finally, chapter 10 summarizes the
results and gives an outlook.
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Part I

Theoretical and experimental
background
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Chapter 2

Scanning tunneling microscopy and
spectroscopy

In 1981, Gerd Binnig, Heinrich Rohrer, Christoph Gerber, and Edmund Weibel at the IBM
research laboratory in Rüschlikon combined vacuum tunneling between a metallic tip and a
sample surface with the ability of scanning the tip over the surface. This was the birth of
the scanning tunneling microscope (STM), an instrument allowing to look at solid surfaces
with atomic resolution in real space [37]. The direct imaging in real space is particularly
important to investigate non-periodic structures on surfaces, such as defects or nanostructured
samples for which area averaging methods like diffraction fail. However, the real breakthrough
of the STM came in fall of 1982 with the first atomically resolved images of the Si(111)7×7
reconstruction [58], the surface which also represents the most commonly used substrate in the
present thesis. Another powerful tool that an STM offers is scanning tunneling spectroscopy
(STS) with its ability to obtain information on the local electronic structure of the surface.
Already five years after their invention, G. Binnig and H. Rohrer were awarded the Nobel Prize
in physics in 1986 [59]. Based on the STM, a variety of different scanning probe microscopes
(SPM) were developed in the following decades, differing in the sample-probe interaction used to
create the image. One example is the atomic force microscope (AFM) which uses attractive or
repulsive forces between tip and sample and is therefore not limited to conductive samples like
the STM. A method to expand the capability of STM to the investigation of buried structures
is cross-sectional scanning tunneling microscopy (XSTM).

2.1 The principle of scanning tunneling microscopy

The basic operation principle of the STM shown in Fig. 2.1 is quite simple. A voltage VT

is applied between a sharp metallic tip, usually made from W or PtIr, and a metallic or
semiconducting surface. If the tip is then brought into a distance s of about one nm above the
surface, a tunneling current IT can be measured. This current appears without a mechanical
contact between tip and sample due to the quantum mechanical tunneling effect and is not
explainable within classical physics. Since this current depends strongly on the tip-sample
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Figure 2.1: The principle of operation of the scanning tunneling microscope. A metallic tip is scanned
over a surface using the piezoelectric elements Px, Py, and Pz. A control unit (CU) applies a voltage
VT between tip and sample, measures the tunneling current IT , and adjusts the tip height by applying
an appropriate voltage Vp to the z-piezo to obtain a constant current image. The dashed line indicates
the scan line including a surface step (A) and a chemical inhomogeneity (B). From [37].

separation, it can be used to image the surface. For this purpose the tip is scanned over the
surface while the tunneling current is measured. The scanning is usually realized using piezo
elements. In Fig. 2.1 a simple tripod consisting of three piezo rods Px, Py, and Pz is used.
Today, tube piezos are commonly used [60].

For obtaining STM images, two modes exist. In the constant current mode, which is the
most widely used one, the tunneling current is kept constant by a feedback loop that adjusts
the tip height. Here, the tip follows the topography of the surface as it is shown in Fig. 2.1 for
a surface step at point A. The image is then generated from the voltage Vp that is applied to
the Pz piezo element.

The other operation mode is the so called constant height mode where the tip is scanned
over the surface at a constant height. Here, directly the tunneling current is used to construct
the STM image.

Both modes have advantages and disadvantages, e.g. the constant height mode is much
faster, since no feedback loop is used. Constant height images can be obtained even at video
sampling rates allowing to study e.g. atomic diffusion or growth processes. On the other hand
this mode cannot be used for rough surfaces since the tip could touch the surface. Thus, the
constant current mode was used to acquire all STM images presented in the present thesis.

In Fig. 2.1 another contrast mechanism is denoted. At point C, a chemical inhomogeneity
exists. The bump in the scan line at point B indicates that this can also induce a difference
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in the tunneling probability. This is related to the fact that the tunneling current not only
depends on the tip-sample separation as written above in a simplistic manner, but also on the
local density of states (LDOS) as it will be demonstrated in the following section.

2.2 Theory of tunneling

The phenomenon, on which STM is based, is the tunneling of electrons through a vacuum
barrier between the tip and the sample. As mentioned before, this effect cannot be described
within classical physics, since the vacuum barrier is classically forbidden for the electrons.
However, in quantum mechanics, the electron wavefunctions of the sample and the tip decay
exponentially into the barrier. If there is an overlap of the wavefunctions, electrons can tunnel
from the tip into the sample and vice versa. By additionally applying a voltage between tip
and sample, a net tunneling current appears. A commonly used theoretical description of the
tunneling process is the time-dependent perturbation approach developed by Bardeen [61].
The following sections present a sketch of the derivation of the tunneling current using the
Bardeen perturbation approach as well as the Tersoff-Hamann approximation which relies on
the Bardeen approach. Thereby, it basically follows the derivation presented in Ref. [62]. For
a more detailed treatment, the reader is referred to various textbooks on the subject [62–65].

2.2.1 The Bardeen approach

Instead of solving the Schrödinger equation for the combined tip-sample system, the Bardeen
approach first considers two separate subsystems for the tip and the sample. As the tip ap-
proaches the sample, the potential U in the barrier becomes different from the potentials of the
free tip UT and the free sample US . Thus, a perturbation of the sample potential occurs. The
corresponding potential surfaces are shown in Fig. 2.2 (b) to (d). For conducting perturbation
calculations, a separation surface is drawn between the tip and the sample as it is shown in
Fig. 2.2 (a).

Starting at t < 0, with the potential of the tip being turned off, the Schrödinger equation
provides

(− h̄2

2me
∆ + US)Ψµ = EµΨµ (2.1)

and

(− h̄2

2me
∆ + UT )χν = Eνχν (2.2)

for the stationary states of the sample Ψµ and the tip χν .
At t = 0, the potential of the tip is turned on as a perturbation. The time-dependent

Schrödinger equation for the combined system is then

ih̄
∂Ψ
∂t

= ( h̄2

2me
∆ + US + UT )Ψ. (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: (a) The tip-sample situation used in the Bardeen perturbation approach. Between the two
subsystems tip and sample a separation surface is drawn. (b) The potential surface of the combined
system. (c,d) The potential surface of the sample subsystem (c) and of the tip subsystem (d). From [66].

Using a complete and orthogonal set of tip wavefunctions, the transition probability of an
electron from Ψµ to χν in first-order perturbation theory is given by the Fermi golden rule:

wµν = 2π

h̄
|Mµν |2δ(Eν − Eµ). (2.4)

The delta function indicates that only elastic tunneling is considered. Mµν is the tunneling
matrix element

Mµν = − h̄2

2me

∫
Σ

(χ∗
ν∇Ψµ − Ψµ∇χ∗

ν) · dS (2.5)

which is defined as the surface integral over the separation surface between tip and sample and
has the dimension of energy.

By integrating over all sample and tip states, the tunneling current for the applied voltage
V is obtained. For simplification, the summation over discrete states is thereby replaced by the
integration over the density of states (DOS) ρ(E), thus the tunneling matrix element M does
no more depend on the discrete states but only on the energy. Assuming additionally that the
feature size in the energy spectrum is much larger than kBT , the tunneling current simplifies
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to
I = 4πe

h̄

∫ eV

0
ρT (ET

F − eV + ϵ)ρS(ES
F + ϵ)|M |2dϵ, (2.6)

with ρT and ρS being the LDOS of tip and sample and ET
F and ES

F the Fermi energies of tip
and sample, respectively.

2.2.2 The Tersoff-Hamann approximation and beyond

For real systems, the detailed electronic structure of the tip is usually not known. Hence,
without making an assumption for the wavefunction, the calculation of the tunneling matrix
element and the tunneling current according to the Bardeen approach is not possible. In the
popular Tersoff-Hamann approximation [67, 68], the tip is modeled as a spherical potential
well while the sample is treated exactly. Using this assumption, the tunneling matrix element
simplifies to

Mµν = −2πCh̄2

κme
Ψµ(R), (2.7)

with the decay constant κ, a constant C, and R being the position of the topmost tip atom.
Hence, the tunneling matrix element is proportional to the wavefunction of the sample at the
position of the tip. Using Eq. 2.7 and further assuming a constant DOS for the tip, Eq. 2.6
becomes

I(R, V ) ∝
∫ eV

0
ρS(R, ES

F + ϵ)dϵ, (2.8)

where ρS(R, E) is the LDOS of the sample at the position of the tip.
Although the Tersoff-Hamann approximation can explain the spatial resolution on larger

superstructures on metals and semiconductors, it fails e.g. in explaining the large corrugation
amplitudes experimentally observed on low Miller-index metal surfaces. Therefore other tip
wavefunctions have to be taken into account, as it has been done by Chen in a generalization
of the Tersoff-Hamann theory for general wavefunctions [69]. A detailed description of this
approach can again be found in Ref. [62].

2.3 Tunneling spectroscopy

The dependency of the tunneling current on the LDOS of the analyzed sample surface extends
the capabilities of an STM from acquiring atomically resolved images to the possibility of
obtaining information on the local electronic structure of the surface.

2.3.1 Voltage dependent STM images

The simplest way to obtain information on the electronic structure is the recording of con-
stant current images with different applied tunneling voltages. Since only the states between
the Fermi levels of tip and sample contribute to the tunneling current (cf. Eq. 2.6) it is in
principle possible to selectively image different electronic states. Fig. 2.3 shows simplified one-
dimensional energy diagrams for a system consisting of a metallic tip with a constant DOS
and a metallic surface exhibiting a distribution of surface states. Without applying a voltage
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Figure 2.3: Schematic energy level diagrams for a one-dimensional tip-sample system separated by a
small vacuum gap. (a) Without an applied tunneling voltage VT , the Fermi levels of tip ET

F and sample
ES

F are equal in thermodynamic equilibrium. They are separated from the vacuum level EV ac by the
work functions of the tip and the sample ΦT and ΦS , respectively. When applying a positive voltage
with respect to the sample (b), electrons can tunnel from the tip into the sample, while for a negative
tunneling voltage (c), the electrons tunnel from the sample into the tip. Adapted from [70].

[Fig. 2.3 (a)], the Fermi levels of tip ET
F and sample ES

F are equal. In contrast, when a tunneling
voltage VT is applied to the sample, the Fermi levels are shifted. For a positive tunneling volt-
age as shown in Fig. 2.3 (b), the Fermi level of the tip is shifted upwards by the amount |eVT |
with respect to ES

F . This situation results in a net tunneling current from filled tip states into
empty sample states (empty states image). In contrast, when applying a negative tunneling
voltage, a filled states image is obtained.

This effect often provides also a chemical sensitivity: Between atoms of different elements
or in different bonding configurations, often a charge transfer occurs, e.g. due to different
electronegativies. This can result in a filling of the states located at one type of atom and a
depletion of electrons at the atoms of the other type, thus offering the possibility to selectively
image the respective atoms by changing the polarity of the tunneling voltage.

Voltage dependent STM images can either be recorded successively or by scanning every
line several times with a different voltage. The latter method provides superimposable images
at different voltages, while the first method has the disadvantage, that thermal drift or creep
of the scan piezos can cause difficulties regarding the direct comparison of the images.

Voltage dependent STM images can provide a quick and laterally resolved overview if the
appearance of the images changes for different tunneling voltages, particularly for different
polarities. However, constant current images always show a mixture between geometric and
electronic features that are not easily distinguishable from each other. In particular, always
all states between the Fermi level and the applied tunneling voltage contribute to the image.
Hence, it is not possible with this method to image selected electronic states. Therefore, other
spectroscopic techniques are needed.

2.3.2 Point spectroscopy

A method to directly investigate the electronic structure at a specific point of interest is taking
local I–V spectra at a fixed tip-sample separation. Therefore, the tip is moved to the desired
position, the feedback loop is turned off, and the voltage is scanned while the tunneling current
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is measured. This procedure is usually repeated several times at each point for averaging.
Since the feedback is turned off, the current is allowed to become extremely small or even zero
without crashing into the sample, making it possible e.g. to estimate the local band gap of a
semiconducting sample.

Often easier to interpret is the differential conductivity given by the first derivative of the
tunneling current dI/dV . It is obtained from Eq. 2.8 to

dI

dV
∝ ρS(R, ES

F + eV ). (2.9)

Thus, the differential conductivity is directly proportional to the LDOS of the sample at the
position of the tip and at the energy EF +eV . Such dI/dV –V spectra can be either obtained by
numerical differentiation or directly measured simultaneously with the I–V curve by applying
a small modulation on the voltage and using a lock-in amplifier.

However, the measured dI/dV signal usually becomes too small for small tunneling volt-
ages. As found theoretically by Lang [71] and experimentally by Stroscio et al. [72], the term
(dI/dV )/(I/V ) shows a better agreement with the LDOS of the surface [65, 71–74]. In addi-
tion, this dimensionless quantity is relatively independent of the tip-sample separation, thus
the separation can also be varied during the measurement in the so-called variable gap mode
to improve the signal quality [65, 75, 76]. For samples that exhibit a band gap, the singularity
at I = 0 is eliminated by applying the approach introduced by Prietsch et al. [77]. Thereby,
(I/V ) is replaced by

√
(I/V )2 + c2, with c being a small constant just above the noise level.
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Chapter 3

Material system

3.1 Excursion: From gas phase clusters to clusters on surfaces

Clusters are small particles in the size range between single atoms or molecules on the one
side and bulk matter on the other side. Their small size leads to new physical and chemical
properties. Since these properties vary with the cluster size, it is possible to adjust them
systematically, for example to create novel materials or to study the transition from single
atoms or molecules to solid materials [3, 78–81].

Thereby, clusters can be classified – a bit arbitrarily – into three groups: small, medium
and large clusters. The properties of small clusters vary strongly with their size. Here, one
atom more or less already influences their properties. The properties of medium sized clusters
still vary smoothly with their size, while for large clusters the properties approach those of
the corresponding bulk material. For small and medium sized clusters, a large fraction of the
atoms are at the cluster surface, making such clusters very interesting for an application as
catalysts.

Since a boom in cluster science started in the 1980’s the most intensively studied objects
were free clusters in high vacuum. Here, the interaction between the clusters and the environ-
ment is negligible, making them an ideal model system to study the properties of such quantum
systems [3,78–81]. However, to build cluster based devices or to make them accessible to other
experimental techniques, the clusters have to be brought onto a substrate. This can be real-
ized either by a deposition of gas phase clusters on a surface (cf. section 3.1.2) or by directly
fabricating clusters on surfaces (cf. section 3.5).

3.1.1 Gas phase clusters

Free clusters can be produced in different types of cluster sources. Most sources are based on
the same basic principle: The material for the cluster fabrication is already present or has to
be brought into the gas phase. This gas is then cooled down leading to the condensation of
clusters.

The oldest and simplest source is the gas aggregation source, where a metal or another solid
material is evaporated into a (streaming) rare gas. The atoms are cooled down by collisions
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Figure 3.1: (a) Mass spectra of Xe clusters showing an enhanced intensity for certain cluster sizes.
These so called magic numbers could be associated with closed geometric shells. From [1]. The magic
sizes of 13, 55, 147 correspond to closed icosahedral geometries, as shown in (b) for the 147 atom cluster.
From [85].

with the rare gas atoms. When their energy gets lower than the binding energy of a dimer,
dimers form from three-body collisions. These dimers then act as nuclei for the condensation of
larger clusters. In nature, cloud or fog formation follows the same principle [3,23,78,79,82–84].

Other common sources are supersonic jets, where a gas of atoms under high pressure is ex-
panded through a small nozzle into vacuum. This adiabatic expansion leads to a dramatic cool-
ing of the atoms and the formation of clusters. Laser vaporization sources, ion and magnetron
sputtering sources, or arc discharge sources are also used to produce clusters [3,23,78,79,82–84].

All sources produce cluster beams with a more or less broad distribution of cluster sizes.
In order to investigate properties as a function of the cluster size, a mass filter has to be
implemented into the experimental setup adjacent to the source. The most common mass
filters are quadrupoles and time-of-flight mass spectrometers. Both techniques require charged
clusters, so if the cluster source does not already produces charged clusters, they need to
be ionized by a laser or electron beam prior to mass selection [3, 23, 80, 83, 84]. Afterwards,
experiments at one selected cluster size are possible.

But even the mass spectra often contain interesting information as they may contain a lot
of structure. In the following, examples that were historically relevant in cluster physics are
briefly described.

In Fig. 3.1 (a), a mass spectrum of Xe clusters obtained by Echt et al. [1] is shown. For
several cluster sizes, the spectrum shows an enhanced intensity. These so called magic numbers
correspond to particularly stable clusters. For the rare gas clusters, the magic numbers could
be assigned to the geometric structure [1,86–89]. The atoms in the clusters are van der Waals
bonded, resulting in a tendency to form closed packed structures. For small clusters this is
the Mackay icosahedron shown in Fig. 3.1 (b) for the case of three closed shells [85]. For
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an icosahedral structure, shell closure is obtained for N = 13, 55, 147, 309, 561 etc. atoms.
These numbers are nicely reproduced in the mass spectrum. The other magic numbers in the
spectrum (e.g. 19 or 25) could be associated with extensions of icosahedral structures, where
additional atomic layers form caps on the facets.

For icosahedra, the number of nearest neighbor bonds is higher than for a section of the
face centered cubic (fcc) crystal lattice with the same number of atoms. However, with the
pentagonal symmetry they show, it is not possible to build up a bulk crystal. Thus, for larger
clusters, the non-uniform interatomic distances lead to mechanical stress and a transition to
the fcc lattice [3, 78,90–94].

Besides the rare gases, magic numbers due to closed atomic shells are also observed for other
clusters. For Ca and Mg clusters again an icosahedral structure is observed [90]. In contrast,
alkali halide, Al and In clusters form – already for small sizes – structures with a local geometry
very similar to the crystal lattice. Alkali halide clusters form ion cuboids [90, 95, 96] while In
and Al clusters form octahedra [90].

But not only geometric reasons can lead to magic numbers. In Fig. 3.2 (a), a mass spectrum
of Na clusters taken by Knight et al. [2] is shown. Here, the pronounced peaks for the atomic
numbers N = 8, 20, 40, and 58 are associated with closed electronic shells [2, 84, 97–106].
For alkali metals, the bulk electronic structure is well described by the nearly free-electron
model. Similarly, Knight et al. [2] found that the electronic structure of the clusters is in
good agreement with the one of a spherical potential well. Using the jellium model, where
the ionic core is replaced by a uniform positive background charge, Ekardt [99] obtained the
potential shown in Fig. 3.2 (b) for a Na20 cluster. In the figure, the occupation of the states
with the valence electrons is shown. The stability of the Na20 cluster arises from the fact, that
for the 20th electron, the 2s orbital gets completely filled. For open shells, the Jahn-Teller
effect leads to a distortion [107]. Therefore an ellipsoid-shell-model was introduced to reveal
the fine structure in the mass spectrum [103–106]. Similar to Na clusters [2, 100–102], magic
numbers due to electronic shell closings are observed for other alkali metals [98, 108, 109] and
noble metals [110,111].

Another fascinating cluster came into the focus of science when Kroto et al. [112] studied
mass spectra of carbon clusters produced by laser vaporization of graphite. They found a large
peak at N = 60 that became completely dominant after tuning the experimental conditions.
This was the discovery of the so called fullerenes (named after the architect Richard Buck-
minster Fuller), a whole family of large carbon molecules. Like graphite or graphene, a single
sheet of graphite [113], they are composed of sp2 hybridized carbon. But, to avoid dangling
bonds at the borders of a small graphite sheet, 12 pentagons are incorporated into the hexag-
onal lattice to induce a bending and allow the formation of hollow cages. The most famous
fullerene C60 consists of 12 pentagons an 20 hexagons having the structure of a truncated
icosahedron [112,114,115].

These results show that a lot of information is already present in mass spectra of clusters.
Nevertheless, for further investigation other spectroscopic techniques such as optical or infrared
spectroscopy, photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) or Raman spectroscopy need to be applied.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Mass spectrum of Na clusters. From [2]. (b) Self-consistent charge density and effective
potential derived from the spherical jellium model for a Na20 cluster. The energy level structure and
the occupation with valence electrons is indicated. From [99].

It was already mentioned that clusters are intermediate objects between atoms and bulk
crystals. As the transition in the geometric structure was studied using mass spectrometry, one
is also able to analyze the transition from the discrete electronic states of atoms to the electron
bands present in solids using PES. A scheme of this evolution of the electron bands is shown in
Fig. 3.3 (a). With increasing cluster size the energy levels become gradually broader until they
finally form the quasi continuous bands of a solid [78,116]. Due to the extremely low density of
states, small clusters of elements that are metals as solids can show a band gap or better a gap
between the HOMO (highest occupied molecular orbital) and the LUMO (lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital). For example, the Ag8 cluster shows a HOMO-LUMO gap of 1.3 eV, which
is decreasing with increasing cluster size until a metallic behavior is observed [116].

An experimental observation of this band-gap closure is presented in Fig. 3.3 (b) on the
basis of PES data of selected Hg−

N clusters [117]. The small peak in the spectra arises from the
additional electron that occupies the otherwise empty 6p band, while the broad onset at higher
binding energies corresponds to the fully occupied 6s band. With increasing cluster size the
small peak moves towards higher binding energies, meaning that the band gap shrinks. From
extrapolation, the authors expect the full closure of the band gap at a size of N = 400 ± 30.

But not only the cluster size influences the properties fundamentally. So far, only elemental
clusters, meaning clusters consisting of one atomic species were mentioned. Doping clusters
with atoms of another species can also influence their properties drastically. Here, only tran-
sition metal doped Si clusters are picked as an example due to the similarity of the materials
with the ones used in this thesis.

In contrast to carbon clusters, pure Si clusters form more compact structures [118–120] [see
Fig. 3.4 (a,b,c)]. This behavior results from the different hybridization which is sp3 for Si, but
can be either sp2 (like in graphite, graphene or fullerenes) or sp3 (diamond) for carbon. For sp3

hybridized Si, a fullerene-like structure would result in a high number of unsaturated dangling
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic energy diagrams showing the energy levels of a single Hg atom, a small Hg
cluster with a band gap of ∆E and Hg bulk material. Adapted from [78]. (b) Photoelectron spectra
of selected Hg−

N clusters recorded with a photon energy of hν = 7.9 eV showing the closure of the
energy gap. The small peak at lower binding energies (indicated by the right arrows) is assigned to
the additional electron occupying the 6p band, the onset at higher binding energies (left arrows) to the
occupied 6s band. From [117].

bonds and is therefore unfavored. However, adding suitable impurity atoms that saturate these
dangling bonds can change the geometry of the Si clusters completely.

Many experimental and theoretical studies were performed on transition metal [120–137]
and lanthanide metal [137–139] doped Si clusters (MSiN ) consisting of N Si atoms and one tran-
sition metal (e.g. Sc, Ti, V, Cr) or lanthanide metal atom (e.g. Tb, Lu, Ho, Eu). Fig. 3.4 (d,e,f)
shows calculated geometries for VSi+6 to VSi+16 clusters. In comparison to Fig. 3.4 (a,b,c), a
change in the geometry is observed. For small clusters the Si cage is too small to incorporate the
transition metal atom resulting in so called exohedral clusters with the metal atom attached at
the surface of the cluster. When the clusters become large enough, the transition metal atom
is incorporated into a cage of Si atoms (endohedral clusters). The cluster size N , where this
transition from exohedral to endohedral clusters occurs, depends on the dopant atom. For the
transition metals Mn, Cr, V, Ti, and Sc, 10 < N < 17 was found [131,132,136].

Especially symmetric structures are found for the endohedral clusters ScSi−16, TiSi16, and
VSi+16 [123, 125–127, 129, 130] that form closed Frank-Kaspar-polyhedra [140]. Besides the ge-
ometric shell closure, these clusters also show an electronic shell closure, although this is not
necessarily a criterion for the stability of of a cage geometry [127, 134]. The electronic shell
closure can be understood within the jellium model [128–130] described above for alkali metal
clusters. It is assumed that three valence electrons from each Si atom are used to form the
bonds of the cage. The remaining valence electrons from the Si atoms together with the va-
lence electrons of the transition metal are then treated as a free-electron gas [129]. Regarding
the example of the TiSi16 cluster, 16 electrons come from the Si cage and four from the Ti
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Figure 3.4: Calculated structures for (a-c) pure SiN clusters and (d-f) VSi+N clusters. For small cluster
sizes (d) exohedral VSi+N clusters form, while for N > 11, the metal atom is incorporated into a Si
cage (e). The VSi+16 cluster forms a highly symmetric Frank-Kaspar polyhedron (f). From: (a) [118],
(b) [120], (c) [119] (d) [133], (e) [126], and (f) [127].

atom. For the resulting 20 electrons a shell closure (1s21p61d102s2) is achieved within the po-
tential derived from the jellium model, very similar as discussed above for the Na20 cluster (cf.
Fig. 3.2). The high stability of these magic clusters is also reflected in the large HOMO-LUMO
gaps around 2 eV that were found theoretically [129,130] and experimentally [125,135,136].

This section can only give a brief and by far not complete overview on the studies done
with gas phase clusters. For a deeper insight into this fascinating field, the reader is referred
to a number of books and review articles dealing with gas phase clusters in general [3, 78–81,
141–143], or with atomic shells [90] and electronic shells [84, 103,144] in detail.

3.1.2 Clusters on surfaces

Free clusters represent an ideal model system for the investigation of the fascinating properties
that such nanosystems show. Nevertheless, for an application in devices or catalysis the clusters
have to be implemented into a matrix or brought on a surface. One approach is to produce
clusters in the gas phase and deposit these clusters on a substrate [23,82,83,145,146].

This method has several advantages, for instance the possibility to study the same clusters
in the gas phase and deposited on a substrate, or the ability to prepare films consisting of only
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one cluster size. But the method is also experimentally very challenging. The mass selected
cluster beams have to be very intense to obtain a density of clusters on the surface large enough
to employ the typical surface science techniques such as PES or STM. Moreover, to ensure a
clean surface an ultra-high vacuum (UHV) environment is necessary.

Depending on various parameters, e.g. the kinetic energy of the clusters, the chosen cluster-
substrate combination, the substrate temperature, or the cluster size, different cluster-surface
interactions can occur.

In principle, a kinetic energy that stays well below the binding energy between the atoms of
the cluster will not lead to a fragmentation of the clusters upon deposition. This case is often
referred to as soft landing. Here, the composition of the cluster is usually unaffected, while
often a change in the cluster shape occurs. Using STM soft landing has been verified e.g. for
Si clusters on a Ag(111) surface [147]. In addition, it has been demonstrated that soft landing
can be achieved using a rare gas buffer layer [148].

On weakly interacting surfaces or at elevated temperatures, however, a diffusion of the
clusters on the surface may lead to coalescence or agglomeration into larger particles [82, 149,
150].

Obviously, to study the properties of clusters on surfaces, soft-landed clusters are best
suited. Many studies dealt with the catalytic properties of supported clusters [23, 151]. For
example, Au nanoparticles on metal oxides show a remarkable catalytic activity, although Au
as a bulk material is inert [21, 152, 153]. Studies on size selected small Au clusters that were
soft-landed on a MgO surface demonstrated the capability of Au8 clusters to oxidize CO into
CO2 even at 140 K [22,154].

Another interesting topic is the electronic structure of deposited clusters. Will the clusters
keep their electronic level structure and how does the surface influence the electronic properties?
The ideal method to deal with such problems is scanning tunneling spectroscopy. Tunneling
spectra taken on small Pt clusters on highly oriented pyrolytic graphite show discrete peaks
that may be related to the electronic level structure [145,155].

An alternative route towards cluster related devices is the formation of clusters directly on
the surface via self-organized growth. This approach, which is used in the present thesis, has
several advantages, for example the growth of such clusters could easily be implemented into
the current fabrication of semiconductor devices. On the other hand, in comparison to the
deposition of size selected clusters, it is more challenging to obtain a narrow size distribution of
the grown clusters or even monodispersed clusters. Nevertheless, this has been achieved using
a template approach which is described in section 3.5 in detail.

However, since the clusters investigated in this work as well as most self-assembled magic
clusters studied by other groups were grown on Si surfaces, Si as well as its relevant surfaces
will be introduced at first in the following section.
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3.2 Silicon

The application of Si or Si containing compounds for different purposes has a long lasting
tradition. After O, Si is with 25.7% of the earth’s crust weight the second most abundant
element making it easily available [156]. Since sand and clay contain Si compounds, important
materials like brick, concrete, and glass are already some sort of “silicon technology”. Si is also
added to steel to influence its properties. But, particularly from a solid state physicists point of
view, most importantly, it is the most widely used material in the information technology [4].

As a crystal, Si forms the diamond structure with a lattice constant of a0 = 0.543 nm [157] as
shown in Fig. 3.5 (a). This structure can be seen as an fcc lattice with an atomic basis consisting
of two atoms at (0, 0, 0) and a0

4 (1, 1, 1). The tetrahedral configuration of the atoms with four
nearest neighbors provides an optimum overlap of the sp3-type covalent bonds. Thereby, the
bonds with a length of b = a0

√
3

4 = 0.235 nm run along ⟨111⟩ crystallographic directions.
Crystalline Si is an elemental semiconductor with a band gap of 1.12 eV at room temperature

[157]. In Fig. 3.5 (b) the band structure of the bulk Si crystal is shown. The valence and
conduction bands are formed by the bonding and antibonding configurations of the 3s3p3

hybrids, respectively. The band gap is indirect, limiting the use of Si in light emitting devices.
For doping, group-III elements (mainly B) are used as acceptors and group-V elements (mainly
P) as donors [4].

The primary surface orientations of the Si crystal are (001), (111), (110), and (113). In this
thesis, the growth of clusters and thin films on the Si(111) surface, the Si(557) surface that is
vicinal to Si(111), and on the Si(001) surface is studied. Hence, these surfaces are described in
more detail in the following sections, and Table 3.1 summarizes some structural parameters of
the Si(111) and the Si(001) surface.

Figure 3.5: (a) The diamond lattice in which Si crystallizes. A (111) plane is indicated in red, an
(001) plane in blue. Adapted from [158]. (b) Calculated electronic band structure of crystalline Si. It is
characterized by an indirect band gap between the valence band and the conduction band. From [159].
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surface orientation
surface lattice

constant
density of atoms

(cm−2)
single layer step

height

Si(111) a0/
√

2 = 0.384 nm 7.83 · 1014 a0/
√

3 = 0.314 nm
Si(001) a0/

√
2 = 0.384 nm 6.78 · 1014 a0/4 = 0.136 nm

Table 3.1: Some structural parameters of the Si(111) and the Si(001) surface.

3.2.1 The Si(111) surface

With only one dangling bond per atom of the unreconstructed surface, the Si(111) surface
[red plane in Fig. 3.5 (a)] has the lowest dangling bond density among all stable Si surfaces.
Thus, it is the preferential cleavage plane of the Si crystal. Nevertheless, the bulk terminated
Si(111) surface, as it is shown in Fig. 3.6 (a), is energetically unfavorable resulting in the
formation of a 2×1 reconstruction directly after cleaving the crystal along the (111) plane.
Surface reconstructions are typical for semiconductor surfaces where a significant directional
bonding is present. Thereby, the atoms of the surface layers rearrange in order to lower the
energy of the surface, e.g. by reducing the density of dangling bonds [160–162]. In this thesis,
the Wood notation [163] is used to denote the resulting superstructures.

The structure model for the Si(111)2×1 reconstruction shown in Fig. 3.6 (b) was first
proposed by Pandey [164]. For its formation, the bonds between the first and the second
surface layer rearrange, resulting in the formation of chains. Due to the chain formation,
the distance between the dangling bonds is reduced and a π-bonding occurs. This leads to
the opening of a band gap between the occupied π and the unoccupied π∗ states [72, 165].

Figure 3.6: The Si(111) surface: (a) The unreconstructed surface. The dashed red diamond indicates
the 1×1 unit cell. (b) The Si(111)2×1 reconstruction with the unit cell marked by the dashed red line.
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Figure 3.7: The DAS model of the Si(111)7×7 surface. The unit cell is indicated by the dashed
red line, the faulted half unit cell and the unfaulted half unit cell are marked by FHUC and UFHUC,
respectively. Adapted from [6].

An additional energy gain is obtained by a tilting of the chains [not shown in Fig. 3.6 (b)].
Only the incorporation of this tilting leads to an agreement of experimental [72, 165–171] and
theoretical [172–176] studies of the Si(111)2×1 surface.

However, the 2×1 reconstruction is not the lowest energy structure. This is the Si(111)7×7
reconstruction, into which the 2×1 reconstruction irreversibly converts upon annealing the
surface. After the first low energy electron diffraction (LEED) observation in 1959 [177], it
took 26 years to solve the structure of this reconstruction. It was in 1985, two years after
the first atomically resolved STM images of the 7×7 were reported [58], when Takayanagi et
al. [6, 178] proposed their dimer-adatom-stacking fault (DAS) model (Fig. 3.7). Nevertheless,
the structural elements of this model were already proposed earlier, e.g. the concept of adatoms
each reducing the number of dangling bonds by two was proposed by Harrison [179]. Also the
formation of dimers and corner holes at the boundaries between the faulted and unfaulted
halves of the unit cell was predicted, before Takayanagi et al. analyzed transmission electron
diffraction patterns and correctly combined the structural elements as follows [180,181]:

The corners of the rhombic unit cell are formed by depressions, the so called corner holes.
The 7×7 unit cell itself consists of two nonequivalent triangular half unit cells (HUCs) separated
from each other by a row of three dimers. The dimer row leads to a shift of half a surface lattice
constant and induces a stacking fault with respect to the bulk Si crystal in every second half unit
cell. Additionally twelve adatoms and six rest atoms are found on the unit cell. The formation
of this structure drastically reduces the number of unsaturated dangling bonds from 49 for the
case of a bulk terminated 7×7 cell to 19. This renders the 7×7 reconstruction the most stable
Si(111) structure, although its formation requires a transport of Si atoms from steps, since a
7×7 unit cell contains more atoms than are present on the unreconstructed surface [182–184].
Besides the 7×7, other similar DAS reconstructions such as the 3×3, 5×5, or 9×9 exist, but they
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Figure 3.8: (a) Filled states STM image (sample voltage VS = –1.5 V; tunneling current IT = 100 pA)
and (b) empty states STM image (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of the Si(111)7×7 surface. A unit cell is
exemplarily marked in both images. In (a), the faulted half unit cell (marked with F) appears slightly
brighter than the unfaulted half unit cell (marked with U).

occur only under special experimental conditions, e.g. when not sufficient atoms are present to
form the 7×7 reconstruction or in the case of limited surface areas [185,186].

In Fig. 3.8, filled and empty states STM images of the Si(111)7×7 surface are shown. In
both images, the corner holes appear as dark depressions in the corners of the unit cell, and the
twelve adatoms per unit cell are clearly resolved and appear as bright protrusions. Additionally,
in the filled states image [Fig. 3.8 (a)] the difference between the two half unit cells can be
seen. Here, the faulted half unit cell (FHUC) appears slightly brighter than the unfaulted half
unit cell (UFHUC). The main reason for the different appearance is electronic contrast [182],
although the adatoms of the UFHUC were also found to be positioned slightly higher [192,193].

The electronic properties of the Si(111)7×7 surface were studied experimentally by angle
resolved photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES) and inverse photoemission spectroscopy [187–
189,194,195], by STS [190,191,196,197] as well as theoretically [184,198,199]. The experimental
results are summarized in Fig. 3.9. By photoemission, three occupied bands (S1 to S3) and
one unoccupied band (U1) of surface states were found [see Fig. 3.9 (a)]. The ability of the
STS technique to obtain locally resolved information on the electronic structure of the surface
enables the assignment of these bands. From atomically resolved tunneling spectra [Fig. 3.9 (b)]
and STS images [Fig. 3.9 (c)] [190, 191, 196], the band S1 and U1 could be assigned to the
occupied and unoccupied adatom states. The band S1 extends to above the Fermi level, thus
rendering the surface metallic. The remaining two bands S2 and S3 correspond to the states
from the six rest atoms and to backbonds of the adatoms, respectively. These assignments are
confirmed by theoretical calculations [184,198,199].

At a temperature of about 850 ◦C a reversible transition from 7×7 to a disordered surface
takes place [200–202]. In the LEED pattern, the 7×7 spots disappear and a “1×1” reconstruc-
tion is observed.
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Figure 3.9: Electronic properties of the Si(111)7×7 surface. (a) Dispersion of the surface states. The
occupied states were measured using photoemission spectroscopy by Mårtensson et al. [187] and Uhrberg
et al. [188], the unoccupied states using inverse photoemission spectroscopy by Nicholls and Reihl [189].
From [162]. (b) Atomically resolved tunneling spectra taken on rest atoms (A), corner adatoms (B), and
center adatoms (C). From [190]. (c-e) STS images of the occupied surface states showing the adatom
state at –0.35 V (c), the rest atom state at –0.8 V (d), and the backbond state at –1.7 V. From [191].

3.2.2 The Si(557) surface

The Si(557) surface is a vicinal Si(111) surface with a miscut angle of 9.45◦ towards the [1̄1̄2]
direction. It was found that it reconstructs into an atomically perfect grating structure con-
sisting of alternating Si(111) terraces and triple steps [203]. An overview STM image of a
well prepared Si(557) surface showing the high accuracy of the step structure is displayed in
Fig. 3.10 (a). Although it has been studied quite intensively [203–209], the detailed atomic
structure of the surface, especially that of the triple step is still a subject of discussion. While
Kirakosian et al. proposed a (112)-orientation of the steps [203], later a (113)-orientation [204]
and a combination of a double and a single step [205] were proposed.

In most studies, no atomically resolved images could be obtained on the triple step or they
were influenced by tip artifacts [206, 207]. Hence, the most convincing among the proposed
structure models is the one developed by Teys et al. [205] based on atomically resolved STM
images of the triple step [see Fig. 3.10 (b)] in combination with spot-profile analysis LEED
(SPA-LEED) data. In this model, which is shown in Fig. 3.10 (c), the (111) terrace has a
width of one 7×7 unit cell plus two atomic rows that form an additional row of of adatoms (R)
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Figure 3.10: (a) Overview STM image of the Si(557) surface. From [203]. (b) Atomically resolved
STM image of the triple step. From [205]. (c) Height profile along the black line in (b) together with
the proposed structure model. From [205].

at the bottom of the step. The triple step itself is formed by a combination of a double step
and a single step with another row of adatoms (A2) on the intermediate terrace. The overall
width of this reconstruction amounts to 16 atomic rows, hence the actual surface orientation is
not (557), but (7 7 10), a finding that differs from Ref. [203], but is supported by SPA-LEED
measurements. Nevertheless, in the following, the surface is referred to as Si(557) since the
wafers used within this work are nominally Si(557) oriented.

In addition, it was found that, depending on the detailed preparation conditions or by using
slightly misaligned Si(557) wafers, a variety of step arrays with different periodicities can be
obtained [208,209].

3.2.3 The Si(001) surface

Cutting the diamond lattice along (001), as it is indicated by the blue plane in Fig. 3.5, results
in the formation of two dangling bonds per surface atom [see Fig. 3.11 (a)]. To reduce this
high number of dangling bonds and thus the total energy, neighboring pairs of atoms form
dimers [Fig. 3.11 (b,c)], lowering the total energy by about 2 eV per dimer. This results in
the formation of a 2×1 reconstruction which was first observed by Schlier and Farnsworth in
1959 [177] using LEED. Since the orientation of the dangling bonds switches by 90◦ from one
(001) plane to the next, two orthogonally oriented 2×1 domains form on neighboring terraces
separated by single layer steps. The orientation of the dimer rows then alternates from parallel
to perpendicular with respect to the step edges resulting in different types of step edges called
Sa and Sb steps, respectively [210].

For a symmetric dimer geometry as shown in Fig. 3.11 (b) both dimer atoms are equivalent,
what would lead to partly filled dangling bonds. To further minimize the total energy, the
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Figure 3.11: The Si(001) surface. (a) The unreconstructed surface: Every surface atom exhibits two
dangling bonds, resulting in a total number of two dangling bonds per 1×1 unit cell. (b) Symmetric
dimers: Dimer formation lowers the dangling bond density by a factor of two and results in a 2×1
reconstruction. (c) Tilted dimers: Incorporation of a slight tilting of the dimers results in further
energy minimization. The tilt direction alternates along the dimer rows. Depending on the alignment
of neighboring rows, either a c(4×2) or a 2×2 reconstruction forms. The corresponding unit cells are
indicated by dashed red lines.

dimers undergo a Jahn-Teller distortion and a slight tilting of the dimers of about 18◦ is induced
lowering the symmetry. The resulting structure is shown in Fig. 3.11 (c). As a consequence
of the rearrangement, the dangling bonds of the upper dimer atom become fully occupied,
while the dangling bonds located at the lower dimer atoms become empty, resulting in a
semiconducting behavior of the Si(001)2×1 surface. The asymmetric dimer model results in an
energy gain of approximately 0.1 eV per dimer [211] and is well established both experimentally
[212–216] and theoretically [211,217–220].

However, in STM images taken at room temperature like those shown in Fig. 3.12 most of
the dimers appear symmetric. Tilted dimers are only observed in filled states STM images near
step edges or other defects [see Fig. 3.12] [221, 222]. Molecular dynamics calculations showed
that the tilted dimers are flipping with a rate of about 5 THz. Since an STM measurement
is much too slow to resolve this process, only an averaged image where the dimers appear
symmetric is obtained [211, 224]. In the STM images shown in Fig. 3.12, the dimer rows are
clearly resolved. Within the rows, a dimer appears as an elongated protrusion in the filled
states image, while in the empty states image two small round protrusions appear. Thereby,
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Figure 3.12: (a) Filled states STM image (VS = –1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b) empty states STM
image (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of the Si(001) surface. The different types of defects are marked
with A, B, and C according to Hamers and Köhler [223]. In (a), the yellow box marks an area where a
c(4×2) arrangement of buckled dimers is observed. The insets show enlarged views of the same 4×3 nm2

large area with the structure model being overlaid on the STM images.

the elongated protrusion leading to the bright contrast in the filled states shows the actual
location of the dimer rows, while in the empty states image the shorter distance between
the small round protrusions is found at the positions of the trenches between the dimer rows
resulting in an inverted contrast with respect to the filled states STM images (cf. insets in
Fig. 3.12) [225,226].

When performing an STM experiment at a temperature of 120 K, the flipping of the dimers
is frozen and tilted dimers are observed more frequently [227]. Here, an interaction between
neighboring dimers results in an alternating buckling within one row and a 2×2 or a c(4×2)
periodicity depending on the registry between adjacent rows as shown in Fig. 3.11 (c).

Due the presence of defects on the surface shown in Fig. 3.12, the c(4×2) reconstruction is
observed locally in the area indicated by a yellow rectangle in (a). The major structural defects
on this surface are missing dimer defects. According to Hamers and Köhler [223], the typical
types of defects can be classified into three types, namely type A (single dimer vacancy), type
B (double dimer vacancy), and type C. In Fig. 3.12 (a,b), locations where such defects occur
are exemplarily indicated by orange ovals. The ordering of the missing-dimer defects into rows
that is observed on the surface might be caused by a small Ni contamination that occurred
during sample preparation [228–230].

3.3 Epitaxial growth

Epitaxial growth is the growth of a crystalline film on a crystalline substrate. Thereby, the word
epitaxy is composed of the Greek words ϵ́πι meaning “on” and τάξς meaning “arrangement”.
Depending on the film and substrate material, epitaxy is divided into homoepitaxy, when
substrate and film are of the same material, and heteroepitaxy, when the film material is
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Figure 3.13: Illustration of the fundamental processes that occur during epitaxial growth. (a) depo-
sition of atoms on the surface; (b) diffusion of adatoms on the surface; (c) desorption from the surface;
(d) attachment of adatoms at steps; (e) nucleation of islands; (f) attachment of adatoms at islands; (g)
detachment of atoms from islands; (h) deposition of atoms on top of an island. Adapted from [232].

different from the substrate material. In both cases, the phenomenon of epitaxial growth is
based on a few fundamental processes, of which some are shown in Fig. 3.13. After being
deposited on a surface [Fig. 3.13 (a)], adatoms may diffuse on the surface [Fig. 3.13 (b)],
when their energy is higher than the activation energy for diffusion, or they might desorb
from the surface again [Fig. 3.13 (c)]. When diffusion takes place, the adatoms may encounter
either a step where they are attached [Fig. 3.13 (d)] or another adatom and form nuclei for
two-dimensional islands [Fig. 3.13 (e)]. Such islands can grow through attachment of further
adatoms [Fig. 3.13 (f)] or shrink through detachment of atoms [Fig. 3.13 (g)]. The small island
nuclei are metastable as they may decay back into individual adatoms. However, when the
size of an island has overcome a critical size, the probability of growth becomes larger than
the decay probability and the island becomes stable. Another process that might occur is the
deposition of atoms on an island [Fig. 3.13 (h)]. A quantitative description of the processes is
possible using rate equations [231–234].

Since the growth often takes place at conditions far from equilibrium, kinetic limitations
can play a role. If either the step density or the mobility of the adatoms on the surface is
very low, the growth at preexisting steps can be neglected. The growth then occurs via island
nucleation. If on the other hand, the mobility of the adatoms is high enough to reach a step,
step-flow growth will take place [232,233].

3.4 Thin film growth techniques

The atoms that form the epitaxial layers may be provided by different ways, defining the
respective growth technique. The most widely used techniques are molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) and metalorganic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE), where the atoms to be deposited are
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present as a vapor or bonded in molecules in the gas phase. Nevertheless, the atoms may also
be present in the liquid phase (liquid phase epitaxy – LPE) or as an amorphous solid (solid
phase epitaxy – SPE). In this work, reactive deposition epitaxy (RDE) and SPE as two specific
modifications of MBE are used to grow different types of nanostructures.

MBE is conceptually very simple. The film material is usually present as a solid and
is evaporated by a Knudsen cell to form an atomic or a molecular beam. This molecular
beam hits the surface of the substrate, which is usually kept at an elevated temperature to
ensure epitaxial growth. Thereby, the substrate temperature has to be high enough to enable
diffusion of the atoms or molecules on the surface, and, on the other hand, it should be low
enough to avoid desorption or diffusion-induced intermixing between the epitaxial layers. The
comparatively low growth rates (typically below one monolayer per second) usually lead to
very smooth surfaces of the grown films. In addition, the sources may be switched on and
off via mechanical shutters very fast. Thus, the composition or doping of the layers can be
changed with atomic accuracy. The whole MBE process takes place in an UHV environment
allowing in-situ growth monitoring e.g. by reflection high energy electron diffraction (RHEED)
or reflectance anisotropy spectroscopy.

A special regime of MBE growth is SPE. Here, the material is first deposited on the substrate
at room temperature or even below. This results in the formation of an amorphous film that is
crystallized after deposition by postgrowth annealing. During crystallization, the crystalline-
amorphous interface moves from the substrate to the outer surface. In RDE, which is the
second method employed in the present thesis, the substrate is heated during deposition.

3.5 Self-assembled magic clusters on surfaces

The direct growth of magic clusters on surfaces is a rather novel field of research. The first
speculations on the existence of surface magic clusters (SMCs) in the Pt/Pt(111) system were
published in 1992 [235]. However, a later STM investigation could not confirm this assump-
tion [236]. The first observation of clusters on surfaces exhibiting sizes with an enhanced
stability similar to the magic gas phase clusters (cf. section 3.1.1) was then reported in 1998
by Lai and Wang [5]. In a two step process, they deposited Ga on the Si(111) surface leading
to the formation of several types of triangular Ga SMCs on a

√
3×

√
3 Ga/Si(111) surface [see

Fig. 3.14 (a)] [5, 237]. By analyzing the cluster sizes, they found four prominent peaks corre-
sponding to triangles with n = 2, 3, 4, and 5 atoms on their edges, as shown in Fig. 3.14 (b).
With about 50%, the n = 4 cluster is the most abundant cluster type. This demonstrates the
particular stability of this cluster which was also proved by theoretical calculations [240, 241],
and can be understood by counting the number of dangling bonds that remain at Si atoms in
the surrounding area of the clusters due to missing Ga

√
3×

√
3 atoms. The environment of the

n = 4 cluster has a minimum absolute number of dangling bonds, thus representing some sort
of “closed shell” structure [238].

Another example of two-dimensional islands with magic sizes, discovered at the same time
as the Ga induced SMC, is shown in Fig. 3.14 (c). It was found that the size distribution
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Figure 3.14: Examples of magic clusters on surfaces. (a) Empty states STM image of Ga induced
SMCs on the

√
3×

√
3 Ga/Si(111) surface. n = 2 and n = 4 clusters are marked by small and large

circles, one n = 5 cluster by the triangle. The insets show magnified views of the n = 2 and n = 4
clusters. Here, n denotes the length of the edges. From [238]. (b) Histogram of the size distribution
of the Ga induced SMC. From [5]. (c) Magic sizes of 7×7 islands on the Si(111)7×7 surface observed
during Si(111) homoepitaxy. In the histogram, several peaks corresponding to magic islands are present.
The inset shows an STM image of the Si(111) surface covered with the triangular islands. From [239].

of islands forming during Si(111) homoepitaxy exhibits several peaks corresponding to magic
sizes [239]. The driving force behind this effect is the 7×7 reconstruction with its two different
half unit cells (cf. section 3.2.1). The higher cost of energy for lifting the reconstruction in the
faulted half unit cell leads to a nucleation barrier for the further growth and in this way to the
formation of triangular magic islands.

These two examples demonstrate that clusters with magic sizes due to a geometric shell
closure very similar to the gas phase clusters described in section 3.1.1 may also be found on
surfaces. For Ag clusters grown on Pb islands on Si(111) even a transition from electronic shell
closure to a geometric one was observed [242].

Nevertheless, the mentioned clusters still show some size variation. The next level of preci-
sion in creating tailor-made nanostructures would be the ability to control the growth in such a
way that only identical clusters of the same size and atomic structure form on the surface. The
first such monodispersed clusters observed were magic Si clusters that form on the Si(111)7×7
surface [243]. These clusters are smaller than the magic Si islands shown in Fig. 3.14 (c) and
form predominantly in single half unit cells of the 7×7 reconstruction.

Such a formation of clusters at conditions, where the surface reconstruction remains at least
partly intact, was found to be a well suited method to grow monodispersed magic clusters.
Particularly the Si(111)7×7 surface was found to be an excellent template for the growth of
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clusters of various materials. Since this approach was also employed in this thesis, the state of
the art in research on magic clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface is summarized in the following
section. Previous results on self-assembled clusters on the Si(001) surface which is the second
surface used within this thesis are then summarized in section 3.5.2

It should be mentioned that the so-called ring clusters that some silicide forming materials
(Co [244–248], Ni [246, 249–252], Fe [246, 253], Pd [246], Pt [246], and Ir [246]) induce on
Si(111) were discovered even earlier than the Ga induced clusters mentioned above. These
clusters form after high temperature deposition of the metal on the Si(111) surface. Thereby,
the 7×7 reconstruction is destroyed and for most of the metals two different types of clusters
form: the so-called

√
7 ring clusters and

√
19 ring clusters. Both types form preferentially

at step edges, domain boundaries, or other defect sites. At higher coverages, these clusters
arrange into a

√
7×

√
7 R19.1◦ and a

√
19×

√
19 R19.1◦ lattice, respectively. This nucleation

behavior thus represents rather the initial growth of a usual surface reconstruction than surface
magic clusters which would grow randomly distributed on the surface.

3.5.1 Magic clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface

The fundamental mechanisms in the adsorption and diffusion of additional atoms on the
Si(111)7×7 surface that result in the above mentioned template effect have been studied in
a number of theoretical works [254–259]. It was found that the additional atoms find so-called
“basins of attraction” located around the rest atoms of the 7×7 reconstruction where they
get trapped. Within each basin, they can diffuse very fast, while diffusion from one basin to
another or across the border of the half unit cell is less probable due to large energy barri-
ers [254, 255]. Furthermore it was found that an attractive interaction between adsorbates in
neighboring half unit cells promotes the cluster formation [257–259].

Beyond the growth of monodispersed clusters, the template approach paves the way to-
wards the ultimate level of precision. Due to the conservation of the periodicity, the use of a
reconstructed surface as a template offers the possibility to produce two-dimensional arrays of
identical clusters. The most perfectly ordered and most extensively studied arrays are those
of the group-III metals Ga, Al, and In on the Si(111)7×7 surface that are described in detail
further below. However, the ability to grow ordered arrays of clusters was also demonstrated
for other materials, e.g. Na [11], Tl [260–262], Ge [263, 264], Sn [265], Pb [12], Mn [266–268],
and Cu [269].

Additionally, for many systems the growth of magic clusters within 7×7 HUCs is observed,
but without being able to produce ordered arrays. Besides the aforementioned magic Si clusters
[243, 270–272], this was demonstrated for a number of other systems including Fe [14], Co
[13,273], Ag [274,275], Au [15], Zn [16], and K [276,277]. Exemplarily, the Co and Fe induced
silicide clusters are described in detail later, due to their similarity with the rare earth silicide
clusters investigated in this thesis.
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A special behavior is found for magic clusters of the alkali metals [11, 276–278] where two
phases are observed upon cluster formation. At coverages below a critical value of ∼0.08 ML1

a two-dimensional adatom gas is formed. Here, the alkali atoms, while being strongly bound to
the surface, are highly mobile and diffuse within the “basins of attraction” mentioned above.
Then, at coverages exceeding the critical value, the formation of magic clusters sets in.

Beyond the two-dimensional ordered lattices of clusters, a few studies targeting a one-
dimensional ordering were also conducted. Here two approaches were successful. In the first
approach, regularly stepped surfaces were used to grow one-dimensional chains of Si and Ge
clusters at step edges [18–20]. The second approach employed domain boundaries of the 5×5
Ge/Si(111) surface to obtain a one-dimensional ordering of magic In and Ga clusters [17].

Magic clusters of group-III metals

Deposition of the group-III metals Ga, In, and Al at appropriate growth conditions results in
the formation of clusters with very similar properties. In all cases, centered triangular M6Si3
clusters (M = Ga, In, Al) form within the 7×7 HUCs [7–10,24,238,279–292]. The Ga clusters
were discovered first in 2001 by Lai and Wang [7]. In 2002, Jia et al. [8] and Kotlyar et al. [9]
independently found the formation of the magic Al clusters, and Li et al. [10] that of the magic
In clusters. The In and Al clusters were already observed in earlier works studying the initial
growth at low metal coverages and low growth temperatures [281, 282] but not described as
magic clusters.

An atomic structure model of the clusters is shown in Fig. 3.15 (a). For their formation,
no Si diffusion from other HUCs is needed since the clusters incorporate the former Si center
adatoms that were already present in the corresponding HUC. For the trivalent group-III
metals, such an arrangement results in a reduction of the number of dangling bonds in the
HUC from nine to three, disregarding the dangling bonds at the rest atoms inside the corner
holes. Only the dangling bonds located at the corner adatoms remain, giving an explanation
for the extraordinary stability of these clusters.

Many structural details can directly be derived from atomically resolved STM images as
shown in Fig. 3.15 (b) and (c). Due to a charge transfer from the group-III metals to the Si
atoms, the empty states are mainly located at the group-III atoms and six bright protrusions
appear at their locations in the empty states image [Fig. 3.15 (b)]. In contrast, in the filled states
image the three cluster Si atoms are imaged resulting in an appearance as a smaller triangle. A
further strong contrast is observed at the remaining corner Si adatoms of the HUC. Supported
by structure determination conducted by first principles calculations [8, 10, 279, 280, 283, 286],
LEED [283], and RHEED [287], this structure model is well established.

For Ga, a clustering within the 7×7 half unit cells is already observed for deposition at room
temperature. However, the resulting clusters have an irregular shape and size. For preparing
identical magic clusters, the surface needs to be heated to an appropriate temperature during

1One monolayer (ML) is thereby defined as one adsorbate atom per 1×1 unit cell of the unreconstructed
surface.
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Figure 3.15: (a) Atomic structure of the magic group-III metal clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface.
The clusters consist of six metal and three Si atoms forming a triangle centered within the 7×7 half
unit cell. Adapted from [7]. (b) Empty states STM image (VS = +1.0 V) and (c) filled states STM
image (VS = –1.5 V) of the magic In clusters. From [293].

growth. For Ga, the reported temperatures are between 250 ◦C and 400 ◦C [7, 238, 283, 287],
for In between 100 ◦C and 200 ◦C [10, 238, 279], and for Al between 250 ◦C and 550 ◦C
[8,9,24,238,279,280,290]. Then, the In clusters are stable up to temperatures of about 200 ◦C
to 300 ◦C [10, 279, 294], the Ga clusters up to about 400 ◦C to 450 ◦C [7, 284], and the Al
clusters up to about 500 ◦C to 550 ◦C [279,280,288].

The maximum coverage is obtained, when every 7×7 HUC is covered with one magic clus-
ter. This corresponds to twelve metal atoms per unit cell, being equivalent to 0.24 ML. For
this coverage, a perfectly ordered two-dimensional lattice of clusters is formed, as shown in
Fig. 3.16 (a) for magic Al clusters.

At lower coverages, a preferential growth of the clusters on the FHUC of the 7×7 reconstruc-
tion can be observed [7,10,279,290]. Among the group-III metal clusters, the magic In clusters

Figure 3.16: Perfectly ordered arrays of magic clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface. (a) Al cluster array
at 0.24 ML coverage, where every 7×7 HUC is covered with an identical magic cluster. From [238].(b) In
cluster array at 0.12 ML coverage, with only the FHUCs being covered with magic clusters. From [10].
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Figure 3.17: Site-resolved scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy on a magic In cluster on the Si(111)7×7 sur-
face. A-H represent dI/dV –V spectra taken at posi-
tions indicated in the inset. The spectra taken on the
magic cluster show an energy gap with values of 0.9 eV
(F), 0.8 eV (G), and 1.0 eV (H). From [293].

show the highest preference for covering ex-
clusively the FHUC, which is preserved un-
til almost all FHUCs are occupied. Hence,
the In clusters allow the preparation of
a second type of two-dimensional lattice
where only all FHUCs are covered [see
Fig 3.16 (b)]. Such a preferential occupa-
tion of the FHUC, however, is found for
most magic cluster systems on Si(111)7×7.

Besides the growth and the atomic
structure, the electronic properties of
group-III metal clusters on Si(111)7×7
were also studied using STS [10, 292, 293,
295], PES [296], and density functional
theory (DFT) [286, 295]. It was found
that, in contrast to the Si(111)7×7 sur-
face being metallic due to the presence of
surface states in the band gap (cf. sec-
tion 3.2.1), the clusters are semiconduct-
ing with an energy gap opening around the
Fermi level. In Fig. 3.17, atomically re-
solved STS data of the magic In clusters
are shown. The tunneling spectra taken on
the cluster clearly show local energy gaps
around 0.9 eV, which vary slightly from site to site, while the spectra taken on adatoms of
the uncovered 7×7 HUC show a metallic behavior. The value obtained for the energy gap is
also consistent with PES results from the same group [296]. In the literature on self-assembled
magic clusters on surfaces, such energy gaps are mostly denoted as band gaps, although HOMO-
LUMO gaps would be the more correct denotation, since a band structure has not developed
yet for these small clusters. For uniformity reasons, the local energy gaps of the clusters are
also referred to as band gaps in the present thesis.

In contrast to In, Ga, and Al, the group-III element Tl shows a different growth behavior.
For room temperature deposition, clusters with irregular sizes grow almost exclusively on the
FHUCs, while for higher growth temperatures the simultaneous growth of different cluster
types is observed [260–262].

Magic Co and Fe silicide clusters

In contrast to the aforementioned group-III metals, the 3d ferromagnetic metals Fe and Co
are highly reactive and form silicides. Nevertheless, it was demonstrated that the deposition
of small amounts of these metals at temperatures between 130 ◦C and 170 ◦C for Fe [14] and
between 210 ◦C and 250 ◦C for Co [13, 273] leads to the formation of magic clusters. The
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Figure 3.18: Properties of the magic Co and Fe silicide clusters on Si(111)7×7. (a) Empty states STM
image (VS = +1.8 V) and (b) filled states STM image (VS = –1.8 V) of the same area showing magic
Co clusters formed after depositing 0.06 ML Co at 230 ◦C. The faulted and unfaulted HUCs are marked
by F and U, respectively. From [13]. (c) Atomic structure model of the magic Co and Fe clusters in
topview and sideview. Adapted from [13]. (d) Averaged (dI/dV )/(I/V )–V spectra of the magic Co
clusters and of the uncovered Si(111)7×7 surface. The spectra taken on the clusters clearly show a band
gap of about 0.8 eV. From [273].

clusters are randomly distributed over the surface and occupy mainly the FHUCs of the 7×7
reconstruction. In Fig. 3.18 (a) to (c), empty and filled states STM images as well as the atomic
structure model of the Fe and Co magic clusters are shown.

The clusters are not located centered within the 7×7 HUCs, but off-center near the center
of an edge. Each cluster consists of six metal atoms and three Si atoms forming a triangle
[see Fig. 3.18 (c)]. Similar to the group-III metal clusters, the three center Si adatoms are
incorporated into the cluster, while the corner Si adatoms are unaffected by the cluster forma-
tion. Hence, again no Si diffusion from other HUCs is needed to form the clusters. In the final
configuration of the clusters, the Si atoms are located slightly above the Co atoms, emphasizing
the silicide character of the clusters.

In addition, also STS measurements were conducted on the magic Co clusters [273]. The
obtained averaged (dI/dV )/(I/V )–V spectra are shown in Fig. 3.18 (d). In comparison to the
spectra taken on the uncovered Si(111)7×7 which are clearly metallic, the Co magic clusters
exhibit semiconducting properties with a band gap of ∼0.8 eV.

It has to be noticed that the authors of the cited studies were not able to produce ordered
cluster arrays. The maximum cluster coverage is reached at about 0.1 ML Fe, where only
∼30% of the HUCs are occupied with magic clusters. At this coverage, the adsorption sites on
the other HUCs are covered with other cluster types or defects, preventing a further growth of
magic clusters [14].
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3.5.2 Magic clusters on the Si(001) surface

Compared to the Si(111) surface, clusters on the Si(001) surface have been studied much less
intensively. This might be related to the 2×1 surface reconstruction, for which a template effect
as for the 7×7 reconstruction is not expected. To the best of my knowledge, only magic clusters
of the group-III metals In [238,297–308] and Al [238,307,309–312] were studied on Si(001) up
to now. In both cases, deposition of a few percents of a monolayer at ∼500 ◦C results in the
formation of magic clusters with an identical structure that are distributed randomly across
the surface [see Fig. 3.19].

The structure model, which is shown in Fig. 3.19 (b), was first proposed by Bunk et al. [305]
and is supported by experimental [305, 306] and theoretical studies [310, 311, 313, 314]. The
stable pyramid-like cluster consists of six metal atoms and seven Si atoms and occupies a 4×3
area of the surface.

When increasing the metal coverage, the cluster density increases, but the spatial distri-
bution of the clusters on the surface is still random. This behavior distinguishes the magic
clusters from other metal-induced surface reconstructions that would preferentially nucleate at
step edges or other defect sites and, even at very low coverages, form domains consisting of
several unit cells.

The saturation coverage is obtained at ∼0.5 ML. At this coverage, the clusters are closely
packed and form a two-dimensional lattice. Here, In and Al behave differently. For In, a well
ordered 4×3 lattice as shown in Fig. 3.20 (a) is formed by just stringing together the SMC
described by the model mentioned above.

In the case of Al, besides the cluster formation, also a substitutional incorporation of
Al atoms into the top Si(001) layer takes place. These two competing processes result in
a poorer ordering. Nevertheless, also for Al ordered domains of SMC are found, but they
show a 4×5 periodicity instead of a 4×3 one [see Fig. 3.20 (b)]. This is explained by an
alternating arrangement of the regular 4×3 clusters and reduced 4×2 clusters as shown in
Fig. 3.20 (c) [307,312].

Figure 3.19: Magic group-III metal clusters on Si(001). (a) Filled states (50×50 nm2, VS = –1.8 V)
STM image of In magic clusters formed upon deposition of 0.15 ML of In at 500 ◦C. From [307]. (b)
Atomic structure model of the group-III metal SMC in topview and sideview, as proposed by Bunk et
al. [305]. White and light gray balls indicate Si atoms, dark gray balls group-III metal atoms. From [238].
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Figure 3.20: Two-dimensional lattices of magic group-III metal clusters on Si(001). (a) Filled states
STM image (50×50 nm2, VS = –1.8 V) of the 4×3 In magic cluster lattice on Si(001). (b) Filled states
STM image (50×50 nm2, VS = –2.1 V) of the 4×5 Al magic cluster lattice on Si(001). Both images
taken from [307]. (c) Atomic structure of the 5×4 lattice, consisting of 4×3 clusters described by the
model of Bunk et al. [305] and 4×2 clusters. From [307].

Further In deposition on the preexisting 4×3 superlattice leads to a modification of up
to 40% of the clusters [298, 301, 302, 308]. Here, Si6In8 clusters form by incorporation of an
additional In atom [302]. While the Si6In7 clusters were found to be semiconducting, the
electronic properties of the “doped” Si6In8 clusters are not yet finally clarified, since STS found
a metallic behavior [301], in contrast to a nonmetallic nature observed using ARPES [308].

3.6 Epitaxial rare earth silicide nanostructures on Si(111)

Besides magic clusters on Si surfaces, an essential part of the present thesis covers the self-
assembled growth of rare earth silicide nanostructures on the Si(111) surface, hence the state
of the art in research on these structures is summarized here.

Depending on the preparation conditions, a variety of interesting structures was found to
appear upon deposition of trivalent rare earth metals on the Si(111) surface. At submonolayer
coverages, various superstructures that are described in detail in the following section form.
At a coverage of about one monolayer, a two-dimensional metallic RESi2 layer (RE represents
a rare earth metal) forms (section 3.6.2), while at higher coverages the hexagonal bulk silicide
exhibiting a defected AlB2 type structure forms (section 3.6.3). For thin rare earth silicide
films, extraordinarily low Schottky barriers were found on n-type Si(111), making them very
interesting for an application as ohmic contacts [39,50,57].

3.6.1 Submonolayer rare earth coverages on Si(111)

The deposition of submonolayer amounts of a trivalent rare earth metal combined with anneal-
ing leads to the formation of various submonolayer phases. In Fig. 3.21, overview STM images
of the Si(111) surface covered with different rare earth metals are shown. Two phases, namely
a 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ and a 5×2 superstructure were found to form for all three shown rare earth

metals, while a 2×1 superstructure was only observed for Er and Dy.
A 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure is observed for Dy [46, 316, 317], Er [42, 45, 315], and Ho

[47]. High resolution STM images of the Dy induced 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ are shown in Fig. 3.22 (a)
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Figure 3.21: Rare earth submonolayer structures on Si(111). STM overview images of (a) 0.6 ML Dy
on Si(111) (from [46]), (b) 0.4 ML Ho on Si(111) (from [47]), and (c) 0.4 ML Er on Si(111) (from [315]).
Areas with clean Si(111) 7×7 and 5×5 as well as the rare earth induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦, 5×2, and 2×1

superstructures are indicated in the images.

and (b). The superstructure forms as domains that are separated by domain boundaries forming
a triangular network. In empty states STM images [Fig. 3.22 (a)], the structure appears as
rings formed by six protrusions. In contrast, in filled states STM images three bright features
form “windmill-like” structures [42, 46]. Since the rare earth atoms are predominantly imaged
in the empty states images due to their lower electronegativity as compared to Si [156, 318],
the six protrusions could be assigned to rare earth atoms forming hexagons that are adsorbed

Figure 3.22: The rare earth induced 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure on the Si(111) surface. (a)
Empty states STM image (VS = +0.6 V) and (b) filled states STM image (VS = –1.4 V). From [46].
A 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ unit cell is exemplarily indicated in both STM images, in (a) a 7×7 unit cell is

additionally indicated. (c) Atomic structure model of the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ structure including the
dislocation network. Adapted from [46].
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Figure 3.23: The rare earth induced 5×2 reconstruction on the Si(111) surface. (a) Empty states STM
image (19×9 nm2, VS = +1.9 V, IT = 180 pA) and (b) filled states STM image (19×9 nm2, VS = –1.9 V,
IT = 180 pA). From [43]. (c) Atomic structure model proposed for the Gd induced 5×2 superstructure
in topview and sideview. Adapted from [43]. The structure consists of alternating Seiwatz chains (SC)
and honeycomb chains (HCC) made of Si atoms and of atomic rows of rare earth atoms with a ×2
periodicity in between. In (b), the open circles denote the two different configurations resulting from a
registry shift of the adsorbates as it is indicated by the arrows in (c).

on the unreconstructed Si(111) surface. The resulting structure model for the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦

including the dislocation network is shown in Fig. 3.22 (c).
The second structure that appears in all three images shown in Fig. 3.21 is a chain like 5×2

reconstruction. It forms in three domains with chains along ⟨110⟩ directions. Besides Dy [46],
Er [45, 315], and Ho [47], this superstructure is also observed for Gd [43, 44, 319], where also
the stabilization of single domains using a vicinal surface was demonstrated [44].

Similar to the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure, the appearance of the 5×2 reconstruction in
STM images shows a strong bias dependence [see Fig. 3.23 (a) and (b)]. A structure model,
which was proposed by Battaglia et al. [43, 319], is shown in Fig. 3.23 (c). Herein, the 5×2
reconstruction is formed by alternating Seiwatz chains [320] and honeycomb chains both con-
sisting exclusively of Si atoms. The rare earth atoms are proposed to form chains with a ×2
periodicity, which are located in the channels between the Si chains.

Also based on simulated STM images, Battaglia et al. were able to identify the dark rows
in the empty states STM images [see Fig. 3.23 (a)] as the Si honeycomb chains, while the
adsorbate channels with the Seiwatz chain in between appear bright. In the filled states image
[see Fig. 3.23 (b)] the structure appears as three rows. Two of them are assigned to the
honeycomb chains, the one which appears to lie slightly lower to the Seiwatz chain. A shift
within the adsorbate channel by one lattice constant along the chain direction leads to a change
in the registry of the rare earth atoms with respect to the honeycomb chain. This is indicated
by the arrows in Fig. 3.23 (c) and the open circles in (b). Thus, it was concluded that the 5×2
reconstruction exists in two configurations. In the upper part, the rare earth metal atoms form
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two parallel chains, while in the lower part a zigzag arrangement is found. In this work, a more
detailed structural analysis is performed, refining this structure model (see section 9.2.2).

In the overview STM image shown in Fig. 3.21 (c), also rod shaped islands with a 2×1
surface reconstruction appear. This phase is found for Er [42,45,315] and Dy [321] on Si(111).
In addition, nanowires forming 2×1 and 4×1 superstructures are observed for Gd on vicinal
Si(111) substrates [44, 322]. Regarding Er, the structure of the 2×1 islands is assumed to
correspond to an ErSi1.7 bilayer with a 2×1 arrangement of the Si vacancies instead of the
√

3×
√

3 R30◦ arrangement usually found for the bulk silicide (cf. section 3.6.3) [45].

3.6.2 Two-dimensional rare earth silicides

As mentioned earlier, a two-dimensional RESi2 with 1×1 periodicity forms on the Si(111)
surface for rare earth coverages around 1 ML [48, 323–328]. However, smaller islands of this
monolayer structure, characterized by straight edges along the ⟨110⟩ directions, are already
found at lower coverages starting at around 0.5 ML (cf. Fig. 3.21). Its atomic structure is
characterized by a hexagonal layer of rare earth atoms located underneath a buckled Si layer
[see Fig. 3.24 (a) and (b)]. This Si top layer is similar to the unreconstructed Si(111) surface,
but rotated by 180◦ [48,326]. In Fig. 3.24 (b) and (c), atomically resolved STM images of the
1×1 reconstruction are shown [46]. At both polarities, the buckled Si atoms of the surface layer
are imaged.

Besides the atomic structure, also the electronic properties of two-dimensional rare earth
silicides were investigated experimentally and theoretically [47, 317, 324, 325, 327, 328]. Figure
3.25 shows experimental results for the band dispersion of ErSi2 and DySi2 obtained using

Figure 3.24: (a,b) Atomic structure model of the RESi2 monolayer in (a) topview and (b) sideview.
Adapted from [48]. (c) Empty states STM image (VS = +0.3 V, IT = 7 nA) and (d) filled states STM
image (VS = –0.3 V, IT = 3 nA). From [46].
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Figure 3.25: (a) Experimental band dispersion of ErSi2 along Γ-M. From [329]. (b) Energy surface of
the two-dimensional DySi2 monolayer on Si(111) at a binding energy of 0.04 eV. From [328]. (c) Scheme
of the Fermi surface of DySi2. The 1×1 surface Brillouin zone is indicated by the orange line, electron
and hole pockets in green and yellow, respectively. From [328].

ARPES. The band structure is characterized by different two-dimensional bands. In the shown
energy range, two bands are found at the M point. One shows a minimum at around 0.1 eV
binding energy and crosses the Fermi level close to the M point. This band forms the elliptical
electron pockets found in the Fermi surface in (b) and (c). The second band has a minimum
at around 1.65 eV, strongly disperses upwards when moving towards Γ-M, and finally crosses
the Fermi level near the Γ point. This band is responsible for the hole pocket in the center of
the Brillouin zone [cf. Fig. 3.25 (b) and (c)].

3.6.3 Three-dimensional rare earth silicides

At multilayer rare earth coverages, epitaxial RE3Si5 layers of defected AlB2 type form [40,46,
49,51,52,55,317,323,328–333]. The corresponding atomic structure model is shown in Fig. 3.26.
As the two-dimensional silicide described in the previous section, the three-dimensional bulk
silicide consists of a buckled Si surface layer with a planar hexagonal layer of rare earth metal
atoms underneath. However, regarding the bulk layers, the structure changes. Here, planar Si
layers alternate with planar rare earth metal layers. To avoid strain in these planar Si bulk
layers, an ordered array of Si vacancies with a

√
3×

√
3 R30◦ periodicity is formed [51, 52,329,

330].
Due to their identical surface termination, RE3Si5 islands appear very similar to RESi2

islands in STM. An overview STM image of a sample with a Dy coverage of 2 ML is shown in
Fig. 3.27. In the image, DySi2 and Dy3Si5 both appear as flat terraces.

However, it is possible to distinguish between the two structures by examining the terrace
edges. As mentioned before, the RESi2 monolayer exhibits straight edges along ⟨110⟩. This
behavior originates from a lower dangling bond density of the buckled Si top layer along these
edges. For the bulk layers, the difference in the dangling bond density vanishes due to the
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Figure 3.26: The atomic structure of the
√

3×
√

3 R30◦ reconstructed rare earth bulk silicide forming
on the Si(111) surface. (a) Topview of the surface forming a buckled Si layer without vacancies. (b)
Topview of the bulk layers with Si vacancies. (c) Sideview of the structure. Adapted from [330].

presence of the vacancies. Hence, with increasing layer thickness, the terrace edges become
rounder as observed in Fig. 3.27 (a) [46,334].

In atomically resolved STM images such as Fig. 3.27 (b), the
√

3×
√

3 R30◦ periodicity
becomes visible. Depending on the registry of the vacancies with respect to the buckled Si
top layer, two different types of images are obtained. In the STM image in Fig. 3.27 (b), a
triangular grouping of bright protrusions appears. A similar appearance was also found by
Martin-Gago et al. for Er3Si5 [331] and is explained by a structural model with the vacancies
being located underneath the lower Si atoms of the buckled surface layer as it is also shown in
Fig. 3.26 (c).

However, other studies found a hexagonal arrangement of the protrusions with every third
spot appearing darker [49, 51]. To explain such an appearance, the vacancy has to be located
underneath an upper Si atom. In 2006, Rogero et al. [332] showed for Y3Si5 that both types
of atomically resolved images can be obtained on the same sample. Hence, both types of

Figure 3.27: (a) Overview STM image of a Si(111) sample with a Dy coverage of 2 ML and subsequent
annealing at 500 ◦C. In the image, the different phases as well as the thickness in monolayers are
indicated. (b) Atomically resolved filled states STM image (VS = –0.05 V, IT = 1 nA). Both images
taken from [46].
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registries can form simultaneously although theoretical calculations show that the structure
with the vacancies underneath the lower Si atoms is slightly preferred [332].
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Chapter 4

Experimental setup

All experiments presented in this work were performed in an existing versatile UHV system,
designed mainly for the growth and the investigation of nanostructures on Si surfaces. This
UHV system, which mainly consists of two chambers, one used for the sample preparation, the
second one housing a homebuilt STM, is described in section 4.1. Furthermore, the need of
UHV is demonstrated and the techniques used to obtain such vacuum conditions are presented.
In section 4.2, the setup of the STM is described in detail. Moreover, descriptions of the tip
and the sample preparation processes are presented in sections 4.3 and 4.4, respectively.

4.1 The UHV system

For the preparation and investigation of clean surfaces, excellent vacuum conditions are es-
sential. This is illustrated by the following estimation. The pressure p is determined by the
number of particles with the mass m and the average velocity ⟨v⟩ that hit a surface [160]:

p = 2m⟨v⟩R, (4.1)

with R being the impinging rate per surface area. The average thermal velocity is given by

m⟨v2⟩/2 = 3kBT/2. (4.2)

Here, kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. Thus, Eq. 4.1 can be written as

p = 2R
√

3mkBT . (4.3)

As an example, the pressure at which one monolayer gas atoms or molecules impinges on a
Si(111) surface within one second is estimated in the following. As mentioned earlier, one
monolayer (ML) is defined as one adsorbate atom per substrate atom. Thus, the impinging
rate R has to be 7.83 · 1014cm−2s−1 (cf. Table 3.1). Assuming a temperature of 300 K and an
atomic weight of 28 (N2) results in a pressure of about 4 · 10−6 mbar. Although the sticking
coefficient of the impinging particles also plays a role, this nicely illustrates that even at high
vacuum conditions, freshly prepared surfaces are contaminated again within seconds. Thus,
to conduct STM experiments with a typical duration of several hours, pressures lower than
10−9 mbar (UHV) are necessary.
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Figure 4.1: Photograph of the experimental UHV chamber setup used in this thesis.

To obtain such vacuum conditions, different vacuum pumps are used. In the chamber system
used in this work, diaphragm, turbomolecular, titanium sublimation, and ion getter pumps are
installed. Thereby, one ion getter pump and one titanium sublimation pump in each chamber
are used during continuous operation, while a pumping station containing a turbomolecular
pump and a diaphragm pump as backing pump are only used for initial pumping after venting
a chamber as well as during bake-out, in order to avoid vibrations that might influence the
STM measurements. Such a bake-out process, in which the whole chamber system is heated
to 120 ◦C for at least 24 h, is necessary when a chamber has been vented, in order to remove
water molecules adsorbed on the chamber walls. Otherwise, the typical base pressures of
5 · 10−11 mbar in the STM chamber and 3 · 10−10 mbar in the preparation chamber would not
be achieved within an appropriate period of time. To measure these pressures, Bayard-Alpert
hot-cathode ionization gauges are employed.

A photograph of the UHV chamber system is shown in Fig. 4.1. The large, horizontally
mounted UHV chamber (A) represents the preparation chamber. It includes a manipulator
(B) with sample heating facilities, various evaporators (C), and a quartz-crystal microbalance
(D) to calibrate the deposition rates. A more detailed description of these parts of the system
is found in section 4.4.
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Up to five samples can be stored within this chamber in the so-called sample garage. In
addition, a load-lock chamber (E) pumped by the turbomolecular pump (F) allows to introduce
new tips or samples without breaking the vacuum. Additionally a combined LEED and Auger
electron spectroscopy system (G) is installed in the preparation chamber. The ion getter pump
of the preparation chamber is marked with H, while I indicates a cooling trap equipped with a
titanium sublimation pump.

Using the magnetically coupled transfer rod marked with J, the sample can be transferred
into the STM chamber (K) through a valve separating the two chambers to preserve the
excellent vacuum conditions in the STM chamber during sample preparation and transferring.
Besides the STM, which is described in the following section, this STM chamber contains a tip
storage and heating facility and a wobble stick to manipulate and mount the STM tips.

4.2 The scanning tunneling microscope

The setup of the homebuilt STM used in this work is shown in Fig. 4.2. In (a), the actual STM
unit is found in the lower part. It is shown in more detail in Fig. 4.2 (b). The sample stage
with a mounted sample is located on the right, while on the left the inertial walker unit for the
coarse positioning and the scanning of the tip is found. A detailed drawing of this walker unit
is shown in (c). It is mounted on top of three stacks of crossed shear piezos with stainless steel

Figure 4.2: The setup of the used tunneling microscope. (a) Overview photograph of the STM system.
(b) Detailed view of the scan head with the walker, the STM tip, and the sample stage. (c) Schematic
drawing of the walker. In this sectional view, the scanner is visible.
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balls underneath. Applying a sawtooth voltage to either the upper or the lower shear piezos
allows moving the walker on the polished stainless steel base plate perpendicular or parallel to
the sample surface, respectively. In contrast, when the voltage is only applied to two piezos,
the walker rotates.

For the scanning of the tip, a piezo tube with its outer electrode being divided into four sec-
tors is employed. This tube scanner is installed inside the walker unit, as shown in Fig. 4.2 (c).
Applying a voltage between the inner and the outer electrodes leads to a motion in z-direction,
while a bending of the tube and thus a tip motion in x- or y-direction is achieved by applying
a voltage between two opposite electrodes. At the front end of the scanner tube a magnet
is attached. This magnet holds the tip holder manufactured from magnetizable steel. The
tunneling current is measured at the gold plate underneath the tip and is amplified by the
in-vacuum preamplifier above the STM unit [see Fig 4.2 (a)].

To decouple the system from environmental vibrations, the whole scan head is vibration
isolated using a spring suspension. Additionally, an eddy current damping system is imple-
mented.

For data acquisition and control, two different systems were used. For the first measure-
ments, a set of homebuilt electronics was used to control the STM and to supply the high
voltages used for the scanner and the walker. For processing the data, a computer running
a software originally written by M. Dähne was used. Within this work, this homebuilt con-
trol system has been replaced by a commercial scanning probe control system (Nanonis SPM
controller by Specs Zurich GmbH).

However, the basic measurement procedure is similar for both systems. First, the tip has
to be brought into a distance where a tunneling current is detected when a voltage is applied
to the sample. This approach is done in two steps. First, the tip is positioned manually using
the walker. The distance between tip and sample surface is thereby controlled with an optical
microscope through a viewport of the UHV chamber. Through the microscope, also the mirror
image of the tip is visible on the sample surface. When the tip and its image nearly touch each
other, an automated approach mechanism is started as the second step. Here, the feedback
loop is switched on and the scanner moves the tip towards the sample. If no tunneling current
is measured, the tip is retracted and a walker step follows. To prevent a crash, the steps of
the walker need to be smaller than the maximum scan range of the tube piezo in z-direction
(∼1 µm). This process is repeated until the tunneling contact is established. Then STM or
STS measurements can be performed using the different software interfaces.

All STM images presented in this work were acquired using the constant current mode. For
data analysis, the wsxm software [335] was used. To investigate the local electronic properties,
STS was employed in this work. Here, point spectra with the feedback loop turned off were
measured at locations of interest. In most cases, dI/dV –V spectra were measured simultane-
ously using a software lock-in amplifier implemented in the Nanonis package. For the lock-in
measurements, the tunneling voltage is modulated with a typical frequency of 1 kHz and a
typical amplitude of 50 mV.
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4.3 Tip preparation

A sharp and stable STM tip is a crucial part in an STM experiment to obtain a high resolution
and to minimize tip changes or tip artifacts that often affect the quality of STM images. In
this work, mainly electrochemically etched tungsten tips were used [336–338]. In addition,
commercially available PtIr tips (Agilent Technologies) were tested. However, an advantage of
these tips could not be observed. Thus, tungsten tips which can be produced in the laboratory
by electrochemical etching in sodium hydroxide solution are preferred.

For this purpose, a tungsten wire with a diameter of 0.25 mm is at first annealed under
nitrogen flow for improving the material quality. For etching, a commercial setup (W-Tek Tip
Etching Tool by Omicron NanoTechnology GmbH) is used. Here, a piece of the tungsten wire
is immersed into a glass beaker filled with 10% NaOH solution. Then, a voltage of 5 V is
applied between the tungsten wire and a ringlike stainless steel cathode surrounding the wire.
In the initiated etching process, a soluble tungsten oxide (WO2−

4 ) forms at the anode. Due to
a shielding by sinking WO2−

4 ions, the dissolution of the tungsten wire is fastest close to the
NaOH surface leading to a thinning of the wire until it finally breaks off. Since in this setup
the upper part is used as a tip, it is important that the etching process is stopped immediately
after the break off by the control electronics. Otherwise, the tip would get blunt again [336].

The quality of the resulting tips is then checked using an optical microscope, and suitable
tips are cleaned in ethanol and deionized water before they are attached to a tip holder by
spot-welding. Finally, the tips are transferred into the UHV system via the load-lock using tip
shuttles each carrying up to three tips. Inside the STM chamber, the surface oxide is removed
from the tips by electron bombardment.

4.4 Sample preparation

As mentioned before, excellent vacuum conditions are one major requirement to maintain a
clean surface during an STM measurement. However, this implies that a clean sample surface
is present. In this section, the different steps of the sample preparation from preparing a clean
Si surface to the self-assembled growth of nanostructures are described.

4.4.1 Preparation of clean silicon surfaces

In the present work, Si surfaces with different orientations serve as substrates for the growth
of self-assembled nanostructures. In Table 4.1, the properties of the used Si wafers are sum-
marized.

In a first step, samples with dimensions of about 10×5 mm2 are cut from Si wafers with
the desired surface orientation. For this purpose, a scratch is applied using a diamond scriber
followed by breaking the wafer along this scratch. Before being mounted to the sample holder,
the samples are rinsed alternately with ethanol and deionized water for several times.

The used sample holder is shown in Fig. 4.3. The assembly consists of two parts manufac-
tured from Mo which are electrically isolated from each other allowing direct current heating
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orientation manufacturer doping resistivity (Ωcm)

Si(111) MaTeck GmbH n-type (P) 5
Si(111) MaTeck GmbH n-type (P) 0.3
Si(111) MaTeck GmbH n+-type (P) 0.0045-0.006
Si(557) CrysTec GmbH p-type (B) 1-20
Si(001) MaTeck GmbH n-type (P) 2

Table 4.1: Overview on the Si wafers used in this work.

Figure 4.3: The sample holder used in this work. (a) Photograph of the sample holder with a Si
sample installed. (b) Schematic drawing of the sample holder.

of the sample. The electrical isolation is achieved using pieces made of Shapal-M Soft™, a
machinable ceramic consisting of aluminum nitride. It is compatible with the high tempera-
tures used during the preparation process, offers a good thermal conductivity and the coefficient
of thermal expansion fits very well to that of Mo. The sample itself is mounted under two plates
made of Ta, which are fixed by screws. On the one hand, Ta and Mo are the materials of choice
because of their compatibility with high temperatures. On the other hand stainless steel parts
should be avoided in the proximity of the Si sample, since they might lead to a contamination
with Ni which is a frequent problem. The completed assembly is then transferred into the
UHV-system using the load-lock.

Inside the preparation chamber, clean Si surfaces are prepared by heating the samples.
Therefore, the sample holder is placed on the manipulator, which allows heating by passing
a direct current through the sample. Within this work, an analogous cleaning procedure is
used for all surface orientations. In a first step after inserting the sample into the UHV, it is
outgassed at 600 ◦C to 800 ◦C for several hours. Afterwards, the surface oxide is removed by
the so-called flashing procedure. Here, starting from a base temperature of around 800 ◦C,
the sample is repeatedly heated to higher temperatures up to 1200 ◦C for 10 s. When the
rise in the chamber pressure during such a flashing cycle is negligible, the oxide is assumed
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to be removed and the sample is cooled down slowly (∼1 K/s) from at least 830 ◦C to room
temperature to obtain a defect-free surface reconstruction.

The sample temperature is measured by an optical pyrometer with an accuracy of ±20 ◦C
and a measuring range from 300 ◦C to 1400 ◦C. However, for some preparations growth tem-
peratures lower than 300 ◦C are used. In these cases, temperature-current calibration curves
are measured and extrapolated towards lower temperatures. Therefore, highly n-doped wafers
are used since they show a nearly linear dependence between temperature and current in the
crucial temperature regime. However, for the available highly doped wafers, the accuracy of
the alignment of the (111) plane is not as good as for the planar Si(111) wafers and a large
number of steps is present. Thus, a pick-a-back construction consisting of two samples, with a
standard n-type wafer mounted on top of a highly doped wafer that is used for the heating, is
employed. Highly p-doped wafers are avoided, since B that is mostly used as the dopant leads
to a modification of the surface [339–341].

In a first experiment, the surface quality is checked using STM for every new sample. This
step is essential to make sure that the surface is clean and no contamination is present, since
especially at the investigation of clusters, even small amounts of contaminants on the surfaces
might appear very similar to the subjects of investigation.

4.4.2 Growth of self-assembled nanostructures on silicon surfaces

In this work, the self-assembled growth of various nanostructures on Si surfaces was investi-
gated. The basic preparation process of each of these nanostructures is as follows: The material
of choice is deposited on a freshly prepared clean Si substrate using an evaporator. In a pre-
ceding experiment, the evaporation rate of the evaporator is determined using a quartz-crystal
microbalance. Then, the desired coverage is deposited on the sample by opening a shutter in
front of the evaporator for a certain time. To enable the self-assembled growth, the sample is
heated. This heating is either done during the deposition in reactive deposition epitaxy (RDE)
or afterwards in solid phase epitaxy (SPE).

In this work, In, Ga, Si, Sb, Dy, and Tb are used as adsorbates. For their evaporation,
different types of evaporators are used. For Sb, Dy, and Tb, homebuilt electron beam evapora-
tors with slightly modified designs are used. A scheme of an electron beam evaporator similar
to those used for Dy and Tb is shown in Fig. 4.4 (a). The material to be evaporated is placed
inside a W crucible surrounded by a filament. In this evaporator type, the crucible is heated
by electrons that are released from the filament through thermionic emission and accelerated
towards the crucible by a high voltage between 350 V and 500 V. In the Sb evaporator, a Ta
cone is used instead of a W crucible.

In contrast, for In, Ga, and Si, effusion cells, in which the crucible is directly heated by
thermal contact to a filament, are employed. For In, a homebuilt effusion cell with a boron-
nitride crucible is used, while for Ga and Si, commercial effusion cells are employed. These
commercial cells are equipped with water cooling, and thermocouples are installed underneath
the crucibles allowing a precise adjustment of the cell temperature. For Ga, a dual filament
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Figure 4.4: Examples of evaporators used within this work. (a) Homebuilt electron beam evaporator
as used for evaporating Dy and Tb. Adapted from [342]. (b) Commercial high temperature effusion cell
as used for Si evaporation. From [343].

effusion cell (DCA Instruments Oy) with a boron nitride crucible is used, while for Si a high
temperature effusion cell (DCA Instruments Oy) with a Ta crucible is employed.

The high thermal radiation caused by the effusion cells does not allow to use the quartz-
crystal microbalance to determine the evaporation rate. Here, the evaporation rate was cali-
brated by growing well-known structures and evaluating their relative surface coverage. There-
fore, Si(111) homoepitaxy was employed for Si, while for Ga and In, directly the number of
magic clusters on Si(111)7×7, each containing six metal atoms (cf. section 3.5.1), was deter-
mined.
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Chapter 5

Sb induced clusters on the Si(111)
surface

The deposition of Sb on Si can strongly influence its properties. As a group-V element, Sb
represents a donor when being incorporated into a Si crystal and is in fact frequently used for
n-type doping in Si-MBE [344–348]. In addition, it acts as a surfactant, e.g. enabling a two-
dimensional growth of Ge layers on Si instead of the otherwise forming three-dimensional islands
[349–354]. Hence, it strongly influences both the electronic properties of Si and the growth
behavior, making Sb induced clusters on Si surfaces very interesting objects to investigate.

However, to the best of my knowledge, clusters of group-V elements on the Si(111)7×7
surface were not investigated in detail up to now. This is in strong contrast to the other
common dopant system in Si, the group-III metals, for which numerous studies on magic
clusters on Si surfaces exist (see section 3.5).

Although Sb induced clusters were not in the focus up to now, the growth of Sb on the
Si(111) surface has been intensively studied. Thereby, a variety of different surface phases
was observed [355–364]. In addition, a formation of cluster-like structures was found for room
temperature deposition [365] as well as for Sb deposition on a Si(111) surface partly covered
with a

√
3×

√
3-Ga superstructure [366]. However, in these studies the clusters were not the

main topic and no magic clusters were observed. This might be related to the rather high
growth temperatures used in the majority of these works. To take advantage of the template
effect, moderate growth temperatures are required in order to maintain the basic structure of
the Si(111)7×7 substrate.

Thus, in this work, the growth behavior, the atomic structure, and the electronic properties
of Sb induced clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface are studied using STM and STS. There-
fore, lower growth temperatures and Sb coverages as compared to most existing studies were
employed.
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5.1 General growth behavior

To investigate the growth behavior of Sb induced clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface, the
growth parameters were varied in a wide range. Therefore, Sb coverages between 0.04 ML
and 0.47 ML, growth temperatures between 200 ◦C and 550 ◦C, and deposition rates ranging
from 0.03 ML/min to 0.32 ML/min were employed. In addition, two different growth tech-
niques to enable the self-assembled growth of clusters were employed. As mentioned earlier,
Sb is deposited directly on the sample held at growth temperature in RDE, while in SPE the
deposition takes place at room temperature, followed by an annealing of the sample. Using
RDE, a much more homogenous growth is obtained, thus this method was primarily used. Re-
garding the deposition rate, no fundamental influence on the cluster growth is observed within
the studied range. Hence, the remaining two growth parameters are the Sb coverage and the
growth temperature.

In Fig. 5.1 (a) to (c), overview filled states STM images for three different sets of growth
parameters are shown. In all images, the 7×7 periodicity of the substrate is maintained and
the dominating structures on the surface are small clusters forming within single 7×7 HUCs.
Besides clusters, sometimes also islands extending over several HUCs are found, as indicated
in (a) and (c).

However, when comparing the STM images in more detail, a fundamentally different cluster
growth is observed. It is found, that almost all forming clusters can be assigned to three cluster
types. These are so-called double-row clusters, ringlike clusters, and different types of bright
clusters. In the image shown in (a), mainly double-row clusters form. A detailed filled states
STM image of the double-row clusters is shown in (d). These clusters appear as two rows
formed from two or three protrusions, being aligned parallel to an edge of the 7×7 HUC.
Sometimes the rows appear slightly bent.

In contrast, an almost exclusive formation of ringlike clusters is observed in (b). These
ringlike clusters appear as bright features located near the center of an edge of the 7×7 HUC,
as can be seen in the filled states STM image shown in (e).

The third main class of clusters are the so called bright clusters, of which a large number is
found in (c), and which are shown in more detail in (f). Here, different types of bright clusters
are found. This behavior with three different types of clusters is representative for the whole
investigated parameter range.

As already evident from the STM images shown in (a) to (c), there are distinct regimes of
growth parameters, for which a preferential growth of one of the three cluster types is found.
By analyzing the cluster types forming for the different sample preparations investigated in
this work, a rough phase diagram for the corresponding parameter range could be obtained
as shown in Fig. 5.1 (g). The three differently colored and numbered regimes correspond to
parameter regimes where double-row clusters (I), ringlike clusters (II), and bright clusters (III)
are found. However, as indicated in (g), the regimes are not clearly distinguishable from each
other, but show overlaps, as can be seen e.g. in (c), where a formation of both bright clusters
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Figure 5.1: (a-c) Representative overview STM images for the three growth regimes of Sb induced
clusters on the Si(111) surface. (a) Regime I with mainly double-row clusters forming (0.04 ML Sb
deposited at 400 ◦C; VS = –1.5 V; IT = 500 pA). (b) Regime II with an almost exclusive formation
of ringlike clusters (0.07 ML Sb deposited at 450 ◦C; VS = –2.0 V; IT = 200 pA). (c) Regime III
with a large number of bright clusters (exemplarily indicated by a red triangle) forming besides ringlike
clusters (exemplarily indicated by a blue triangle) (0.17 ML Sb deposited at 400 ◦C; VS = –2.0 V;
IT = 500 pA). The white arrows mark islands extending over several HUCs. (d-f) Detailed filled states
STM images of (d) double-row clusters (VS = –1.25 V; IT = 500 pA), (e) ringlike clusters (VS = –2.0 V;
IT = 200 pA), and (f) bright clusters (VS = –1.5 V; IT = 200 pA). In (f) bright clusters appearing
differently are marked. (g) Sketch of the Sb/Si(111) phase diagram for the range, in which a growth
of Sb induced clusters was found. The green, blue, and red areas marked by the numbers I, II, and III
indicate the growth regimes, in which double-row, ringlike, and bright clusters grow, respectively. The
points indicate sample preparations that were investigated within this work.
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and ringlike clusters is found on the same sample, as exemplarily indicated by the red and blue
triangles marking a bright and a ringlike cluster, respectively.

The double-row clusters are the first clusters forming at low Sb coverages and low growth
temperatures. A detailed analysis of these clusters is conducted in section 5.2.

In regime II, which is drawn in blue in Fig. 5.1 (g), ringlike clusters are found. For these
clusters, an extremely homogenous growth is observed with an almost exclusive formation of
ringlike clusters for Sb coverages between 0.05 ML and 0.12 ML and growth temperatures
between 450 ◦C and 550 ◦C. The ideal growth temperature was found to be 450 ◦C, where
high coverages of ringlike Sb clusters could be obtained. At higher growth temperatures, the
number of ringlike clusters decreases. This might be related to the larger diffusion length of
the Sb atoms on the surface at higher temperatures, allowing a diffusion to step edges and the
formation of other Sb induced structures. Also a desorption of Sb might already take place
in this temperature regime, although in literature, a sticking coefficient of almost unity was
reported for Sb on the Si(111) surface for temperatures below 600 ◦C [344,347].

Regime III, in which the bright clusters are found, extends over a large range of growth
parameters. Bright clusters are found for low coverages and low growth temperatures just as
for high coverages and high growth temperatures. Always, not only one particular type of
bright clusters is observed, but differently appearing ones. This is exemplarily indicated in
Fig. 5.1 (f). Here, some clusters as the one marked A appear larger and are often found to
exhibit a centered triangular appearance within the HUC. Besides these clusters, also smaller
ones, appearing either as an elongated feature (B), or as a single protrusion (C) are found.
It is known that Sb evaporates not in form of single atoms, but as Sb4 molecules [346, 367].
The observed bright clusters might then be assigned to Sb4 molecules that did not completely
dissociate into single atoms and are thus not available for the formation of other cluster types
such as the ringlike clusters. In this model, the different types of bright clusters may then
be Sb tetramers, trimers, dimers, and monomers that do not have to be chemisorbed on the
surface. The cluster marked A might correspond either to an Sb tetramer or a trimer, B with
its elongated appearance to an Sb dimer, and C to an Sb monomer. The formation of the bright
clusters at low growth temperatures supports this model, since these temperatures might be too
low for a complete dissociation of Sb4. The additional observation at high coverages and high
growth temperatures is not that obvious at first sight. For the higher coverages investigated,
always also a high number of ringlike clusters is present on the surface [cf. Fig. 5.1 (c)]. Maybe,
adsorption sites for a physisorption of Sb atoms are already too rare on the surface, hindering
a complete dissociation of Sb4. However, to verify these assumptions, further investigations
and a comparison with theoretical calculations are needed.

Besides the growth of the different cluster types, also the uncovered areas with the 7×7
reconstruction undergo changes in all samples investigated within this work. This is shown
exemplarily for one preparation in Fig. 5.2. In the filled states STM image shown in (a),
many adatoms of the 7×7 reconstruction appear brighter, while in the empty states STM
image of the same area shown in (b), the same adatoms appear lower as compared to the
surrounding 7×7 surface. These differently appearing adatoms are assigned to Sb atoms that
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Figure 5.2: (a) Filled states (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 500 pA) and (b) empty states STM images
(VS = +2.0 V; IT = 500 pA) of the same area of a sample with an Sb coverage of 0.08 ML de-
posited at 500 ◦C. Besides two ringlike clusters marked in blue, Sb atoms that substituted adatoms of
the Si(111)7×7 reconstruction are found as exemplarily marked by the small white and black arrows.
(c) Height profiles taken along the red and black arrows in (a) and (b), respectively. The dotted lines
marked with Si indicate unchanged Si adatoms, while the gray area marked by Sb indicates the position,
where an Sb atom substituted a Si adatom of the 7×7 reconstruction.

substituted Si adatoms of the Si(111)7×7 surface. Such adatom substitutions were already
observed earlier with a similar appearance and explained by completely filled dangling bonds
at the Sb adatoms [358]. When Sb atoms with their five valence electrons bind to three Si
atoms, the two remaining electrons entirely fill the remaining dangling bond. In contrast, for
Si, the dangling bonds are only partially filled. Thus, in empty states STM images, the Si
adatoms appear higher than Sb atoms, while for the filled states the Sb adatoms are imaged
with a higher appearance. The observed effect is thus mostly electronic, although the larger
covalent radius of Sb as compared to Si [368] might enhance the contrast at least in the filled
states images. As derived from the height profiles shown in (c), the Sb adatoms appear about
0.06 nm higher than the Si adatoms in the filled states image and about 0.05 nm lower than
the Si adatoms in the empty states image, which corresponds nicely with the values measured
in Ref. [358].
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Adatom substitutions were found in the complete investigated growth parameter range.
For higher Sb coverages the 7×7 surface is intensively disturbed by the adatom substitution
as well as the cluster formation. At a rather high coverage of 0.47 ML, still many bright
clusters form but also many islands exceeding over several HUCs appear, which may already
represent precursors of the Sb induced reconstructions forming at higher Sb coverages and
growth temperatures [355–364].

In the following sections, the results on the double-row clusters and the ringlike clusters are
discussed in more detail.

5.2 Double-row clusters

As already mentioned, double-row clusters are observed for the lowest used Sb coverages be-
tween 0.04 ML and 0.08 ML and temperatures between 230 ◦C and 400 ◦C. Figure 5.3 shows
again STM images of the sample already shown in Fig. 5.1 (a) and (d). For this preparation,
the highest number of double-row clusters was found. In detailed filled states STM images such
as Figs. 5.1 (d) and 5.3 (b), they appear as two rows formed by five to six bright protrusions.
The rows are thereby aligned parallel to an edge of the 7×7 HUC. However, in clusters with one
row consisting of two protrusions, the row consisting of three protrusions can appear slightly
bent. In addition, in such clusters the protrusion in the middle of a triple row can appear
brighter than the two outer ones, as indicated by the arrow in Fig. 5.3 (b). Unfortunately, it
was not achieved to obtain filled and empty states STM images at the same location of the
surface due to large thermal drift present during the measurements. Hence, it is not possible to
make a direct assignment between double-row clusters with one explicit appearance. However,
due to the predominant formation of double-row clusters at the present preparation conditions,
structures with a similar frequency of occurrence in the empty states may also be assigned to
double-row clusters. Figure 5.3 (c) shows detailed empty states images of clusters assigned to
double-row clusters. In contrast to the filled states images, the clusters here appear mainly as
one row formed by two spots.

In the following, the composition of the double-row clusters is discussed. At the preparation
conditions with a predominant formation of double-row clusters, a large number of adatom
substitutions is found on the surface besides the clusters. By analyzing the number of adatom
substitutions for the preparation shown in Fig. 5.3, it is found that about 85% of the Sb atoms
deposited on the surface substituted Si adatoms of the 7×7 reconstruction. Thus, only 15% of
the deposited Sb is available for the cluster formation. The relatively large density of clusters
found on the surface can thus only be explained by a very low average Sb content of the clusters.
In addition, the Si atoms which are released by the adatom substitution may also participate
in the cluster formation. Thus, it may be concluded that also the formation of pure Si clusters
might be possible at these preparation conditions.

Indeed, clusters appearing very similar to the double-row clusters are known from Si(111)
homoepitaxy [369–372]. In fact, the situation that is found here is very similar to Si(111)
homoepitaxy, since mostly Si atoms released from the adatom substitutions are present on
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Figure 5.3: (a) Filled states overview STM image (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of a Si(111) sample with
an Sb coverage of 0.04 ML deposited at 400 ◦C. (b) Detailed filled states STM images of Sb induced
double-row clusters (VS = –1.3 V; IT = 500 pA). (c) Corresponding detailed empty states STM images
(VS = +1.3 V; IT = 500 pA).

the surface, and the Sb atoms are predominantly bound in the adatom substitutions. These
Si atoms then may diffuse on the surface and behave similar to Si atoms deposited in a ho-
moepitaxy experiment. Indeed, triangular islands with the 7×7 reconstruction and a height
corresponding to a single Si(111) step are found on the surface [see Figs. 5.1 (a) and 5.3 (a)],
in good agreement with those found in Si(111) homoepitaxy [239, 373, 374]. Hence, it may
be assumed that the double-row clusters forming at low Sb coverages and growth tempera-
tures, similar to those used in the mentioned Si(111) homoepitaxy studies, are pure Si clusters
that form with the Si atoms released from the large number of adatom substitutions, which is
observed at these preparation conditions.

To further prove this assumption, Si homoepitaxy experiments were also performed within
this work for comparison. Figure 5.4 shows STM results for a Si(111) sample with a Si coverage
of 0.2 ML deposited at 350 ◦C. In the overview image shown in (a), the typical formation of
triangular Si(111) islands is observed. As already mentioned in section 3.5, such triangular
islands form in a kinetically limited growth process due to a larger cost of energy for lifting
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Figure 5.4: (a) Overview filled states STM image (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of a sample with a
coverage of 0.2 ML Si deposited at 350 ◦C. (b) More detailed filled states STM image (VS = –2.0 V;
IT = 100 pA) showing the forming double-row clusters besides an Si(111) island with 7×7 reconstruc-
tion. (c) Detailed filled states STM images of double-row clusters forming during Si homoepitaxy
(VS = –2.0 V; IT = 200 pA).

the reconstruction of the FHUC as compared to the UFHUC [239, 373, 374]. This results also
in the high preference for one specific orientation of the triangles with UFHUCs forming the
vertices of the triangles as can be seen from Fig. 5.4 (b).

However, besides these islands also clusters forming within single 7×7 HUCs are found
on the surface. When comparing more detailed filled states STM images of these clusters
[Fig. 5.4 (b) and (c)] with filled states STM images of the Sb induced double-row clusters
[Fig. 5.3 (a) and (b)], an identical appearance as two rows formed by five to six protrusions
is found. In addition, the empty states images of the Sb induced double-row clusters shown
in Fig. 5.3 (c) are in nice agreement with those of Si clusters in homoepitaxy published in
Ref. [369]. Thus it is concluded that the double-row clusters observed in this work are indeed
the same pure Si clusters that are observed in Si homoepitaxy and which are assumed to be
precursors for the formation of the two-dimensional Si(111) islands [369–372].

The exclusive formation of double-row clusters at extremely low Sb coverages and low
growth temperatures may be explained as follows: At higher Sb coverages, more Sb atoms
are present on the surface and the formation of Sb-Si binary clusters becomes more probable
hindering the formation of pure Si clusters. At higher growth temperatures, the diffusion length
of the Si atoms increases and with this also the growth rate of the two-dimensional islands.
Hence, at the higher temperatures most of the Si atoms form islands or are able to diffuse to
a step edge resulting in step-flow growth. The observation of saw-tooth like Si(111) step edges
at higher growth temperatures additionally supports this view.

5.3 Magic Sb ringlike clusters

As can be seen already from a comparison of the overview STM images shown in Fig. 5.1 (a) to
(c), the ringlike clusters show the most homogeneous growth of the different Sb induced cluster
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Figure 5.5: (a) Overview empty states STM image (VS = +1.3 V; IT = 100 pA) of a sample with
a coverage of 0.11 ML Sb deposited at 450 ◦C. (b) Detailed filled states STM image (VS = –1.0 V;
IT = 100 pA) and (c,d) detailed empty states images of ringlike clusters obtained with (c) VS = +1.5 V;
IT = 500 pA, and (d) VS = +1.5 V; IT = 1 nA. In (a), a 7×7 unit cell showing the orientation of the
FHUC (F) and the UFHUC (U) is indicated. In addition, A and B exemplarily mark clusters with high
and low apparent heights, respectively. The HUCs marked with 1, 2, and 3 represent clusters showing
the three possible equivalent orientations within the HUC. Thereby, the respective edge, near which the
clusters appear, is indicated by the solid line of the triangle.

types that are found in the investigated parameter range. At growth temperatures between
450 ◦C and 550 ◦C, an almost exclusive formation of ringlike clusters is observed. Only at
higher coverages, more and more bright clusters form, hindering up to now the preparation of
complete two-dimensional arrays of ringlike clusters. However, at the ideal growth temperature
of 450 ◦C, densities of ringlike clusters up to 8 · 1012 cm−2 could be obtained as shown in
Fig. 5.5 (a). Here, a ringlike cluster is found in about every second 7×7 unit cell.

In contrast to the filled states images shown in Fig. 5.1 (b) and (e), where the clusters
appear rather structureless as an oval protrusion located near an edge of the 7×7 HUC, the
clusters clearly show a ringlike appearance in empty states images such as Fig. 5.5 (a). For
a more detailed discussion, high resolution STM images of single ringlike clusters are shown
in Fig. 5.5 (b) to (d). With highest resolution, a ringlike appearance is also observed in filled
states images such as (b), although mostly an appearance like the one in Fig. 5.1 (b) and (e)
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is observed. In empty states images, a ringlike appearance as in (c) is routinely observed.
When highest resolution is achieved, the clusters here appear as hexagons formed by six spots
as visible in (d). However, for both polarities of the tunneling voltage, the ringlike clusters
appear near the center of an edge of the 7×7 HUCs, with the corner adatoms of the 7×7
reconstruction appearing unaffected by the cluster formation. In contrast, the former Si center
adatoms of the 7×7 reconstruction are no longer observed in HUCs with ringlike clusters. Due
to the location of the observed features for the ringlike clusters near an edge of the HUCs,
three equivalent orientations of the clusters within the HUC are possible which are exemplarily
marked with 1, 2, and 3 in Fig. 5.5 (a). The solid line of the triangle marking the corresponding
HUC thereby indicates the edge, near which the cluster is observed.

In Fig. 5.5 (a), also another feature of the ringlike clusters is found. When comparing
different ringlike clusters, they show an identical appearance as a ring forming near the center
of an edge of a 7×7 HUC, but different clusters are characterized by different apparent heights
with respect to the surrounding surface. This is indicated in Fig. 5.5 (a) by A and B and shown
in more detail in Fig. 5.6. Due to this appearance with different heights, the cluster density
in Fig. 5.5 (a) is easily underestimated at first sight. When comparing again Fig. 5.5 (a) with
Fig. 5.1 (b), it is evident that the height variation is predominantly observed in empty states
images. In Fig. 5.6 (b), height profiles for four clusters appearing with different heights taken
along the arrows indicated in (a) are shown. While the clusters marked in green and black
appear higher than the surrounding 7×7 surface, the clusters marked in blue and red appear
lower. Altogether, height differences of up to 0.13 nm between the highest appearing clusters
and the lowest appearing clusters are observed.

This height variation may either be caused by structural differences between the clusters
or by a different environment of the clusters like other clusters, adatom substitutions, steps,
or other defects forming in their proximity. However, when analyzing the heights of various

Figure 5.6: (a) Empty states STM image (VS = +1.0 V; IT = 200 pA) of a sample with a coverage
of 0.11 ML Sb deposited at 450 ◦C. (b) Height profiles along the arrows indicated in (a). The gray box
indicates the area, where ringlike clusters formed, the dotted lines marked with A indicate the positions
of 7×7 adatoms.
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clusters, no dependence on one of the mentioned structures in the close environment could be
found. Thus, structural differences between the clusters have to be responsible for the observed
height variations. A further discussion on its origins is conducted in the following section.

Additionally, the ringlike clusters show a strong preference for occupying the FHUCs of
the 7×7 reconstruction, as can be seen from the overview image in Fig. 5.5 (a), where the
orientation of the HUCs is indicated. By counting the clusters in several STM images for
the preparations with the ideal growth temperature of 450 ◦C, it is found that as much as
97% of all ringlike clusters formed in the FHUC. Knowing the growth temperature and the
relative population of the different half unit cells, it is possible to estimate the difference in the
formation energies for a cluster in the unfaulted half unit cell and in the faulted half unit cell
by employing the Boltzmann distribution:

nU /nF = exp(−∆E/kBT ). (5.1)

Here, nF and nU are the numbers of clusters occupying the FHUC and UFHUC, respectively, T
is the substrate temperature during growth, and kB the Boltzmann constant. Using the above
mentioned values, an energy difference of ∆E = (0.22 ± 0.01) eV is obtained. This energy
difference is, to the best of my knowledge, the highest value found for a cluster system on
Si(111)7×7 so far. However, the centered Tb silicide clusters, which were also observed in this
work for the first time, exhibit a similar energy difference, as described in detail in chapter 7.
For other systems, much lower energy differences are found, e.g. 0.08 eV to 0.1 eV for magic In
clusters [10,279] and 0.09 eV for Co clusters [13].

5.3.1 Atomic structure of Sb ringlike clusters

To identify the atomic structure of the ringlike Sb clusters, first the average Sb content of the
clusters is estimated. This is done based on the measurement shown in Fig. 5.5 (a), where 95%
of all clusters are ringlike clusters and about every second 7×7 unit cell is occupied. Taking
into account the adatom substitutions, an Sb content of the ringlike clusters of about six Sb
atoms per cluster is derived. Doing the same estimation for the other measurements at the
ideal growth temperature of 450 ◦C, similar values between five and seven Sb atoms are derived.
Thus, the Sb content of the ringlike clusters is estimated to be about six Sb atoms.

However, besides assuming a reasonable Sb content, a structure model has also to be able
to explain the further experimental observations:

1. The appearance of the ringlike clusters in filled and empty states STM images, including
the location, where the clusters are observed, the unchanged Si corner adatoms as well
as the missing Si center adatoms.

2. The observed variations in the apparent heights of different clusters.

In addition, the number of unfavorable dangling bonds should be minimized and the bonding
geometries should correspond to typical bond lengths and bond angles.
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In literature, several other systems of clusters on the Si(111) surface with clusters forming
off-center within single 7×7 HUCs are known. These are first the so-called ring clusters forming
from the transition metals Co [244–246,248], Ni [246,249–252], Fe [246,253], Pd [246], Pt [246],
and Ir [246] at high temperatures which were already mentioned in section 3.5. Although their
appearance might be similar to the Sb ringlike clusters observed here, their growth behavior
is substantially different. The transition metal ringclusters form at much higher temperatures
and thereby destroy the underlying 7×7 reconstruction. They represent the initial states of
either a

√
7×

√
7 R19.1◦ superstructure or a

√
19×

√
19 R19.1◦ superstructure with a preferential

nucleation at defects and step edges rather than a growth of clusters within single 7×7 unit cells.
In addition, their metal content of one and three atoms is not consistent with the estimated
Sb content of the ringlike Sb clusters.

Other off-center clusters are found for Co [13, 273], Fe [14], and Mn [268]. These clusters
form at lower temperatures between 80 ◦C and 230 ◦C. Especially the Co and Fe induced
magic clusters show a similar ringlike appearance as the Sb ringlike clusters, also with missing
Si center adatoms and the Si corner adatoms appearing unchanged. However, although a clear
ringlike appearance is found in empty states images, STM images with the clusters appearing
to be formed by six protrusions have not been published yet. In the proposed structure model,
these clusters are built from six metal atoms and three Si atoms forming a triangle located
near an edge of the HUC. Hence, also the metal content is in good agreement with the Sb
content estimated for the Sb ringlike clusters. Nevertheless, the triangular structure cannot
explain the highest resolution empty states STM images obtained in this work with the ringlike
Sb clusters appearing as six protrusions. This is especially obvious from the simulated STM
images published in Refs. [13, 14], in which the Co and Fe induced clusters clearly show a
triangular appearance. Hence, also this structure model has to be excluded.

A third system showing similarities to the Sb ringlike clusters observed in this work are the
magic Si clusters forming after annealing a Si(111)7×7 sample to about 500 ◦C and subsequent
quenching to room temperature [243,270–272] (cf. section 3.5). The STM images published for
these clusters show a very good agreement with those obtained for the Sb ringlike clusters within
this work with a rather structureless appearance in filled states images and an appearance as
a ring formed by six protrusions in the empty states. However, no height variation is observed
for the magic Si clusters and the Si content is estimated to be between nine and 15 atoms,
being much higher than the Sb content of the ringlike clusters. In addition, no satisfying
structure model was proposed yet. The only publication addressing the atomic structure of
these clusters is Ref. [272] where the best agreement between simulated and experimental
STM images is observed for a cluster consisting of eight Si atoms. However, in the calculated
structure, the Si center adatoms are unchanged, what is clearly visible in the simulated STM
images.

Thus, none of the structure models published up to now for clusters appearing off-center
within single Si(111)7×7 HUCs is suitable to explain the present observations for the Sb ringlike
clusters, and a new structure model needs to be developed.
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Figure 5.7: (a) Fundamental structure model for the ringlike Sb clusters. (b) Structure model with
substitution of some Si cluster atoms by Sb atoms. In the dimer marked with A, one Si atom is replaced
resulting in a mixed dimer, while at B, both Si dimer atoms are replaced. For both models, the filling
of the dangling bonds at the cluster dimers is schematically indicated. (c,d) Atomic structure model
shown in (a) overlaid on the (c) filled states and (d) empty states STM images, which have already been
shown in Fig. 5.5 (b) and (d), respectively.

Therefore, several different structure models were considered for the Sb ringlike clusters,
resulting in the one shown in Fig. 5.7 which is able to explain all the experimental observations.
The basic structure is shown in (a). The cluster forms at an edge of an FHUC of the Si(111)7×7
reconstruction with the Si corner adatoms being unchanged and the Si center adatoms being
removed. The cluster center is placed above a Si rest atom at the position, where the depression
leading to the ringlike appearance is observed in the empty states STM images. It is formed
by a Si atom bonding to three Sb atoms in an sp3-like configuration. The three Sb atoms are
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then surrounded by three dimers, in the basic model consisting of Si atoms corresponding to a
Sb3Si7 stoichiometry.

This structure can nicely explain the observed contrast in the STM images. As it is indicated
schematically, the dangling bonds at the dimers are only partly filled, while the four atoms
in the center all have fully saturated dangling bonds. The appearance in the empty states
STM images as a ring composed of six bright spots can thus nicely be explained with the high
tunneling probability found at the positions of the dangling bonds at the dimer atoms. The fully
saturated dangling bonds in the cluster center may, on the other hand, explain the depression
leading to the ringlike appearance. The partly filled dangling bonds at the dimer atoms should
also be imaged in filled states images. However, the high density of filled states in the cluster
center here may lead to the structureless appearance which is usually observed. The ringlike
appearance that is sometimes also observed in filled states images such as the one shown in
Fig. 5.5 (b) might be explained with the relatively low absolute value of the applied tunneling
voltage of –1 V. From the clean Si(111)7×7 surface it is known that in filled states STM
images acquired at low absolute tunneling voltage, mainly the dangling bonds at the adatoms
are imaged since the other filled states are located lower in energy (see section 3.2.1) [196].
This might also be the case here, leading to the observation of mainly the dangling bonds at
the dimer atoms and thus a ringlike appearance.

The nice agreement between the structure model and the filled and empty states STM
images is demonstrated in Fig. 5.7 (c) and (d), where the structure model is overlaid on the
STM images.

However, the structure model presented in Fig. 5.7 (a) is not yet able to explain the height
variations observed for the Sb ringlike clusters. In addition, the Sb content of three Sb atoms
is much lower than the one estimated from the experiments. Both difficulties are addressed
now. It has been found already for the 7×7 reconstruction that Sb atoms easily substitute Si
adatoms, an effect that was even found to lead to the formation of pure Si clusters, namely the
double-row clusters. Hence, it may be assumed that Sb atoms also substitute Si dimer atoms in
the ringlike clusters. This is schematically shown in Fig. 5.7 (b) for the dimers marked with A
and B, where one dimer atom or both dimer atoms are substituted by Sb atoms, respectively.
However, no formation of mixed dimers was found after the deposition of Sb on the Si(001)
surface [375] where the dimer rows of the Si(001)2×1 surface represent a similar local structure
as it is found in the ringlike clusters, hence this configuration might be less probable.

Since Sb, as a group-V element has one valence electron more as compared to Si, the
dangling bonds of substituted dimer atoms become completely filled. This results in a higher
average filling of the six dangling bonds at the cluster dimers. It may now be assumed that a
charge transfer between the six dangling bonds appears as it is also observed on the bare 7×7
surface, where it results in a complete saturation of the dangling bonds at the rest atoms and
a fractional filling of the adatom dangling bonds [183, 190, 376]. Such a charge transfer may
easily occur in the case of almost metallic structures, as is assumed here for the ringlike clusters
and as it will be shown further below on the basis of STS measurements. Hence, the filling of
dangling bonds at the dimer atoms increases with increasing Sb content of the clusters leading
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to less empty states and thus a lower appearance in empty states STM images. The proposed
structure model is in this way able to explain nicely the similar fundamental appearance of
different ringlike clusters with only their apparent heights varying from cluster to cluster since
the basic structure is identical, but the stoichiometry of the clusters changes. Within this
model, Sb contents between three Sb atoms for the basic model as shown in Fig. 5.7 (a) and
nine Sb atoms when all dimer atoms are Sb atoms are in principle possible, being in nice
agreement with the average Sb content of six estimated from the experimental data.

However, many unsaturated dangling bonds are present at the rest atoms in the area of the
HUC which is not covered by the cluster [red atoms in Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b)]. It may be assumed
that a charge transfer does not only occur between the dangling bonds at the dimer atoms but,
as on the bare Si(111)7×7 surface, also between these dangling bonds and the dangling bonds
at the rest atoms, leading to their saturation.

Another aspect of the structure model is the Si content within an HUC with a ringlike
cluster, which is usually higher than in HUCs without a cluster. For the formation of the
basic structure shown in Fig. 5.7 (a), e.g. four additional Si atoms are needed. In other cluster
systems such as the magic group-III metal clusters and the magic Co and Fe silicide clusters
(see section 3.5.1), often only the three former Si center adatoms contribute to the cluster
formation, making a Si diffusion from other HUCs unnecessary. However, the Si diffusion
from other HUCs should not represent a large problem in the present case due to the frequent
adatom substitutions that are observed here, providing free Si atoms and leading even to the
formation of pure Si clusters or Si(111) islands.

In conclusion, the Sb ringlike clusters can be seen as magic clusters regarding their identical
basic structure with the same overall number of atoms. However, the different stoichiometries
that are proposed should have a huge influence on their electronic properties since the substi-
tution of Si atoms by Sb atoms represents a process similar to a very strong n-type doping.
Hence, in the following section, the electronic properties of the Sb ringlike clusters are studied
in more detail on the basis of voltage dependent STM images as well as tunneling spectroscopy.

5.3.2 Electronic properties of Sb ringlike clusters

It was already mentioned in the previous section that the differences in the apparent height
of different ringlike clusters are predominantly observed in empty states STM images. This is
especially obvious from the voltage dependent STM images presented in Fig. 5.8. While in the
filled states STM images all clusters show an identical appearance which, in addition does not
change much with decreasing absolute value of the tunneling voltage, different clusters clearly
appear with different heights in the empty states images. This is visible best at tunneling
voltages between 1.0 V and 1.5 V [Fig. 5.8 (c) and (b)], where at least four different apparent
heights are distinguishable. However, the height differences that occur are rather small and
thus do not allow to explicitly determine how many different apparent heights are observed.
Here, the limit of the resolution of the STM experiment is reached, also because the frequent
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Figure 5.8: Voltage dependent STM images of the same area with various Sb ringlike clusters. (a-d)
Empty states STM images with sample voltages of +2.0 V, +1.5 V, +1.0 V, and +0.75 V, respectively.
(e-h) Corresponding filled states STM images with sample voltages of –2.0 V, –1.5 V, –1.0 V, and
–0.75 V, respectively. The white triangles in (a) and (b) mark HUCs in which ringlike clusters formed.
In addition, the orientation of the FHUC and UFHUC is indicated in (a) by F and U, respectively,
and the white arrows in (a) and (c) exemplarily indicate substituted adatoms that appear higher than
common Si adatoms at a sample voltage of +2.0 V, but lower at +1.0 V.

adatom substitutions disturb the 7×7 surface in between the clusters making it difficult to
define a clear height reference.

At a tunneling voltage of +2.0 V [Fig. 5.8 (a)], most ringlike Sb clusters appear higher than
the surrounding 7×7 surface. With decreasing voltage, more and more clusters appear lower
than the surrounding surface, although at the lowest applied voltage of +0.75 V [Fig. 5.8 (d)]
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some clusters appearing higher are still found. Hence, despite of the decrease in the apparent
height which indicates a semiconducting behavior of the ringlike clusters, metallic states around
the Fermi level cannot be excluded, since the clusters with a low apparent height still can
be imaged. In addition, the apparent height does not show a strong decrease in the filled
states STM images, rather indicating a metallic behavior. In the end, the different electronic
properties of different ringlike clusters might also lead to a transition from a metallic to a
semiconducting behavior. Thus, to investigate the electronic structure of ringlike clusters in
more detail, STS measurements were performed. Thereby, special attention was given to the
different apparent heights, which different clusters show.

But before discussing the STS measurements, it is interesting to mention a further detail
which is observed in the voltage dependent STM images in Fig. 5.8. In the empty states STM
image obtained with a rather high tunneling voltage of +2.0 V [Fig. 5.8 (a)], the adatoms
which are substituted by Sb atoms interestingly appear higher than the common Si adatoms
of the 7×7 reconstruction, although it was concluded in section 5.1 that, due to fully saturated
dangling bonds, these adatoms should appear lower in the empty states STM images. A
lower appearance of the same adatoms is indeed observed at lower absolute tunneling voltages.
Adatoms showing the mentioned behavior are exemplarily indicated by arrows in Fig. 5.8 (a)
and (c). The explanation is again straight forward: Sb has a larger covalent radius as compared
to Si [368]. Thus, substituting Sb atoms protrude further into the vacuum than Si adatoms
and are thus imaged higher. Due to the larger sensitivity for topographic effects in comparison
to electronic ones at higher tunneling voltages, this is predominantly observed for high positive
tunneling voltages, while at voltages of +1.5 V and below, the electronic effects dominate.

Figure 5.9 shows tunneling spectra measured on ringlike Sb clusters appearing with different
heights. The spectra were obtained after stabilization of the tip height with a sample voltage
VS = +1.5 V and a tunneling current IT = 500 pA. In addition, the tip was approached by
25 pm towards the sample during the STS measurement shown in (a), while the normalized
differential conductivity curves shown in (b) represent the average of STS measurements with
the tip approached by 20 pm and by 25 pm, respectively. As already mentioned, it is not
possible to clearly assign specific heights of the clusters. Hence, the clusters are classified into
three categories, high, middle, and low appearing clusters, and at least 15 tunneling spectra
of different clusters belonging to one of these categories are averaged. Examples for such low,
middle, and high appearing clusters are indicated in the STM image shown as an inset in
Fig. 5.9 (a).

Already in the current-voltage (I–V ) curves presented in (a), a clear difference between
the clusters appearing with a different height is obvious. For negative sample voltages, the
steepest increase in the tunneling current is observed for the low appearing clusters and the
most shallow one for the high appearing clusters. In contrast, the situation is opposite for
positive sample voltages. Here, the low clusters show the lowest tunneling current curve,
while the high clusters show the highest tunneling currents, although the difference is not
that pronounced since the tunneling contact was stabilized at a sample voltage of +1.5 V. For
comparison, also tunneling spectra measured on the uncovered Si(111)7×7 surface are shown.
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Figure 5.9: (a) I–V curves of ringlike Sb clusters appearing with different heights and the clean
Si(111)7×7 surface for comparison. The STM image in the inset (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 500 pA) shows
examples for the locations on which the STS spectra were measured. Clusters appearing low, middle,
and high as well as the clean 7×7 surface and the respective spectra are indicated in black, red, blue,
and magenta, respectively. (b) Corresponding normalized differential conductivity (dI/dV )/(I/V ). The
magenta colored bars indicate the positions of the rest atom and adatom states of the 7×7 reconstruction,
the black, red, and blue colored bars that of the dangling bond states of the clusters.

As expected, the 7×7 spectrum clearly shows a metallic character with a nonzero slope at the
Fermi level (cf. section 3.2.1). For the spectra measured on ringlike Sb clusters, the slope is
considerably smaller around the Fermi level. However, it is not zero, indicating also a metallic
behavior of the ringlike clusters as it was already supposed above.

For a more detailed discussion, the normalized differential conductivity (dI/dV )/(I/V )
was calculated by differentiating the current-voltage curves numerically. The result is shown
in Fig. 5.9 (b). All cluster spectra clearly show two states around the Fermi level at about
–0.3 V and +0.4 V and a nonzero density of states at the Fermi level. Hence, the clusters are
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found to be metallic as it is expected from the structure models presented in Fig. 5.7, where
partially filled dangling bonds are found at the dimer atoms. Thus, it may be assumed that
the states arising from these dangling bonds at the cluster dimers lead to the metallic behavior
of the clusters, as it is also observed in a similar way for the adatoms of the Si(111)7×7
reconstruction. The spectrum of the 7×7 surface, which shows the occupied and unoccupied
adatom states at about –0.3 V and +0.3 V, respectively, and the rest atom state at about
–0.8 V as indicated by the magenta bars in Fig. 5.9 (b), is in good agreement with former
results [190] (cf. section 3.2.1).

For the ringlike clusters, also two states are found at rather similar energetic positions as
mentioned before. These states at –0.3 V and +0.4 V [indicated by colored bars in Fig. 5.9 (b)],
which may lead to the metallic behavior, are thus assigned to result from the dangling bonds
at the cluster dimers. This view is further confirmed when comparing the behavior of these
states for the different apparent heights. From the proposed structure model (see Fig. 5.7) it is
expected that the most Sb rich clusters should exhibit the highest occupation of the dangling
bonds at the dimers and are thus imaged lowest in empty states STM images. In contrast,
the most Si rich clusters with the lowest occupation of the dangling bonds should be imaged
highest. Exactly this behavior is observed in the normalized differential conductivity curves
displayed in Fig. 5.9 (b): For the lowest appearing clusters the highest density of states is
observed in the occupied dangling bond state at –0.3 V, while they exhibit the lowest density
of states for the unoccupied dangling bond state at +0.4 V. The highest appearing clusters
show exactly the opposite behavior, and the clusters showing an apparent height in the middle
also show an intermediate behavior.

Thus, the STS results nicely support the structure model proposed in the previous section
assuming different stoichiometries for the clusters appearing with different heights. The substi-
tution of Si dimer atoms of the basic model [Fig. 5.7 (a)] by Sb atoms adds additional valence
electrons to the system resulting in a uniform filling of all dangling bond states. Hence, the
additional Sb atoms can be seen as dopant atoms that, similar as in n-type doping in bulk Si
crystals, strongly influence the electronic properties of the ringlike clusters.

5.4 Conclusions

In this first detailed investigation of clusters formed from a group-V element on the Si(111)7×7
surface, different cluster types, the so-called double-row clusters, ringlike clusters, and bright
clusters are found to form in the explored growth parameter regime.

The double-row clusters form at the lowest investigated Sb coverages. It was found that
they are pure Si clusters, which form due to the frequent adatom substitutions that take place
in this material system. The assumption that the clusters consist only of Si was further proven
by the observation of identical double-row clusters in Si homoepitaxy experiments performed
for comparison.

Regarding the bright clusters, always not one specific type is found but different types of
bright clusters form, which might correspond to incompletely decomposed Sb4 molecules.
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The most homogeneous cluster growth is achieved for the magic Sb ringlike clusters. For
these clusters, an atomic structure model could be developed, also explaining the observed
variation in their apparent height by a varying Sb content of the clusters. STS measurements
on ringlike clusters appearing with different heights additionally support this model: By adding
additional Sb atoms and therewith additional valence electrons to the system, the filling of the
dangling bonds increases and the clusters appear lower in the empty states images. Thus, the
Sb ringlike clusters can be seen as magic clusters due to their identical basic structure, but
with different stoichiometries. Such a behavior, which was, to the best of my knowledge, not
observed before for a system of self-assembled magic clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface, makes
these clusters an ideal model system to study, e.g. the influence of the different stoichiometries
on the electronic structure.
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Chapter 6

Magic In and Ga clusters

The growth of magic clusters of the group-III metals In, Ga, and Al was already intensively
studied in the past [7–10, 24, 238, 279–296]. As described earlier, their atomic structure is well
known and the ability to produce perfectly ordered array of magic clusters was demonstrated
(see section 3.5.1). Hence, regarding magic clusters on Si(111)7×7, they represent an ideal
model system to investigate general effects, e.g. doping effects or how the transition from single
isolated clusters over groups of clusters to two-dimensional arrays of clusters might influence
their electronic properties.

Such questions are investigated in this work for magic clusters of the group-III metals In
and Ga. In addition, the possibility to grow one-dimensional chains of clusters on the Si(557)
surface, which is vicinal to Si(111), was investigated for the magic In clusters.

6.1 Magic In clusters on the planar Si(111) surface

6.1.1 General growth behavior

An overview image of the Si(111)7×7 surface with magic In clusters is shown in Fig. 6.1 (a).
This sample was prepared by depositing 0.06 ML In at 200 ◦C. Nearly all clusters show an
exactly identical appearance in the STM image with only very few anomalous clusters or
different structures appearing, as exemplarily indicated by the white arrows. Hence, the cluster
growth is characterized by a strong homogeneity with an almost exclusive formation of the
magic In6Si3 clusters described in section 3.5.1. However, to achieve such a homogeneity, the
preparation conditions need to be adjusted very precisely as demonstrated by Fig. 6.1 (b)
showing a sample, which was prepared using nominally identical conditions as in (a). Again,
many magic clusters are found on the surface, but the growth is by far not as homogeneous
as for the sample shown in (a). Besides the magic clusters, many defective clusters are found
as exemplarily indicated by the white arrows marked with B. In addition, many adatoms of
the 7×7 reconstruction appear brighter than the surrounding surface (marked with A). At the
positions of the adatoms that appear brighter in empty states STM images as the one shown in
Fig. 6.1 (b), a depression appears in filled states STM images. Such a behavior is known for In
adatoms that substitute Si adatoms of the 7×7 reconstruction [377,378], as it was also observed
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Figure 6.1: (a) Overview STM image of magic In clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface formed with
0.06 ML In coverage deposited at 200 ◦C (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). In the image, the orientation of
the FHUC (F) and the UFHUC (U) is indicated and two anomalous clusters are exemplarily marked by
the white arrows. (b) Overview STM image of a sample prepared using incorrect preparation conditions
(VS = +1.4 V; IT = 100 pA). As exemplarily indicated by the white arrows, a large number of Si
adatoms of the Si(111)7×7 surface has been substituted by In adatoms (A) and many defective clusters
form (B).

for Sb in the previous chapter. However, for the group-III metal In the dangling bonds at these
atoms are completely unoccupied in contrast to the Si adatoms where they are partly occupied.
Hence, the brighter appearing adatoms in Fig. 6.1 (b) can be assigned to In adatoms that did
not form magic clusters due to the incorrect preparation conditions, but substituted Si adatoms
of the 7×7 reconstruction. The difference between the preparations shown in Fig. 6.1 (a) and
(b) might be the result of a malfunction in the pick-a-back construction, maybe caused by an
inefficient heat transfer from the underlying highly doped wafer or by a direct heating of the
actual Si(111) sample.

Another feature of the growth of the magic In clusters is their strong preference for oc-
cupying the faulted half unit cell of the 7×7 surface [10, 238, 279]. This is also the case in
Fig. 6.1 (a), where the orientation of the FHUC and the UFHUC is indicated by F and U,
respectively. By counting the clusters in several STM images for the shown preparation it was
found that 88% of the clusters formed in FHUCs. As it was done for the ringlike Sb clusters
in the previous chapter, the difference in the formation energies for magic In clusters in the
FHUC and the UFHUC is calculated by employing the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 5.1). For
the above mentioned preparation conditions, an energy difference of ∆E = (0.08 ± 0.01) eV is
obtained. This agrees well with former studies, where also an energy difference of 0.08 eV was
found as well as with theoretical calculations, where ∆E = 0.1 eV was derived.
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Figure 6.2: STM images of the magic In clusters on Si(111)7×7 prepared using a growth temperature
of 200 ◦C and In coverages of (a) 0.11 ML (VS = +1.0 V; IT = 100 pA), (b) 0.15 ML (VS = +1.0 V;
IT = 100 pA), and (c) 0.24 ML (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 100 pA).

The preferential formation in FHUCs persists also for higher coverages. In Fig. 6.2, a series
of STM images showing Si(111) samples with increasing In coverage is shown. The coverage
of 0.11 ML shown in Fig. 6.2 (a) corresponds to 5.4 atoms per 7×7 unit cell and, indeed, a
magic In6Si3 cluster is found in almost every unit cell. Even for this high coverage, still 87% of
them formed in an FHUC. Only when the coverage exceeds one cluster per 7×7 unit cell, the
UFHUCs become occupied with clusters more frequently, as shown in Fig. 6.2 (b) for a coverage
of 0.15 ML. Finally, for a coverage of 0.24 ML corresponding to 12 atoms and therewith to two
clusters per unit cell, all HUCs are covered with magic clusters as shown in Fig. 6.2 (c). This
selectivity for the different HUCs of the 7×7 reconstruction offers the possibility to grow two
different types of two-dimensional arrays of clusters, one for 0.12 ML In where all FHUCs are
covered with magic clusters, and one for 0.24 ML In with every HUC covered with a magic
cluster as shown in Fig. 6.2 (c).

6.1.2 Electronic properties

From former STS and PES studies it is known that the magic In clusters show a semiconducting
behavior [10, 293, 296]. Thereby, an asymmetric band gap of about 0.8 eV with its center
located about 0.2-0.3 eV below the Fermi level was found in Ref. [293]. However, detailed STS
measurements were only reported for a single magic In cluster, presumably formed within an
FHUC [293].

Here, voltage dependent STM images as well as STS measurements for clusters forming in
both UFHUCs and FHUCs are analyzed in detail to obtain information, if there is a difference in
their electronic properties. In addition, it is investigated how the electronic properties change,
when groups of clusters form in neighboring HUCs.

A series of voltage dependent STM images of two magic In clusters, one formed within
an FHUC (marked by the red triangle), the other formed within an UFHUC (marked by the
black triangle), is shown in Fig. 6.3. As described already in section 3.5.1, the clusters appear
as centered triangles within the corresponding HUC in both the filled and the empty states
STM images. In the filled states, a smaller triangle with no further structuring is observed.
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Figure 6.3: Voltage dependent (a-e) filled states and (f-j) empty states STM images of two magic
In clusters. The cluster marked by a red triangle formed within a faulted half unit cell (F), while the
cluster marked by the black triangle formed within an unfaulted half unit cell (U).

When comparing the position of this triangle with the structure model shown in Fig. 3.15 (a),
it appears at the locations of the Si atoms. In contrast, in the empty states STM images the
clusters appear as larger hollow triangles formed by six spots, which appear at the locations
of the In atoms. Hence, due to the charge transfer from In to Si, the filled states are mainly
located at the Si atoms, while the empty states are located at the In atoms.

However, the appearance also strongly changes with the absolute value of the tunneling
voltage. When the tunneling voltage is decreased, the apparent height of the cluster decreases
in both the filled and the empty states images. This behavior is especially obvious in the empty
states images shown in (f-j), where the clusters appear much higher than the surrounding 7×7
surface for tunneling voltages between +2.0 V and +1.0 V, while for a tunneling voltage of
+0.3 V [Fig. 6.3 (j)] both clusters appear lower than the surrounding surface. The same is in
principle observed in the filled states images (a-e), although the effect sets in already at higher
absolute voltages. This behavior already shows a lower density of states of the cluster in this
range of the tunneling voltages with respect to the Si(111)7×7 surface, strongly indicating a
semiconducting behavior. Using STS, this assumption will be verified and further quantified
later in this section.

However, the images shown in Fig. 6.3 contain some more features that need to be discussed.
First, the clusters formed on the different HUCs clearly show differences in their apparent
height. Especially for a low positive sample voltage such as in (i) and (j), the cluster in the
FHUC appears brighter than the cluster formed in the UFHUC. Hence, the HUC in which the
clusters form influences their electronic properties, and a smaller band gap is indicated for the
clusters formed within FHUCs.

Second, the voltage dependent STM images offer a deeper insight into the redistribution of
charge that takes place on this surface. Thereby, several deviations from the clean Si(111)7×7
surface are observed. First, the corner adatoms in HUCs containing magic In clusters appear
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Figure 6.4: (a) Empty states STM image of a sample with a coverage of 0.06 ML In deposited at
200 ◦C (VS = +1.0 V; IT = 100 pA). In the image, magic In clusters formed in different surroundings.
Thereby, single clusters formed within an UFHUC and an FHUC are exemplarily marked by a black
and a red triangle, respectively, while 7×7 HUCs with neighboring clusters are marked by the white
trapezoid. The yellow arrows exemplarily indicate corner In cluster atoms neighboring other clusters. (b)
Atomic structure model for a magic In cluster formed within an FHUC of the Si(111)7×7 reconstruction
illustrating the charge transfer processes. The red arrows illustrate a charge transfer from the cluster
into the Si corner adatoms, the orange arrows a charge transfer from Si center adatoms in neighboring
HUCs into the cluster.

brighter than those in bare 7×7 HUCs in the filled states STM images such as Fig. 6.3 (b). On
the clean Si(111)7×7 surface, a charge transfer from the Si corner adatoms to the rest atoms
is observed [183,190,376]. As a consequence, the rest atom dangling bonds become completely
filled and are energetically positioned far below EF . However, during the growth of the magic
In cluster, covalent In-Si bonds are formed between the rest atoms and the In atoms of the
cluster. Hence, a back transfer of charge from the rest atoms or rather the magic cluster into the
dangling bonds of the Si corner adatoms may be expected, explaining the enhanced brightness.
In Fig. 6.4 (b), the processes of charge redistribution are schematically illustrated. Herein, the
discussed back transfer of charge from the cluster into the corner adatoms is indicated by the
red arrows.

As a second effect, the center Si adatoms in HUCs of the bare Si(111)7×7 reconstruction,
which are neighboring HUCs containing a magic cluster, are also influenced. In the filled states
images such as Fig. 6.3 (b-e), these adatoms appear slightly darker than unaffected Si center
adatoms. In contrast, in empty states images as those shown in (f,g), their height appears
slightly increased. This behavior suggests a charge transfer from neighboring unit cells into the
magic In clusters as indicated by the orange arrows in Fig. 6.4 (b).

These observations, pointed out here on the basis of voltage dependent STM images, are in
nice agreement with the atomically resolved STS measurements performed by Byun et al. [293],
where similar charge redistribution processes are observed.

However, the transfer of charge from neighboring bare 7×7 HUCs raises the question what is
occurring during the formation of a complete two-dimensional array of magic clusters, in which
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all HUCs become occupied by magic clusters [cf. Fig. 6.2 (c)]. Then, the situation should
change since the Si center adatoms, which usually donate charge to the neighboring magic
clusters, are no more present, but themselves take part in the cluster formation. To explore
these effects in more detail, Fig. 6.4 (a) shows an empty states STM image of an area, in which
single clusters in both HUCs as well as several adjacent clusters are found. As in Fig. 6.3, the
single clusters formed within FHUCs (exemplarily indicated by a red triangle) appear brighter
than the cluster formed within an UFHUC (black triangle). However, the more interesting
region here is the one in the center of the image marked in white, where two clusters in FHUCs
and one cluster in an UFHUC formed directly besides each other. In the shown empty states
image, the In cluster atoms in the corners neighboring clusters in the adjacent HUCs (marked
by the yellow arrows), appear slightly brighter than those with neighboring uncovered 7×7
HUCs. This might in fact be explained by a decreased charge transfer from the neighboring
HUCs, where the former Si center adatoms that might have partly transferred their charge into
the cluster are no more present since they are themselves incorporated into magic clusters.

The situation discussed here represents in principle the early stages of the formation of an
ordered two-dimensional array of magic clusters and may thus be a model system to study the
changes in the electronic structure that may occur during the transition from isolated clusters
to two-dimensional arrays of identical clusters. To investigate these processes, STS is the ideal
method. Hence, STS spectra were taken on magic In clusters with different surroundings, as
shown in Fig. 6.5. In their atomically accurate STS measurements, Byun et al. [293] could not
find a large difference in the electronic properties for the different sites within the magic In
clusters. Thus, in this work, all spectra were taken in the center of the clusters as indicated
in the inset in (a). Besides current-voltage (I–V ) curves, dI/dV –V spectra where simultane-
ously measured. Therefore, the tunneling voltage was modulated with a frequency of 1 kHz
and a modulation amplitude of 50 mV. To stabilize the tunneling contact, VS = –2.0 V and
IT = 200 pA were employed and, additionally, the tip was approached towards the sample by
150 pm during the acquisition of the spectra. The results measured on single In clusters in
FHUCs and UFHUCs as well as on clusters in FHUCs neighboring other clusters (indicated by
FHUC+) are shown in (a) and (b). Therein, each curve represents the average over at least 40
spectra taken on similar clusters.

All spectra show a region with zero intensity around the Fermi level. However, as already
observed in the voltage dependent STM images discussed above, a clear difference between the
spectra is observed. The current onset for single clusters in FHUCs occurs at lower absolute
sample voltages than for the single clusters in UFHUC, while the spectra for clusters in FHUCs
neighboring other clusters show an intermediate behavior. This behavior is in nice agreement
with the voltage dependent STM images in Fig. 6.3, where the cluster in the FHUC appears
brighter at low absolute tunneling voltage. However, in the dI/dV –V spectra shown in (b),
the band gap appears smaller and not as asymmetric as compared to the dI/dV –V spectra
published in [293]. For a more detailed discussion, Fig 6.5 (c) shows again the tunneling current
curves already displayed in (a), but with logarithmic scaling, and (d) the normalized differen-
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Figure 6.5: Scanning tunneling spectroscopy results for magic In clusters formed in different surround-
ings. As indicated exemplarily in the inset in (a), the red, black, and blue curves show spectra taken
on an In cluster formed within FHUCs, UFHUCs, and FHUCs neighboring other clusters, respectively.
(a) and (b) show the measured tunneling current curves and the differential conductivity, respectively.
(c) Same as (a), but with logarithmic scaling. (d) Normalized differential conductivity. In (c) and (d),
the estimated band gaps for the different spectra are indicated.

tial conductivity (dI/dV )/(I/V ) calculated by using the procedure introduced by Prietsch et
al. [77], as described in section 2.3.2.

In (d), four distinct spectral features at around –1.25 V and –0.6 V in the filled states, and
at around +0.5 V and +0.8 V in the empty states are observed, as marked by bars in colors
corresponding to the respective spectra. Thereby, the feature around +0.5 V is not visible
in the spectrum taken on single clusters in UFHUCs, while the other features are observed
in all three spectra, although being slightly shifted in energy. As supposed above, the band
gap differs for the clusters in the different surroundings. In (c) and (d), the sizes of the band
gaps for the different spectra are estimated as illustrated by the dotted vertical lines. All three
spectra show a band gap that appears symmetric around the Fermi level with estimated sizes
of 0.4 eV, 0.5 eV, and 0.6 eV for the clusters formed within an FHUC, an FHUC neighboring
other clusters, and an UFHUC, respectively. Hence, the band gap of the magic In clusters
formed within FHUCs seems to increase when going from single clusters to an agglomeration
of clusters.
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This is exactly the opposite behavior one would expect from a simple model when molecules
are brought together. Here, due to the coupling between the molecules, the molecular states
should split into bonding and antibonding states for a combination of two molecules, while
when adding more and more molecules, the formation of an electronic band structure should
be observed, in analogy to the system shown in Fig. 3.3 (a). The explanation for the observed
different behavior might be as follows: The single clusters in FHUCs are surrounded by three
uncovered metallic UFHUCs which are assumed to reduce the band gap of the clusters. In
contrast, the clusters with one neighboring covered UFHUC are only surrounded by two metallic
HUCs, resulting in the larger observed band gap of the FHUC+ clusters.

However, for a more detailed understanding of these processes, the evolution of the electronic
properties of the clusters formed within UFHUCs during the formation of such agglomerations
needs to be investigated as well. Here, a similar behavior with an increase in the size of the band
gap is expected, since the number of uncovered metallic FHUCs decreases in analogy to the
case discussed above. Additionally, the evolution for agglomerations with increasing numbers
of clusters should also be investigated. Unfortunately, within this work too little spectra could
be measured on clusters in UFHUCs neighboring other clusters to obtain unambiguous results.
In addition, STS measurements for different coverages including a complete array of clusters
are also missing for a complete picture. This remains a challenge for future measurements.

It still needs to be discussed that the tunneling spectra obtained within this work differ
from the ones obtained by Byun et al. [293], where a very asymmetric band gap with a larger
size of 0.8 eV was observed, as shown in Fig. 3.17. The main differences are found in the filled
states where the spectra taken on the clusters in Ref. [293] show an extended band gap region.
However, at least for the curves F and G in Fig. 3.17, a slight intensity above zero seems to
be present. Such an intensity might be caused by the feature at around −0.5 V observed in
Fig. 6.5 (d), and might be even better visible in the normalized differential conductivity which
is not shown in Ref. [293]. Indeed, when directly comparing the dI/dV –V spectra shown in
Fig. 6.5 (b) with those shown in Fig. 3.17, the spectra appear rather similar. The discussed
difference, which might be also caused by different stabilization conditions, may explain both
differences between that work and the present work, the symmetry of the band gap with respect
to the Fermi level as well as its different size.

In the band gap region another behavior is noticeable. Although a clear band gap is observed
in the spectra shown in Fig. 6.5, the local density of states in (d) does not show an abrupt
drop to zero. This might be related to the metallic states from the adatoms of the Si(111)7×7
surface, that might tail into the band gap of the semiconducting clusters. Such metal-induced
gap states (MIGS) or virtual gap states (VIGS) are well known to occur at semiconductor-metal
interfaces [160,162]. Since also the observed energetic positions correspond quite well with the
positions where the adatom states of the Si(111)7×7 surface are found, it is concluded, that
the observed intensity in the band gap region in Fig. 6.5 (d) results from MIGS or VIGS states
that laterally penetrate into the band gap of the semiconducting In clusters.
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6.2 Magic Ga clusters on the planar Si(111) surface

In addition to magic In clusters on Si(111)7×7, magic Ga clusters were investigated as a second
system of group-III metal clusters within this work. As already pointed out in section 3.5.1,
the magic clusters of In and Ga on the Si(111)7×7 surface are very similar, e.g. they exhibit an
analogous atomic structure. Hence, the observations on the magic Ga clusters mostly resemble
those on the magic In clusters described in the previous section. However, the general growth
behavior shows some variations described in the following.

In contrast to the magic In clusters, magic Ga clusters form already after deposition of Ga at
room temperature as shown in Fig. 6.6 (a). However, the growth is not yet that homogeneous,
since besides the magic Ga clusters marked by A, also many irregular clusters form (marked
by B). The formation of such irregular clusters can be almost completely suppressed by using a
growth temperature around 300 ◦C, as it is shown in (b). Here, the almost exclusive formation
of magic Ga clusters is found, similar to the case of the magic In clusters discussed in the
previous section.

Again, the clusters show a preference of occupying the FHUCs of the 7×7 reconstruction.
However, as it is already known from earlier studies [7, 238, 279], the preference is by far not
as strong as for the magic In clusters. At low coverages as shown in Fig. 6.6 (b), about 60%
of the clusters are found in FHUCs. From this value, the difference in the formation energies
between FHUC and UFHUC can be estimated for the Ga clusters as it was also done in the
previous section for the In clusters by using Eq. 5.1. For the preparation mentioned above, a
value of ∆E = (0.02±0.01) eV is obtained. Due to this rather small difference it is not possible
to produce an ordered two-dimensional array of magic Ga clusters with almost exclusively the

Figure 6.6: Overview STM images of Ga clusters formed by depositing (a) 0.03 ML Ga at room
temperature (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b) 0.05 ML Ga at 300 ◦C (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 50 pA).
In (a), magic Ga clusters are exemplarily marked by A, while irregular clusters are marked by B. In (b),
the FHUC and UFHUC of the 7×7 reconstruction are indicated by F and U, respectively.
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Figure 6.7: (a) Overview STM image of magic Ga clusters formed by depositing 0.18 ML Ga at 300 ◦C
(VS = +2.0 V; IT = 50 pA). (b) Overview STM image of magic Ga clusters formed by depositing 0.03 ML
Ga at 300 ◦C (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). (c) Enlarged view of the area marked by the white rectangle
in (b).

FHUCs being occupied, as it was demonstrated for the magic In clusters [cf. Figs. 3.16 (b) and
6.2 (a)].

However, the preparation of the complete array with clusters forming in both the FHUCs
and the UFHUCs is possible. As an example for an almost complete array, Fig. 6.7 (a) shows
an STM image of a Si(111)7×7 sample with a Ga coverage of 0.18 ML.

Besides the magic Ga clusters, also islands are occasionally found on the surface as in
Fig. 6.7 (b). A more detailed inspection of these islands reveals that 5×5, 7×7, and 9×9
DAS reconstructions (cf. section 3.2.1) form on their surface [see Fig. 6.7 (c)]. Hence, these
islands represent additional Si islands that formed during the growth of the magic Ga clusters.
As it was already observed earlier [287], the tendency to substitute adatoms of the Si(111)7×7
reconstruction is much stronger than for In. This is most probably related to the higher growth
temperature of 300 ◦C in comparison to 200 ◦C for the magic In clusters. Hence, it may be
assumed that the Si islands observed in Fig. 6.7 (b) form from Si atoms that are released due
to the substitution of Si adatoms by Ga atoms.

In Fig. 6.8, the adatom substitution is shown in more detail. As it was already argued for
the In clusters in section 6.1.1, adatoms substituted by Ga atoms appear brighter than common
Si adatoms in empty states STM images such as Fig. 6.8 (a), while they appear darker in filled
states STM images such as (b). In the STM images shown in (a) and (b), several magic Ga
clusters with different numbers of substituted neighboring adatoms are found, as indicated by
the colored triangles. Thereby, white triangles mark HUCs, in which a common magic cluster
without any additional substituted adatoms has formed. In contrast, in the clusters marked
by the red triangle and the red diamond, one corner Si adatom is substituted with a Ga atom,
as it is shown in the atomic structure model displayed in (c). In the cluster marked by the
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Figure 6.8: (a) Empty states STM image (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 50 pA) and (b) filled states STM image
(VS = –1.5 V; IT = 50 pA) of the same area with magic Ga clusters formed by depositing 0.05 ML Ga
at 300 ◦C. (c,d) Atomic structure models showing the situation in the unit cells indicated in (a,b) by
(c) the red diamond and (d) the green diamond, respectively.

green diamond even all three corner adatoms are substituted, as shown in the structure model
in Fig. 6.8 (d).

6.3 Magic In clusters on the Si(557) surface

As shown in the previous sections, two-dimensional arrays of magic Ga and In clusters can
easily be produced using the Si(111)7×7 surface as a template. In this section, the possibility
to prepare ordered one-dimensional arrays of these clusters is analyzed. Using domain bound-
aries on a Si(111)-Ge(5×5) surface, a one-dimensional ordering of magic In and Ga clusters
was already achieved [17]. However, since the domain boundaries are more or less randomly
distributed on the surface, the ordering is achieved only locally. A much better ordering is
expected when using a vicinal surface with a regular step array. Here, the clusters may form at
the step edges, resulting in one-dimensional chains of clusters. This approach was successfully
demonstrated for Si and Ge clusters, where chains consisting of clusters with different sizes
were found to grow at the upper step edges of slightly tilted Si(111) substrates [18–20].

The Si(557) surface is expected to be an especially promising substrate, since it forms
an ordered array of alternating Si(111) terraces with a width of one unit cell of the 7×7
reconstruction and triple steps (cf. section 3.2.2). Hence, it might be possible to grow equally
spaced cluster chains with a width of a single cluster. Since In offers the possibility to grow
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two different types of two-dimensional arrays (cf. sections. 3.5.1 and 6.1.1), it is the material
of choice within this work.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that it is possible to grow nanowire systems with very
interesting properties by using the Si(557) surface as a template. One example are one-
dimensional plasmons in arrays of Au atomic wires [379], but also nanowires formed after
deposition of Pb [380, 381], Dy [158, 334, 382], and In [383–385] were studied. Regarding In
on Si(557), submonolayer coverages deposited at room temperature lead to the formation of
atomic wires at the steps of the reconstructed Si(557) surface [384], while deposition at higher
temperatures resulted in a restructuring of the surface into the bulk terminated Si(557) struc-
ture and the formation of a 1×3 nanowire phase [383]. However, the preparation conditions
for which an ideal growth of magic clusters is expected, remained unexplored.

Since the structure of the underlying substrate plays a crucial role as it represents the
template, on which the growth of magic In clusters takes place, at first STM measurements of
the bare Si(557) surface are presented in the following section. Afterwards, the results regarding
the formation of magic In clusters on Si(557) are discussed.

6.3.1 The clean Si(557) surface

An overview STM image of a clean Si(557) sample is shown in Fig. 6.9 (a). The surface shows a
well ordered array with steps running along the [1̄10] direction. Mainly equally spaced terraces
appear. However, also some broader terraces are present in the image and a larger substrate
step appears at the bottom of the image. The bowing of the terraces observed in the lower
part of the image is related to thermal drift present during data acquisition.

For a more detailed look on the precise structure of the surface reconstruction, atomically
resolved STM images of an area with a particularly large amount of irregular Si(111) terraces
are shown in Fig. 6.9 (b) and (c). These irregular Si(111) terraces do not contain a single 7×7
unit cell, as it is expected for the perfectly ordered Si(557) surface (cf. section 3.2.2). The
presence of such irregularities was already observed in earlier studies [203, 205, 208]. Among
others, Si(111) terraces containing two 7×7 unit cells instead of one and Si(111) terraces with
a 5×5 reconstruction instead of a 7×7 reconstruction were observed. These two types of
irregularities are also observed in Fig. 6.9 (b) where the respective structures forming on the
Si(111) terraces are indicated. Here, Si(111) terraces containing either two 7×7 or two 5×5
unit cells are found frequently.

The terraces indicated with 7×7 represent regular Si(557) unit cells with one 7×7 unit cell
forming on the Si(111) terrace. For a more detailed analysis, an enlarged view of the area
indicated by the white rectangle in (b) is shown in (c) and a height profile along the blue line
in (d). In this profile, a Si(111) terrace and a triple step are exemplarily marked by the green
and red dotted lines, respectively. In addition, the width of the Si(557) reconstruction formed
in different regions is analyzed. As indicated in (d), the Si(557) unit cells in the middle of the
image show a width of (16 ± 0.3) atomic rows. This width is in accordance with the structure
model proposed by Teys et al. [205], in which the step structure consists of a combination of a
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Figure 6.9: (a) Overview filled states STM image (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b,c) empty states
STM images (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 100 pA) of the clean Si(557) surface. In (b), the reconstructions
forming on the (111) terraces are indicated. (c) Enlarged view of the area indicated by the white
rectangle in (b). A 7×7 unit cell is indicated in red, a 5×5 unit cell in blue. (d) Height profile along the
blue line in (b). The green and red dotted lines indicate Si(111) terraces and triple steps, respectively.
In the shown area, regions are found with reconstructions with a width equal to either 16 atomic rows
(AR) or 15 AR, as indicated.
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double and a single step, while other structure models [203, 206] predict a width of 17 atomic
row (see also section 3.2.2). In these models, the triple step forms a Si(112) terrace consisting
of three narrow 22

3 atomic rows wide Si(111) terraces. In the images presented in (b) and
(c), there is no indication for such a faceting. Only one additional bright row is sometimes
found right to the Si(111) facet as indicated by the yellow arrows. The observation of such
a row is also in good agreement with the atomically resolved images published in Ref. [205],
where it is assigned to an additional row of Si adatoms forming on the upper step terrace
[cf. Fig. 3.10 (b,c)]. Thus, indications are found in the STM images that the Si(557) surface
observed here may be described by the structure model proposed in Ref. [205]. However, maybe
due to slightly different preparation conditions as compared to Ref. [205], also unit cells showing
a different faceting are observed. Besides the irregularities described above, also Si(557) unit
cells with widths different from 16 atomic rows are found, as it is indicated exemplarily in
Fig. 6.9 (d). Hence, due to the different forming structures, it is not possible to describe
the surface observed here by one specific atomic structure. A large sensitivity of the forming
reconstruction on the preparation conditions was also found by Chaika et al. [209]. However, for
investigating the possibility to grow one-dimensional arrays of magic In clusters, the detailed
surface structure should not be that important as long as Si(111) terraces with a width of a
single 7×7 unit cell form, as it is predominantly the case.

6.3.2 Growth of magic In clusters on Si(557)

An example for In growth on the Si(557) surface is shown in Fig. 6.10. For the growth,
similar preparation conditions as for the magic In clusters on the planar Si(111) surface, i.e.
a growth temperature of 200 ◦C, were employed. At first sight, the surface looks very similar
to the clean Si(557) surface shown in Fig. 6.9, solely a larger number of bright structures,
presumably In deposits, is visible. Particularly, still a 7×7 reconstruction is found on the
Si(111) terraces and the faceting appears very similar to the clean surface, with most Si(111)
terraces showing a width of a single 7×7 unit cell and only few Si(111) terraces with other
structures such as two unit cells wide 7×7 or 5×5 reconstructions, as indicated in (a). However,
a restructuring of the reconstructed Si(557) surface is neither expected due to the rather low
growth temperature nor desired, since the narrow Si(111) terraces shall represent a template
for a one-dimensional ordering of the magic In clusters. Hence, the Si(557) surface seems to
fulfill the basic requirements that are necessary for a one-dimensional ordering of the magic In
clusters.

However, it is difficult to see from overview images such as Fig. 6.10 (a) if there are really
magic In clusters forming on the surface. Therefore, (b) and (c) show more detailed high
resolution filled states STM images of the regions marked by the white and yellow rectangles
in (a), respectively. And indeed, clearly magic In clusters showing an identical appearance
as on the planar Si(111) surface are found on Si(111) terraces with a 7×7 reconstruction, as
demonstrated in (b) and (c). Similar to the planar surface, a strong preference of the FHUC
is observed, although also clusters in UFHUCs are found, as indicated in (c). The triangular
contrast in the filled states image is mainly caused by the three Si atoms in the center of
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Figure 6.10: (a) Overview and (b,c) detailed filled states STM images (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of
a Si(557) sample with nominally 0.26 ML In deposited at 200 ◦C. (b) and (c) show the regions marked
by the white and yellow rectangles in (a), respectively. (d) Empty states STM image of a Si(557) sample
with nominally 0.30 ML In deposited at 200 ◦C (VS = +1.2 V; IT = 100 pA). In (b-d), magic In clusters
formed in FHUCs and an UFHUC are indicated by red and black triangles, respectively.

the cluster, since a charge transfer from In to Si occurs as pointed out already earlier in the
theoretic background part (see section 3.5.1). To identify, if really identical clusters as on
the planar Si(111) surface form, empty states images need to be analyzed as well. Therefore,
Fig. 6.10 (d) shows such an empty states image taken on another sample. In this image, two
clusters formed within FHUCs. For both clusters, clearly the six bright spots corresponding to
the six In atoms of the magic clusters are resolved. Thus, it is concluded that indeed identical
In6Si3 clusters as on the planar Si(111) surface, as described by the structure model shown in
Fig. 3.15, grow on the Si(557) surface.

One-dimensional ordering of magic In clusters on Si(557)

As the growth of magic In clusters on Si(557) was successfully demonstrated in the previous sec-
tion, now the formation of one-dimensional cluster arrays is investigated. Therefore, Fig. 6.11
shows STM images of an In coverage series on Si(557). For a better visibility of the clusters,
the images are leveled with the Si(111) facets being parallel to the image plane. In addition,
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Figure 6.11: Overview filled states STM images of Si(557) samples with nominal In coverages of
(a) 0.20 ML (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA), (b) 0.26 ML (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA), (c) 0.30 ML
(VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA), and (d) 0.40 ML (VS = –1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and growth temperatures
of 200 ◦C. For a better representation, the Si(111) facets are leveled and different greyscales are applied
for the different (111) terraces. In the images, magic In clusters formed in FHUCs and UFHUCs are
indicated by red and black triangles, respectively, and 5×5 unit cells are exemplarily marked by the
blue rhombus. In (d), a complete array of magic In clusters is obtained. Here, the yellow arrows mark
additional bright spots appearing on top of magic In clusters.

different greyscales are applied for the different facets. For a direct comparison, all images are
of the same size, and magic In clusters forming in FHUCs and UFHUCs are again marked by
red and black triangles, respectively.

From (a) to (c), the cluster density increases with increasing coverage until, as shown in
(d), a complete array with both the FHUCs and the UFHUCs being covered with magic In
clusters is obtained. In (d), even more In than necessary for a complete array may be present
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Figure 6.12: Empty states STM images of (a) an almost complete one-dimensional array with only
the FHUCs being covered by magic clusters, prepared using a nominal In coverage of 0.34 ML and
a growth temperature of 200 ◦C (VS = +1.8 V; IT = 100 pA), and (b) a complete one-dimensional
array with both the FHUCs and the UFHUCs covered with magic clusters (0.40 ML In deposited at
200 ◦C; VS = +1.3 V; IT = 100 pA). In the images, the Si(111) facets are again leveled and different
greyscales are applied for the different (111) terraces. In both images, the orientation of the FHUC and
the UFHUC is indicated by F and U, respectively. In addition, in (b), a 5×5 unit cell is marked by the
blue rhombus.

on the surface, since on many clusters additional bright spots are found, as marked exemplarily
by the yellow arrows.

In Fig. 6.11 (a) and (c), also 5×5 reconstructed Si(111) facets are present. In contrast
to the 7×7 reconstruction, no formation of magic clusters is found here. This can be easily
understood, when comparing the two DAS reconstructions. In the 5×5 reconstruction, only
three adatoms and one rest atom is found in each HUC instead of six and three for a 7×7
HUC, respectively. Thus, all adatoms of the 5×5 reconstruction are corner adatoms. Hence,
a formation of clusters with a similar structure as on the 7×7 surface is not possible on this
surface. This is in nice analogy to the findings of Mark and Lean [17], where the growth of
magic In and Ga clusters on Ge-5×5 domains on Si(111) was studied, resulting in an exclusive
formation of clusters on 7×7 domains as well as at domain boundaries between different 5×5
domains, which show a local environment similar to the 7×7 reconstruction.

As demonstrated in Fig. 6.12, the high preference of the magic In clusters to form in FHUCs
offers the possibility to grow two different types of one-dimensional arrays, in analogy to the
two types of two-dimensional arrays on the planar Si(111) surface (cf. sections 3.5.1 and 6.1.1).
In (a), almost all FHUCs are occupied with magic In clusters, in analogy to the so called
half-covered array on the planar surface. Here, linear chains of identical clusters are found to
form along the [1̄10] direction on the Si(111) terraces of the Si(557) surface with a distance
between the centers of neighboring clusters being equal to the edge length of a 7×7 unit cell of
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2.69 nm. In contrast, in (b) almost all HUCs are covered with magic In clusters resulting in the
formation of a one-dimensional array in analogy to the complete two-dimensional array on the
planar Si(111) surface. Again linear cluster chains form along the [1̄10] direction, but different
from the half-covered array, the chains consist of two nonequivalent cluster types, magic clusters
in FHUCs and in UFHUCs. The distance between the centers of two neighboring clusters is
reduced to 1.55 nm. As found in section 6.1, the clusters forming in FHUCs and UFHUCs also
exhibit different electronic properties. In addition with the different coupling strength, that is
expected due to the different distances between neighboring clusters, the two different types
of one-dimensional arrays may enable a possibility to adjust the electronic properties of such
cluster chains.

Initial states of In growth on the Si(557) surface

When comparing the In coverages needed for the growth of magic In clusters on the Si(557)
surface (see e.g. Fig. 6.11) with those used on the planar Si(111) surface, it is found that much
more In has to be deposited until a formation of magic clusters is observed. In Fig. 6.11 (a),
0.20 ML of In were deposited, a coverage for which, on the planar Si(111) surface, almost all
HUCs are already covered with magic clusters (cf. e.g. Fig. 6.2). In contrast, on the Si(557)
surface magic clusters form only rarely at this coverage. The further growth seems to roughly
resemble the growth on the planar surface, since the difference between 0.20 ML and the
coverage of 0.40 ML, where a complete array is observed [see Fig. 6.11 (d)], is in good agreement
to the respective value on the planar Si(111) surface, where an In coverage of 0.24 ML is needed
for a complete array. Thus, a different growth behavior for the initial states of In on the Si(557)
is found in comparison to In on the Si(111) surface. Since the two surfaces differ mainly in the
density and structure of surface steps, the difference may be assigned to the presence of the
steps.

Indeed, Shin et al. reported the formation of atomic wires on the triple steps of the Si(557)
surface for 0.01 ML In deposited at room temperature [384]. However, in experiments with In
deposition on the Si(557) surface at room temperature in the present work, only disordered
larger clusters are observed as shown in Fig. 6.13 (a) for 0.10 ML In. After the sample shown in
(a) was additionally annealed at 200 ◦C, the reconstructed Si(557) surface again appears nicely
ordered. A closer look indeed reveals that at some areas the formation of additional structures
at the steps appears, as indicated by the arrows. These additional structures may represent
the starting growth of atomic wires similar to those proposed in Ref. [384]. For a more detailed
analysis, (c) and (d) show STM images prepared using the preparation method commonly
used within this work, i.e. deposition of In on the sample held at growth temperature. For the
coverage of 0.06 ML In shown in (c), no magic In clusters are found on the surface, but again the
steps appear different from the bare Si(557) surface (cf. Fig. 6.9). Here, again the beginning
formation of chains may be present as indicated by the white arrows. For comparison, (d)
shows an STM image of a coverage of 0.26 ML In where magic In clusters are already found
occasionally on the surface as exemplarily indicated by the triangles. At this coverage, clearly
lines with a similar appearance to the atomic wires reported by Shin et al. [384] appear. Also
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Figure 6.13: (a-d) STM images of Si(557) samples with (a) 0.10 ML In deposited at room temperature
(VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA), (b) 0.10 ML In deposited at room temperature and subsequent annealing
at 200 ◦C for 5 min (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 200 pA), (c) 0.06 ML In deposited at 200 ◦C (VS = –2.5 V;
IT = 100 pA), and (d) 0.26 ML In deposited at 200 ◦C (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). (e) Graph showing
the dependence of the cluster density on the In deposition time for the measurements performed on
the planar Si(111) surface (red) and the Si(557) surface (black). The dashed black line indicates the
maximum cluster coverage that can be obtained on the planar Si(111) surface when a complete two-
dimensional array is formed.
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the locations of these lines seem to be in nice correspondence to Ref. [384]. Although the
preparation conditions are slightly different in the present work, it may be concluded that at
low In coverages a formation of atomic chains on the triple steps takes place, as proposed by
Shin et al. [384]. The magic cluster formation then starts delayed at higher coverages.

In addition to the observation of the mentioned atomic chains, also the stability of different
structures including the magic In clusters were calculated in Ref. [384]. In their calculations,
Shin et al. found that for low coverages the formation of atomic chains is favored, while at higher
In coverages the cluster formation becomes energetically favorable as well. This is in excellent
correspondence with the findings of the present work. For a more quantitative analysis, a chart
showing the dependence of the cluster density on the duration of In deposition is shown in
Fig. 6.13 (e). The black points represent measurements on the Si(557) surface, while the red
ones show those on the planar Si(111) surface for comparison. While on the Si(111) surface the
cluster formation starts already after short In exposure, on the Si(557) surface no clusters are
found until a deposition time of 10 min. On the Si(111) surface, an immediate linear increase
in the cluster density is found, until at a density of 3.2 · 1013cm−2 the cluster density becomes
saturated. This density which is indicated by the dashed horizontal line is equal to two clusters
per 7×7 unit cell, i.e. the complete two-dimensional array.

In contrast, for the Si(557) surface a different growth behavior is observed. Here, three
regimes can be identified, as indicated by the roman numbers. Regime I represents the initial
growth regime discussed above with an exclusive formation of atomic chains at the step edges.
In regime II, the growth of magic clusters sets in, but the growth rate is still much smaller as
compared to the planar Si(111) surface. Hence, a parallel growth of both atomic wires and
magic In clusters may occur. Finally, in regime III, the cluster growth rate is about the same
as for the Si(111) surface, as it is evident from the equivalent slopes of the red and green lines
shown in Fig. 6.13 (e). Thus, all step edges seem to be saturated, and an exclusive formation
of magic clusters is observed in this regime. At a deposition time of 20 min, the cluster growth
on the Si(557) surface might already start to saturate. An STM image of this preparation is
shown in Fig. 6.11 (d). As mentioned before, in this image additional bright spots appear that
may be assigned to extra In on top of a complete array of In clusters. The difference in the
maximum cluster densities that can be obtained on the Si(111) and on the Si(557) surface is
explained by the lower surface area covered with the Si(111)7×7 reconstruction on the Si(557)
surface with respect to the Si(111) surface.

6.4 Conclusions

In order to study fundamental effects in magic cluster systems, such as the influence of the
different HUCs, in which the clusters form, or of cluster assemblies, on the electronic properties,
magic In and Ga clusters on Si(111) were investigated. These clusters are considered as a model
system for magic clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface due to their relatively easy fabrication and
their well known fundamental structural and electronic properties.
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For In clusters, a detailed investigation of the charge redistribution that takes place when
the magic clusters form was conducted on the basis of voltage dependent STM images. Here,
also different electronic properties of clusters formed in UFHUCs and FHUCs as well as for
clusters neighboring other clusters were found and were studied in more detail using STS.

A second striking result is the demonstration of the formation of two different types of one-
dimensional arrays of magic In clusters when using the vicinal Si(557) surface as a template.
Here, the growth of the same magic In clusters as on the planar Si(111) surface is observed,
but the clusters form one-dimensional chains due to the narrow Si(111) terraces present on
the highly stepped substrate. However, the growth of magic clusters on the Si(557) surface is
found to start not instantaneously, but the deposited In atoms are assumed to saturate the
steps before cluster formation starts.
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Chapter 7

Rare earth silicide clusters on
Si(111)

In addition to Sb and the group-III metals In and Ga, clusters of the rare earth metals Tb and
Dy were investigated within this work. Since the trivalent rare earth metals are chemically very
similar, analogies in the cluster growth of Tb and Dy are expected. Therefore, this chapter
covers the results found for the growth of clusters from both rare earth metals.

The self-assembled growth of rare earth silicides on Si surfaces is very interesting because
a variety of different nanostructures can be grown, depending on the preparation conditions
and the used surface orientation. Examples are thin rare earth silicide films on Si(111) (cf.
section 3.6 and chapter 9) and the metallic nanowires that grow on vicinal Si(111) surfaces and
in particular on the Si(001) surface [158,386–391]. However, an interesting growth behavior is
expected especially for clusters of the trivalent rare earth metals, which are, to the best of my
knowledge, unknown up to now. These trivalent rare earth metals combine properties of two
main cluster systems investigated earlier, the group-III metal clusters (see section 3.5.1 and
chapter 6) and transition metal silicide clusters, like those formed from Co and Fe [13,14,273]:
On the one hand, Dy and Tb are trivalent as the group-III metals, on the other hand, rare
earth metals tend to form silicides, in that way behaving similar as the transition metals Fe
and Co. Since for these two material systems magic clusters with a different atomic structure
form, it is interesting to investigate how the trivalent rare earth metals will behave: Will magic
clusters grow in the center of the 7×7 HUCs as it is observed for the group-III metals or near
an edge of the HUCs analogous to the clusters of Fe and Co, or will a completely new system
with novel properties arise, as it was found e.g. for Sb (cf. chapter 5).

In the following, first the general growth behavior of rare earth silicide clusters on the
Si(111)7×7 surface is described, before the details found for the observed two main cluster
types are presented.
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7.1 General growth behavior

In order to investigate the growth of Tb and Dy clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface 0.04 ML to
0.2 ML were deposited for both rare earth metals. The growth temperature was varied between
room temperature and 500 ◦C for Dy and between 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C for Tb, whereas the
sample was either heated during deposition (RDE) or afterwards (SPE).

At temperatures below 300 ◦C (not shown here), some clusters forming within single 7×7
HUCs are already observed, but the resulting structures do not show a uniform shape or
size distribution. Thus, no growth of magic clusters can be identified in this temperature
range. In contrast, for temperatures between 300 ◦C and 500 ◦C the growth becomes more
homogeneous and it is possible to identify cluster structures that appear frequently on the
surface. In Fig. 7.1 (a) and (d), overview STM images for this regime are shown for Tb and
Dy, respectively. For both rare earth metals, a very similar growth behavior is observed. The
7×7 periodicity of the Si(111) substrate is maintained and mainly clusters form within single
7×7 HUCs. Besides these clusters, also larger structures spreading over several HUCs are
found occasionally as labeled as islands in (a) and (d). The number and size of these islands
increases with increasing coverage and temperature. For a measurement with 0.2 ML Dy
deposited at 500 ◦C, where already islands with diameters of about 10 nm are found, the Dy
induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure, which is known to form in the submonolayer coverage

regime (see section 3.6.1), could be resolved. Hence, it is concluded that the islands observed
in Fig. 7.1 (a) and (d) represent the early stages of the growth of the rare earth induced
2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure. Since the growth of thin Tb films on Si(111) is the subject of
chapter 9, the detailed analysis of this structure will be presented there.

Although the cluster growth is not as homogeneous as for the clusters of the group-III
metals In and Ga or for the ringlike Sb clusters that were investigated in the previous chapters,
two main cluster types that form frequently on the surface can be identified for both rare earth
metals. These are the so-called centered rare earth silicide clusters and the so-called off-center
rare earth silicide clusters. In more detailed filled states STM images [Fig. 7.1 (b,c,e,f)], the
centered rare earth silicide clusters appear as bright centered triangles within the 7×7 HUCs
(indicated by blue triangles), while the off-center rare earth silicide clusters appear as bright
features located near the centers of an edge of the 7×7 HUCs (indicated by green triangles).

However, always also clusters that cannot be classified into one of the two types are form-
ing, e.g. the very bright appearing structures indicated exemplarily by the arrows in Fig. 7.1.
These so called bright clusters often appear centered within the HUCs without any further
structure being resolved in the STM images. In addition, their appearance does not change
much with varying tunneling voltages. It is thus assumed that these bright clusters corre-
spond to agglomerations of a larger number of rare earth atoms and that they exhibit metallic
properties.

When comparing the more detailed images for Tb and Dy, a very similar behavior is found
with a simultaneous formation of centered and off-center clusters. However, the ratio of centered
and off-center clusters depends on the preparation conditions. While for the centered clusters,
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Figure 7.1: Filled states STM images showing the growth behavior of (a-c) Tb induced clusters and
(d-f) Dy induced clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface. (a) 0.06 ML Tb deposited at 375 ◦C (VS = –2.5 V;
IT = 100 pA). (b) 0.06 ML Tb deposited at 375 ◦C (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). (c) 0.06 ML Tb deposited
at 400 ◦C (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA). (d) 0.06 ML Dy deposited at 350 ◦C (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 70 pA).
(e) 0.06 ML Dy deposited at 350 ◦C (VS = –2.25 V; IT = 70 pA). (f) 0.04 ML Dy subsequently annealed
at 400 ◦C for 1 min (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). In the images, islands exceeding over several unit
cells are exemplarily marked, the white arrows indicate bright clusters, and the blue and green triangles
indicate HUCs with centered and off-center clusters, respectively. For the off-center clusters, the three
equivalent orientations are exemplarily marked by A, B, and C in (c,f).
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optimum growth temperatures of 350 ◦C for Dy and 375 ◦C for Tb are found, the off-center
clusters form preferentially at slightly higher temperatures of 400 ◦C, as can be seen from a
comparison of the STM images shown in (b) and (e) with those shown in (c) and (f). As
mentioned above, two different growth methods, RDE and SPE were employed. In general, the
samples prepared using RDE showed a better homogeneity, hence this method was employed
preferentially. However, the growth method also has an influence on the ratio between the
different cluster types. This is observed in particular for Dy, where the largest fraction of
off-center clusters was found on the sample shown in (f), which was prepared by depositing Dy
at room temperature and subsequently annealing the sample at 400 ◦C for 1 min.

As can be seen from the STM images shown in Fig. 7.1 (b,c,e,f), where the orientation of the
FHUC and the UFHUC is indicated, the rare earth silicide clusters show a strong preference
for occupying the FHUCs of the 7×7 reconstruction. This behavior is analyzed in more detail
in the following sections, where the properties of the off-center and the centered rare earth
silicide clusters are described separately in more detail.

It should be mentioned that, in particular for the Si(111) samples used to investigate Tb
induced clusters, it is found that highest densities of identical clusters can only be achieved
on fresh Si(111)7×7 substrates, which have not been exposed to rare earth depositions before.
For many other materials, the Si(111) substrates can be used typically several times without
a significant degradation since the material desorbs completely during the flashing procedure.
However, for Tb it is found that this is at least not completely the case. Here, a behavior similar
to the one found e.g. for Ni seems to be present: During the flashing, some metal atoms diffuse
into the bulk Si crystal and then diffuse back to the surface during the cool-down [250, 392].
Since this behavior is particularly observed at higher Tb coverages, a detailed investigation will
be presented in chapter 9.

7.2 Off-center rare earth silicide clusters

Figure 7.2 shows detailed filled and empty states STM images of off-center clusters formed
upon Dy and Tb deposition. Thereby, the same off-center Dy silicide cluster is imaged in
(a) and (b), while in (c) and (d) filled and empty states images of two different but equally
oriented off-center Tb silicide clusters are shown, since it was not possible to obtain images of
the same cluster with different polarities of the tunneling voltage due to high thermal drift and
instabilities of the tips used in these measurements. However, the similarity between the STM
images of the clusters formed from Dy and Tb indicates that analogous clusters form for both
rare earth metals. This behavior can be related to the chemical similarity of the trivalent rare
earth metals. Thus, the properties of the off-center silicide clusters of Dy and Tb are discussed
together in the following, mostly based on results for Dy silicide clusters since more data are
present for this rare earth metal.

As mentioned in the previous section, the off-center clusters appear as a bright feature
located near the center of an edge of the 7×7 HUC. As in the cluster systems discussed in the
previous chapters, the Si corner adatoms appear unaffected by the cluster formation, while at
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Figure 7.2: Detailed filled states and empty states STM images of (a,b) the same off-center Dy silicide
cluster and (c,d) two different off-center Tb silicide clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface. (a) VS = –1.0 V
and IT = 100 pA, (b) VS = +2.5 V and IT = 100 pA (0.04 ML Dy subsequently annealed at 400 ◦C
for 1 min). (c) VS = –2.0 V and IT = 50 pA, (d) VS = +1.5 V and IT = 50 pA (0.06 ML Tb deposited
at 350 ◦C).

the locations of the former Si center adatoms the contrast in the STM images has vanished, as
it is indicated by the white arrows in Fig. 7.2 (a). As it was found for the Sb ringlike clusters in
chapter 5, which also form near an edge of the HUC, the off-center cluster formation leads to
three equivalent orientations within the 7×7 HUCs. These three orientations are exemplarily
indicated in Fig. 7.1 (c,f) by A, B, and C.

Similar to other cluster systems investigated within this work, the off-center clusters show
again a strong preference for occupying the FHUC of the Si(111)7×7 reconstruction. For a
Dy coverage of 0.04 ML and subsequent annealing at 400 ◦C, where the highest fraction of
off-center Dy silicide clusters was observed, about 92% formed within the FHUC. For Tb, a
similar value of about 90% is found for the temperature range between 350 ◦C and 400 ◦C.
Hence, the formation energy for an off-center cluster is again lower for the FHUC as compared
to the UFHUC. As it is expected from the thermal distribution, the occupation of the UFHUC
increases with increasing growth temperature. As in the previous chapters, the formation
energy difference ∆E between an off-center cluster within the FHUC and within an UFHUC
is estimated using the Boltzmann distribution (Eq. 5.1). Taking all measurements for the off-
center Dy silicide clusters for substrate temperatures between 350 ◦C and 500 ◦C into account,
an energy difference of ∆E = (0.13 ± 0.02) eV is derived. From the measurements with off-
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center Tb silicide clusters in the temperature range between 350 ◦C and 400 ◦C, a similar
energy difference of ∆E = (0.12 ± 0.03) eV is found.

7.2.1 Atomic structure of off-center rare earth silicide clusters

In this section, it is demonstrated that the STM results of the off-center rare earth silicide
clusters described in the previous section are well explained by the structure model developed
by Zilani et al. for the Co and Fe silicide clusters [13,14,273] described in section 3.5.1. The cor-
responding structure model for the off-center rare earth silicide clusters is shown in Fig. 7.3 (a)
and (b). Each off-center cluster consists of six rare earth metal atoms forming a triangle sur-
rounding three Si atoms in the cluster center. This triangular structure is very similar to the
one of the group-III metal clusters. However, the off-center clusters do not form centered in
the HUC, but the triangle is located near the center of one edge of the HUC. Again, the Si
cluster atoms are the former Si center adatoms that moved into the cluster during its forma-

Figure 7.3: (a) Atomic structure model for the off-center rare earth silicide clusters in (a) topview
and (b) sideview, in analogy to the one proposed for the Co silicide clusters by Zilani et al. [13]. (c,d)
Atomic structure model overlaid on the filled states (VS = –1.0 V) and empty states (VS = +2.5 V)
STM images of the Dy silicide clusters already shown in Fig. 7.2 (a) and (b), respectively.
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tion, making a Si diffusion from other HUCs unnecessary. Because of the silicide formation it
is assumed that the Si atoms are finally located slightly above the rare earth atoms as shown
in Fig. 7.3 (b).

Now, the structure model is compared with the experimental data presented in the previous
section in more detail, demonstrating that it can nicely explain all experimental observations:
First, the observed location of the cluster center within the HUC fits very well to the structure
model as can be seen in Fig. 7.3 (c) and (d), where the structure model is overlaid on the filled
and empty states STM images already shown in Fig. 7.2 (a) and (b). It is obvious that the
cluster center is located at exactly the same position as in the model. In addition, also the
extent of the bright contrast in the STM image fits quite well to the dimensions of the cluster in
the structure model. Second, the appearance of the off-center rare earth silicide clusters in filled
states and empty states STM images taken at various voltages resembles nicely the appearance
of the Co and Fe silicide clusters. Also the small depression in the cluster center, which is
reported in Ref. [273], is occasionally observed in empty states images such as Fig. 7.4 (b)
and (d). Third, a moderate bright contrast appears in filled states STM images in the region
of the former Si center adatoms [marked by the white arrows in Fig. 7.2 (a)]. This contrast,
which is found similarly in experimental and simulated STM images of the Co and Fe silicide
clusters [13, 14], is assigned to dangling bonds that remain at the rest atoms in this area after
the adatom was removed for the cluster formation [see Fig. 7.3 (a)]. Fourth, as presented in
detail in the following section, a semiconducting behavior, indicated by STM images taken
with low absolute tunneling bias (Fig. 7.4) as well as by STS spectra showing a band gap of
∼0.7 eV, is observed, very similar to the behavior of the Co silicide clusters, for which a band
gap of ∼0.8 eV was found [273].

7.2.2 Electronic properties of off-center rare earth silicide clusters

In filled and empty states STM images acquired with low absolute tunneling bias as shown
in Fig. 7.4 (a) and (b), respectively, the off-center rare earth silicide clusters appear with a
significantly reduced height as compared to higher tunneling voltages. In (c) and (d), height
profiles taken exemplarily for two clusters in (a) and (b) are shown. Here, the clusters (indicated
by red arrows) appear 0.09 nm and 0.12 nm, respectively, lower than the corresponding Si
corner adatoms (indicated by blue arrows). This is in strong contrast to the images shown in
Fig. 7.2 (a) and (b), where the off-center Dy silicide clusters appear about 0.08 nm and 0.05 nm,
respectively, higher than the Si corner adatoms. Such a behavior with a decreasing apparent
height with decreasing absolute value of the tunneling bias, as it is also observed e.g. for the
group-III metal clusters (cf. chapter 6), suggests a semiconducting nature of the off-center rare
earth silicide clusters.

For a more detailed investigation of the electronic properties of the off-center rare earth
silicide clusters, tunneling spectra were measured on off-center Tb silicide clusters. Fig. 7.5 (a)
and (b) shows I–V and dI/dV –V spectra measured simultaneously using a software lock-in
amplifier. For comparison, also spectra measured with the same tip on the clean Si(111)7×7
surface in the vicinity of the clusters are shown. All spectra were measured using a tunneling
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Figure 7.4: (a,b) Filled and empty states STM images and (c,d) corresponding height profiles of
off-center Dy silicide clusters taken at (a,c) low negative (VS = –0.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b,d) low
positive (VS = +0.5 V; IT = 100 pA) tunneling voltage (0.04 ML Dy subsequently annealed at 400 ◦C
for 1 min). In the STM images, HUCs with off-center clusters are indicated by green triangles. Thereby,
the solid line indicates the edge of the HUC near which the cluster formed. The height profiles shown
in (c) and (d) are taken along the black arrows in (a) and (b), respectively. Within the height profiles,
clusters and Si corner adatoms are indicated by the red and blue arrows, respectively.

voltage of VS = −1.5 V and a tunneling current of IT = 200 pA to stabilize the tip height
and a modulation frequency of 1 kHz with a modulation amplitude of 50 mV for the lock-in
measurement. In comparison to the spectra measured on the 7×7 surface, the off-center Tb
silicide clusters clearly show a semiconducting behavior with a broad region with zero intensity
around the Fermi level. However, already at around 0.25 eV a slight increase is observed again
(indicted by a red bar), while in the filled states an increase is not observed before about –0.5 eV
and a distinct spectral feature is found at around –1 eV as indicated by a red bar. Thus, the
size of the band gap forming asymmetrically around the Fermi level is estimated to be ∼0.7 eV,
as it is indicated in Fig. 7.5 (b). Similar values are also found for other magic cluster systems
on Si(111)7×7 such as the group-III metal clusters investigated in chapter 6 or the Co silicide
clusters, for which a band gap of ∼0.8 eV is found [273].

It should be mentioned that due to the low number of spectra that could be measured on the
off-center cluster with the same STM tip and thus a relatively high noise level, a determination
of the normalized conductivity is not presented. However, a similar behavior as observed
in Fig. 7.5 was also found reproducibly in other STS measurements on off-center Tb silicide
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Figure 7.5: (a) I–V and (b) dI/dV –V spectra measured on off-center Tb silicide clusters (red) and
on the clean Si(111)7×7 surface surrounding the clusters (black).

clusters using other tips. Regarding the off-center Dy silicide clusters, STS measurements
could not be performed since the measurements on these clusters where done before the new
Nanonis STM control system was implemented, and the electronics used before did not allow to
obtain tunneling spectra. However, the appearance in STM images acquired with low absolute
tunneling voltages as those shown in Fig. 7.4, which was discussed above, suggests a similar
behavior also for the off-center Dy silicide clusters.

7.3 Centered rare earth silicide clusters

In contrast to the off-center rare earth silicide clusters, the centered clusters appear centered
within the Si(111)7×7 HUCs. As mentioned before, the formation of centered clusters is
observed for both rare earth metals investigated in this work, Dy and Tb. Again, the clusters
of both materials appear very similar in filled and empty states STM images like those shown
in Fig. 7.6. Thus, it is again assumed that analogous clusters form in both cases.

In filled states STM images as shown in Fig. 7.6 (a) and (c), the centered rare earth silicide
clusters appear as a triangle located in the center of the 7×7 HUC. In STM images with highest
resolution, the triangle appears to be formed from three protrusions. As it is found for all magic
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Figure 7.6: Detailed filled states and empty states STM images of (a,b) the same centered Dy silicide
cluster and (c,d) the same centered Tb silicide cluster on the Si(111)7×7 surface. (a) VS = –2.0 V and
IT = 100 pA, (b) VS = +2.0 V and IT = 70 pA (0.12 ML Dy deposited at 300 ◦C). (c) VS = –1.5 V
and IT = 100 pA, (d) VS = +2.5 V and IT = 100 pA (0.06 ML Tb deposited at 375 ◦C).

cluster systems investigated in this work, the Si corner adatoms are unaffected by the cluster
formation, while the former Si center adatoms are no more present since the cluster extends up
to their locations. The described appearance in the filled states images is very similar to the
one of the magic group-III metal clusters investigated in chapter 6. However, this similarity
completely vanishes when analyzing the empty states STM images of the centered rare earth
silicide clusters such as those shown in Fig. 7.6 (b) and (d). Here, the clusters still show a
centered triangular appearance as also the group-III metal clusters do (see e.g. Figs. 3.15 and
6.3), but the clusters appear no more symmetric within the 7×7 HUC but rotated by about
30◦. In addition, the triangle does not appear to be formed from six bright spots, as it is
observed in empty states images of the group-III metal clusters, where every spot originates
from one group-III metal atom, but from three bright spots.

As a consequence of this ∼30◦ rotation, which breaks the symmetry of the 7×7 reconstruc-
tion, two equivalent structures, which are rotated by ∼60◦ with respect to each other, should
be possible due to the symmetry of the underlying 7×7 HUC. Indeed, such two configurations
are observed as can be already seen in Fig. 7.6, where the Dy silicide and the Tb silicide cluster
shown in (b) and (d), respectively, are rotated in opposite directions. A more detailed look
on this phenomenon is provided in Fig. 7.7. In (a), an empty states STM image with three
centered Tb silicide clusters (indicated by the blue triangles) is shown. Among the three cen-
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Figure 7.7: (a,b) Detailed empty states STM image of centered Tb silicide cluster on Si(111)7×7
(indicated by blue triangles) showing the two equivalent configurations of the clusters that are observed
due to the rotated appearance (0.06 ML Tb deposited at 375 ◦C; VS = +2.5 V; IT = 100 pA). (b) Same
image as shown in (a), but with the two configurations being indicated by red and yellow triangles for a
clockwise and counterclockwise rotation by ∼30◦, respectively, with respect to the appearance in filled
states images. (c) Overview image of a sample with a Tb coverage of 0.06 ML deposited at 375 ◦C
(VS = +1.5 V and IT = 200 pA). Again, the two configurations of the centered clusters are indicated
by red and yellow triangles.

tered clusters, two show an orientation with a clockwise rotation of ∼30◦ with respect to the
appearance in the filled states image, while one cluster shows a counterclockwise rotation. In
(b), these two configurations are indicated by red and yellow triangles for the clockwise and
counterclockwise rotation, respectively.

If the two configurations result from equivalent atomic structures that just form rotated
within the 7×7 HUC as assumed above, both configurations should be found with the same
probability. By analyzing several overview STM images and counting the clusters with respect
to their configuration it was found that this is indeed the case. Figure 7.7 (c) shows an example
of such an overview STM image with the two configurations again being marked by yellow and
red triangles. Hence, it is assumed that the two configurations are described by identical but
mirror inverted atomic structures. A structure model, which is able to explain the experimental
findings described here, is developed in the following section.

But before, the occupation of the different HUCs will be addressed. As mentioned earlier
and can be seen e.g. from Figs. 7.1 (b,e) and 7.7 (c), also the centered rare earth silicide
clusters show a strong preference for the FHUC of the 7×7 reconstruction. This preference is
especially pronounced for the centered Tb silicide clusters, where 98% of all clusters formed
within an FHUC in average for all preparations with 0.06 ML Tb deposited at 375 ◦C. For the
centered Dy silicide clusters, about 94% are observed within an FHUC for the ideal preparation
conditions of 0.06 ML Dy deposited at 350 ◦C. Averaged over all measurements, this leads to a
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rather large energy difference of ∆E = (0.22 ± 0.03) eV between the formation energies within
the FHUC and the UFHUC for the centered Tb silicide clusters and to ∆E = (0.13 ± 0.03) eV
for the centered Dy silicide clusters. Hence, despite both forming the same types of magic
clusters, the preference of the FHUC for the two investigated rare earth metals Dy and Tb
differs noticeably. For the group-III metal cluster a similar variation of the energy difference is
observed, with In showing a strong preference of the FHUC while for Ga and Al both HUCs are
occupied almost equally (cf. section 3.5.1 and chapter 6), although all group-III metal clusters
exhibit an analogous atomic structure.

7.3.1 Atomic structure of centered rare earth silicide clusters

To the best of my knowledge, no other magic cluster system on the Si(111)7×7 surface has
been reported up to now to show such an asymmetric appearance in the empty states STM
images as the centered rare earth silicide clusters. Although the appearance in the filled states
images [see e.g. Fig. 7.6 (a) and (c)] matches the one of the group-III metal clusters and other
centered cluster systems (cf. section 3.5.1), the appearance in the empty states as a rotated
triangle [see e.g. Fig. 7.6 (b) and (d)] cannot be described with known structure models. Thus,
a new model, which can explain all experimental findings described in the previous section, is
developed in the following.

Due to the lower electronegativity of rare earth metals with respect to Si [156], the filled
states are assumed to be mainly located at the Si atoms. Hence, in filled states STM images
mainly the Si atoms should be imaged, while empty states STM images presumably show the
locations of the rare earth metal atoms. Further assuming that each bright spot observed in the
STM images corresponds to one atom, the appearance as a triangle formed by three bright spots
in both the filled and the empty states STM images may be assigned to a RE3Si3 stoichiometry
of the centered rare earth silicide clusters. The atomic structure is then derived by comparing
the locations, where the spots are observed in the STM images, with the structure model of the
clean Si(111)7×7 surface. Placing the three Si atoms close to the locations, where the spots
are observed in the filled states images, and the RE atoms at the locations, where the spots are
observed in the empty states images, leads to the structure model presented in Fig. 7.8 (a).

The appearance in filled states images as a centered, symmetric triangle which is formed
by three bright spots is thus attributed to the triangular cluster core consisting of Si atoms.
A quite similar cluster core consisting of three Si atoms is also formed for the magic group-III
metal clusters, explaining the similar appearance in the filled states STM images. Due to the
symmetric orientation of this core within the 7×7 HUC, the cluster appears symmetrically in
filled states STM images, since only the Si atoms are assumed to contribute significantly to
the image. In contrast, the three rare earth atoms form an asymmetric triangle surrounding
this Si cluster core which may explain the asymmetric appearance in the empty states im-
ages. Regarding the sites of the rare earth atoms, two configurations with equivalent sites
exists, as shown in Fig. 7.8 (a) and (b). These two configurations can nicely explain the two
experimentally observed orientations which appear rotated by ∼60◦ with respect to each other.
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Figure 7.8: (a,b) Atomic structure models for the two configurations of the centered rare earth silicide
clusters. (c,d) Atomic structure model overlaid on the filled states (VS = –2.0 V) and empty states
(VS = +2.0 V) STM images of the Dy silicide cluster with a clockwise rotation already shown in
Fig. 7.6 (a) and (b), respectively.

To demonstrate the good agreement between the proposed structure model and the ex-
perimental data, the structure model is overlaid on filled and empty states STM images of a
centered Dy silicide cluster in Fig. 7.8 (c) and (d). A further argument for the proposed cluster
structure is the saturation of dangling bonds. Assuming that the bonds within the cluster are
completely saturated, the number of dangling bonds in a 7×7 HUC reduces from nine to six
when a centered rare earth silicide cluster forms.

Another experimental observation supporting the proposed structure model is presented in
Fig. 7.9. While in (a,d) and (c,f), the two centered clusters observed in the images appear with
the symmetric and asymmetric appearance described above, in filled states images acquired
using appropriate tunneling conditions such as Fig. 7.9 (b,e), an additional contrast is found.
This contrast is observed besides the cluster as it is indicated by the white arrows and leads
to an asymmetric appearance also in this filled states image. When comparing the location
of the observed contrast with the atomic structure model as it is done in (e), it turns out
that it is located exactly at the position where unsaturated dangling bonds remain at the Si
rest atoms after the cluster formation. On the bare Si(111)7×7 surface, the rest atom state
[S2 state in Fig. 3.9 (a)] is found at ∼0.9 eV below EF , agreeing well with the observation in
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Figure 7.9: (a-c) STM images of the same two centered Tb silicide clusters prepared by depositing
0.06 ML Tb at 375 ◦C. (a) VS = –1.5 V and IT = 200 pA, (b) VS = –1.0 V and IT = 300 pA, and
(c) VS = +1.5 V and IT = 300 pA. In (a), the HUCs, in which the two clusters formed, are indicated
by blue triangles, and in (b) the white arrows indicate the locations where a slight contrast is observed
due to the unsaturated dangling bonds at the remaining rest atoms. (d-f) STM images already shown
in (a-c), but with the structure model of the centered rare earth silicide clusters overlaid on one cluster.

the STM image acquired using a tunneling voltage of –1 V, thus further supporting the above
assignment. The derived positions of the rest atoms also agree nicely with the positions of the
rare earth metal atoms within the cluster, which are identified from the corresponding empty
states STM image in (c,f) which was taken subsequently to (a,d) and (b,e).

7.3.2 Bistable switching of centered rare earth silicide clusters

Another very interesting behavior of the centered rare earth silicide clusters is illustrated in
Fig. 7.10. In (a) to (h), STM images of the same surface area with centered Tb silicide clusters
(indicated by the blue triangles) are shown. The STM images were acquired subsequently in the
order which is indicated by the black arrows using different tunneling voltages. Since the imaged
area has slightly changed with time due to the presence of thermal drift, a characteristic defect
is indicated by the white circle for an easier comparison of the locations in the different images.
Again, the clusters show a symmetric triangular appearance in the filled states images shown in
(a) and (b), while in the empty states image in (d), a rotated asymmetric appearance is found.
However, in the empty states images acquired with low positive voltages shown in (e) and (f),
the orientation of the clusters cannot be identified any more. Instead of an appearance as one
of the two configurations described earlier, only a noisy region appears at the locations of the
clusters (indicated by the blue triangles). A less pronounced noisy appearance is also observed
at slightly higher positive voltages in the images shown in (c) and (g). In the image shown in
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Figure 7.10: Subsequently measured voltage dependent STM images of the same centered Tb silicide
clusters prepared by depositing 0.06 ML Tb at 375 ◦C, shown in the sequence of their acquisition
(indicated by the black arrows). All images were acquired using the tunneling voltages given in the
figure and a tunneling current of IT = 100 pA. In (a,e,f), the HUCs, in which centered clusters formed,
are indicated by blue triangles. While in (a-e), three centered clusters are present completely in the
images, (f-h) show only two clusters, since the imaged area has changed due to thermal drift. For
an easier comparison of the images, the same defect is indicated by a white circle in every image. In
addition, the two configurations of the centered clusters are indicated in (d) and (h) by yellow and red
triangles.

(h), which was measured at last using a higher positive voltage of +2 V, the clusters appear
again with the rotated triangular appearance. However, when comparing the configurations
of the two centered clusters, which are imaged in image (d) as well as in image (h) (indicated
by yellow and red triangles), the left cluster has performed a rotation by ∼60◦, thus switched
from a clockwise rotation (red triangle) to a counterclockwise rotation (yellow triangle). In
contrast, the right cluster shows the same configuration as previously in image (d).

A possible explanation for this switching can be found in images (e) and (f), where the
aforementioned noisy appearance is observed. This noisy appearance of the clusters might be
caused by a fast switching between the two equivalent configurations of the clusters. Since the
flipping is too fast for the rather slow STM measurement, only a noisy appearance is imaged.
However, the most intensive noise is observed at the locations of the Tb atoms in the atomic
structure model while the center of the cluster does not appear that noisy. This indicates that
the noise may in fact result from the temporal average of the flipping of the Tb atoms between
the two configurations while the Si cluster core may not be involved in the switching process
due to its assumed identical orientation in both configurations.

But which process is triggering this switching? In Fig. 7.10, all STM images were acquired
in constant current mode using an identical tunneling current setpoint of 100 pA, thus the
tip approaches the surface when decreasing the absolute value of the tunneling voltage to
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obtain a constant tunneling current. It may be assumed that this approach of the tip triggers
the switching of the clusters. Thereby, the presence of the tip may lower the energy barrier
for the flipping between the two cluster configurations, thus enabling the switching process.
Hence, during the acquisition of images (e) and (f), where the tip-sample distance was small,
the clusters were repeatedly switching between the two configurations. At larger distances
as in (c) and (g), the switching becomes slower and when further increasing the voltage and
therewith also the tip-sample distance, the clusters stabilize again with a probability of 50%
for both configurations, being in nice agreement with the observed configurations in (h), where
one cluster out of two appears in a switched configuration.

If this switching could be performed in a controlled way, a variety of interesting potential
applications such as logic gates or memory cells would arise. In literature, several examples of
such atomic scale switches exist. The first one was reported by Eigler et al., realized by a Xe
atom which switches between an STM tip and a Ni(110) surface when applying a voltage pulse
[30]. Until then, a variety of reversible atomic scale switches using STM to manipulate atoms or
molecules laterally, to perform rotations, or to induce conformational changes of molecules were
demonstrated [31–35]. However, most of these switches only operate at cryogenic temperatures
[30,33–35] since the barriers between the configurations can be overcome by thermal excitations.
Also on Si surfaces, a reversible switching of atoms and molecules has been demonstrated
[31, 32, 34, 35]. In the mentioned examples, the switching is achieved either due to a direct
chemical atom-tip interaction [36, 393], a lowering of the energy barrier between the different
configurations due to the electric field induced by the STM tip [32,393,394], or by overcoming
the barrier by exciting a localized surface resonance [31] or by inelastic electron tunneling
[33–35], where a climbing of the vibrational ladder is assumed to take place. Another nice
example of an atomic scale switch composed of a binary Pb-Si cluster on the Si(111)7×7
surface consisting of three Si and three Pb atoms, thus representing a very similar system to
the centered rare earth silicide clusters investigated here, has been reported recently by Inami
et al. [29]. However, the Pb-Si clusters where constructed using atomic manipulation with
an STM, making the fabrication extremely slow, thus eliminating an industrial use of these
clusters. In contrast, the centered rare earth silicide clusters investigated here are prepared
using self-assembled growth enabling the possibility to produce extremely high densities of
clusters in a very short time.

However, it has to be mentioned that, although the behavior shown in Fig. 7.10 with a
flipping of the clusters at low positive voltages was reproducibly observed, other measurements
also showed a different behavior with respect to the switching of the centered clusters. Figure
7.11 shows empty states STM images with two centered Dy silicide clusters. The images
were subsequently acquired using tunneling voltages of +2.0 V and +1.5 V without setting the
voltage to lower values between the images. In both images the configurations of the clusters are
clearly identifiable and no noisy appearance is found. Thus, assuming the mechanism described
above, no flipping should be observed. Nevertheless, when comparing the configurations of
the clusters in the two images, one of the two is found in another configuration in (b) as
compared to (a). Since only two clusters are present, it cannot be studied, if the flipping occurs
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Figure 7.11: Subsequently acquired empty states STM images of a Si(111)7×7 sample with centered
Dy silicide clusters (0.12 ML Dy deposited at 300 ◦C). (a) VS = +2.0 V and IT = 70 pA, (b) VS = +1.5 V
and IT = 70 pA. The configurations of the two centered clusters that appear in the images are indicated
by yellow and red triangles. While in (a) both clusters appear with different configurations, the lower
cluster has switched in (b).

again for all clusters. However, a similar behavior was also found in one measurement for the
centered Tb silicide clusters. In this measurement (not shown here) about 50% of all observed
centered clusters flipped between subsequently measured empty states STM images acquired
using tunneling voltages between +1.8 V and +2.5 V. Hence it is assumed that conditions
exist, where the flipping occurs not only at low voltages like it is found in Fig. 7.10, but also
while scanning with higher positive voltages. It has to be mentioned that it is not possible
to distinguish, if the flipping also occurs when scanning with a negative tunneling voltage due
to the symmetric appearance of the clusters in the filled states images. Unfortunately, a high
resolution as in the filled state STM image shown in Fig. 7.9 (b), where the unsaturated rest
atoms are visible, is achieved only rarely.

Furthermore, in one measurement of the centered Tb silicide clusters also an opposite
behavior was observed. In Fig. 7.12, again subsequently measured empty states STM images
are presented, but this time none of the centered clusters observed in the imaged area is found
to perform a flipping from one configuration into the other. In addition, the clusters are imaged
in Fig. 7.12 (a) without the noisy appearance present in Fig. 7.10, although the same tunneling
conditions with a voltage of +1.0 V and a tunneling current setpoint of 100 pA were used.
Although the clusters appear relatively low, it is even possible to identify the configuration
as indicated again by red and yellow triangles. Hence, the centered clusters in the present
measurement do neither show flipping at low voltages as it is observed in the measurement
shown in Fig. 7.10, nor a flipping at higher voltages as in Fig. 7.11.

A model that might explain these observations is presented in the following. As mentioned
above, the presence of the STM tip might lower the energy barrier between the two configura-
tions. This is schematically shown in Fig. 7.13, where the black line represents a cross section
along a hypothetical potential energy surface for the two configurations of the centered rare
earth silicide clusters. Herein, the stable configurations of the clusters form minima with an
identical depth due to the equivalence of the two configurations. Between these two configu-
rations the aforementioned barrier is present. Now, an STM tip comes into play and lowers
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Figure 7.12: Subsequently acquired empty states STM images of a Si(111)7×7 sample with centered Tb
silicide clusters (0.06 ML Tb deposited at 375 ◦C). (a) VS = +1.0 V and IT = 100 pA, (b) VS = +1.5 V
and IT = 100 pA, VS = +2.0 V and IT = 100 pA, and (d) VS = +2.5 V and IT = 70 pA. In the images,
the configurations of the clusters are indicated again by yellow and red triangles. For the duration of
the measurement, no clusters are found showing a flipping into another configuration.

the barrier between the two configurations as it is illustrated by the green line. When the
tip approaches the surface, the barrier becomes smaller and smaller until the Tb atoms can
overcome the barrier by thermal excitation or tunneling and the clusters can switch between
the two configurations. This is the situation present in the measurement shown in Fig. 7.10,
where a flipping of the clusters is only observed at low positive tunneling voltages.

However, when the interaction between the tip and the clusters is stronger, the clusters
might already thermally overcome the barrier at tunneling conditions where the tip is further
away from the sample. On the other hand, if the interaction is too small, the barrier is not
lowered sufficiently and no flipping occurs at all. These two situations are illustrated by the
red lines in Fig. 7.13 and might explain the observations in Figs. 7.11 and 7.12 where either a
flipping is always or never observed, respectively. The different interaction strengths between
the tip and the clusters might be caused by different structures and in particular different
terminations of the used STM tips. In the present case, interactions with the sample surface
may lead to Si or Tb/Dy terminations instead of a pure W tip. Under these assumptions,
a controlled switching of the centered rare earth silicide clusters from one configuration into
the other is only possible with an appropriate tip. Unfortunately, also due to the difficulties
described here, such a reproducible switching in a controlled way has not been achieved yet.
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Figure 7.13: Schematic model for the flipping process of the centered rare earth silicide clusters. The
black line illustrates the assumed potential energy variation without the presence of an STM tip, or
with a tip-sample distance too large to disturb the system. When the STM tip approaches the clusters,
the energy barrier might be lowered, as it is indicated by the green line, and the clusters may overcome
the barrier and flip between the two configurations. On the other hand, the red lines indicate smaller
and larger interactions between the tip and the clusters, leading to either a flipping already at larger
tip-sample distances or to a complete suppression of the flipping.

However, due to a better understanding of the processes that take place in this system, this
might be achieved in the near future, although further experiments are required to distinguish
which processes might be responsible for the assumed lowering of the energy barrier.

7.3.3 Electronic properties of centered rare earth silicide clusters

Similar to the off-center rare earth silicide clusters, also the apparent height of the centered
clusters with respect to the surrounding Si(111)7×7 surface decreases with decreasing absolute
value of the tunneling voltage (see e.g. Figs. 7.10 and 7.12). Hence, it is assumed that the
centered rare earth silicide clusters exhibit a semiconducting behavior, as already shown for
the off-center clusters. Again, STS is used for a more detailed investigation of the electronic
properties of the centered Tb silicide clusters. As it was already discussed earlier for the off-
center Dy silicide clusters, it was not possible to perform STS measurements for this material
system because of the STM control unit installed at that time. However, due to the very
similar behavior of both systems, it is assumed that the STS results obtained for the centered
Tb silicide clusters are similarly valid also for the centered Dy silicide clusters.

In Fig. 7.14 (a) and (b), I–V and dI/dV –V spectra measured on centered Tb silicide
clusters are shown. The dI/dV –V spectra were measured simultaneously with the I–V curves
using a software lock-in amplifier with a modulation frequency of 1 kHz and a modulation
amplitude of 50 mV. The tip height was stabilized using conditions of VS = −2.0 V and
IT = 100 pA, additionally the tip was approached towards the sample by 100 pm during
the STS measurements. Fig. 7.14 (c) shows the normalized differential conductivity, which
was calculated by using the procedure introduced by Prietsch et al. [77] and averaging over
measurements with the tip approached by 100 pm and by 120 pm. For comparison and to ensure
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Figure 7.14: (a) I–V and (b) dI/dV –V spectra measured on centered Tb silicide clusters (red) and
the surrounding Si(111)7×7 surface (black) using the same tip. (c) Normalized differential conductivity
(dI/dV )/(I/V ). Features in the spectra of the centered clusters and the clean 7×7 surface are marked
by red and black bars, respectively. The band gap of the centered Tb silicide clusters is estimated to
∼1.0 eV as indicated.

the quality of the used tip, STS measurements were also performed on the clean Si(111)7×7
surface surrounding the clusters. In contrast to the spectra measured on the centered Tb silicide
clusters (red curves), the 7×7 surface clearly shows a metallic behavior with the occupied and
unoccupied adatom states at –0.3 V and +0.4 V, respectively, and the rest atom state at
–0.9 V, as it is indicated by the black bars in Fig. 7.14 (c), being in good agreement with the
data from literature (cf. section 3.2.1), in this way demonstrating the quality of the tip. In the
spectra measured on the centered clusters, clearly a band gap separating two distinct features
appears. One sharp feature occurs at about –0.8 V and a second broad feature which might
consist of two peaks at around +1.1 V. The band gap in between is estimated to about 1.0 eV
as it is indicated in (c). However, as it was also observed in tunneling spectra of the magic In
clusters (cf. section 6.1.2), the local density of states is not zero in the entire band gap, but an
increase in the signal is observed already at the positions where the adatom states are found
in the spectrum measured on the clean Si(111)7×7 surface. This is again assigned to MIGS
resulting from the adatom states of the surrounding 7×7 surface penetrating into the band gap
of the centered Tb silicide clusters.
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Figure 7.15: (a) Overview and (b) detailed filled states STM images (VS = -2.0 V and IT = 70 pA)
of centered Dy silicide clusters formed after deposition of 0.06 ML Dy at 350 ◦C. HUCs with centered
clusters are indicated by blue triangles. In (b), the darker appearing Si center adatoms in neighboring
HUCs are indicated by red arrows. (c) Height profile taken along the white line indicated in (b). Again,
the Si center adatom is indicated by the red arrow while the blue arrows indicate Si corner adatoms.

In addition, another effect which is observed for the magic In clusters is also observed here
for the centered rare earth silicide clusters. Figure 7.15 (a) and (b) shows filled states STM
images of centered Dy silicide clusters. In clean 7×7 HUCs, which are neighboring HUCs
with centered clusters, the Si center adatoms nearest to the centered clusters [indicated by red
arrows in (b)] appear with a significantly reduced height, as can be also seen in the height
profile shown in (c). Here, the Si center adatom next to the centered Dy silicide cluster in
the neighboring HUC (again indicated by the red arrow) is imaged about 0.7 nm lower than
the Si corner adatoms (indicated by blue arrows). As pointed out earlier for the magic In
clusters (see section 6.1.2), this behavior may be the result of a charge transfer from these
center adatoms into the clusters. Such a behavior was also observed by Zhou et al. for Zn
clusters on Si(111)7×7 [16].
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7.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, clusters forming after deposition of the trivalent rare earth metals Dy and Tb
on Si(111)7×7 were investigated. For both materials, a similar growth with the formation of
two main cluster types, the so-called off-center and centered rare earth silicide clusters is found.

Regarding both cluster types, the atomic structure could be determined and the electronic
properties were investigated using STS. The off-center clusters thereby exhibit an analogous
atomic structure as magic Co and Fe silicide clusters [13,14,273] with an RE6Si3 stoichiometry,
while the centered clusters exhibit a RE3Si3 stoichiometry and form asymmetrically within the
7×7 HUC. This asymmetric orientation leads to two equivalent configurations which appear
rotated by ∼60◦ with respect to each other in empty states images.

The STS measurements performed on both cluster types for Tb show a semiconducting
nature of the clusters with band gaps of ∼0.7 eV for the off-center Tb silicide clusters and
∼1.0 eV for the centered Tb silicide clusters. Although no STS measurements were performed
on Dy silicide clusters, voltage dependent STM images also suggest a semiconducting behavior
with similar band gaps.

Although exhibiting a different atomic structure, several similarities exist between the cen-
tered rare earth silicide clusters and other material systems where centered clusters form.
Besides showing a similar appearance in filled states images, a semiconducting behavior and
a charge transfer from Si adatoms in neighboring HUCs is observed. However, the switch-
ing behavior, which occurs due to the two equivalent asymmetric orientations, distinguishes
the centered rare earth silicide clusters found here from the other centered cluster systems.
A model explaining this switching process via an interaction between the Tb cluster atoms
and the STM tip was developed. Such a bistable switching is, when it can be performed in
a controlled way, extremely interesting for potential future applications of these clusters, e.g.
as logic gates or as memory cells. In the past, already several other atomic scale switches
using an STM to perform a reversible switching were demonstrated [29–35]. However, most of
them are constructed using atomic manipulation or operate only at cryogenic temperatures.
Since the centered rare earth silicide clusters investigated here are prepared by self-assembled
growth, many times higher cluster densities can be obtained in a very short time. In addi-
tion, the growth on a Si substrate would allow an easy and cost efficient implementation in
existing semiconductor fabrication processes. Moreover, operation might be possible at room
temperature.
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Chapter 8

Dy silicide clusters on the
Si(001)2×1 surface

Regarding the rare earth metal Dy, besides the growth of clusters on the Si(111)7×7 surface,
also the cluster growth on the Si(001) surface is investigated within this thesis. In contrast
to the 7×7 reconstruction on the Si(111) surface, where a multitude of materials are found to
form magic clusters due to the distinct template effect that this reconstruction offers, on the
Si(001)2×1 surface only clusters of the group-III metals In and Al where, to the best of my
knowledge, investigated up to now (cf. section 3.5.2).

In order to discover the growth of magic clusters, the measurements performed within
this work concentrated on the low Dy coverage and low growth temperature regime, since for
higher coverages and temperatures the formation of different types of surface reconstructions
and nanowires was found [158,386,389–391,395–398].

In the following section, first the general growth behavior for Dy on the Si(001)2×1 surface
is described, before the Dy induced magic clusters, which are found to form chains consisting
of identical clusters, are analyzed in detail in sections 8.2 to 8.4.

8.1 General growth behavior

Within this work, the growth parameters in the low Dy coverage and low growth temperature
regime were systematically varied to investigate the growth behavior of magic Dy clusters
on Si(001). Therefore, Dy coverages between 0.05 ML and 0.47 ML where employed, and
growth temperatures between room temperature and 500 ◦C were used. It was found that
RDE, where Dy is deposited on the sample held at growth temperature, results in a more
homogeneous growth than SPE, where Dy is deposited at room temperature and the sample
is subsequently annealed. Hence, RDE was employed in the majority of the preparations.

While for deposition at room temperature and very low Dy coverages (not shown) only
inhomogeneous structures are found to appear sporadically, at growth temperatures between
300 ◦C and 400 ◦C the formation of ordered structures is observed, as shown in Fig. 8.1. At low
coverages, as shown in (a), many of the structures form separately from each other, while with
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Figure 8.1: Overview empty states STM images showing the growth behavior of Dy induced clusters
on the Si(001)2×1 surface. (a) 0.12 ML Dy deposited at 300 ◦C (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 200 pA). (b)
0.23 ML Dy deposited at 300 ◦C (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 200 pA). (c) 0.47 ML Dy deposited at 300 ◦C
(VS = +2.3 V; IT = 500 pA).

increasing coverage [Fig. 8.1 (b) and (c)], the formation of chains running perpendicular to the
dimer rows of the Si(001)2×1 reconstruction is observed. Since the orientation of the Si dimers
rotates by 90◦ when crossing a monoatomic step (cf. section 3.2.3), also the chain orientation
changes from one terrace to the neighboring one as indicated by the arrows in Fig. 8.1. It was
found that these chains consist of different numbers of identical clusters. These magic clusters
and cluster chains will be analyzed in detail in the following sections.

When going to higher annealing temperatures of around 500 ◦C, the growth behavior
changes and the growth regime is reached, in which the Dy induced submonolayer reconstruc-
tions and nanowires mentioned earlier start to form. This situation is shown in Fig. 8.2, where
0.47 ML Dy were deposited followed by an annealing to 500 ◦C. In (a), an overview STM
image of the obtained sample surface is shown. As indicated by the white arrows, distinct
nanowires are found on the surface. From literature, it is known that these nanowires consist
of anisotropically strained, hexagonal DySi2 [158, 389–391, 398, 399]. Due to a large mismatch
in the hexagonal c-direction and an almost perfect matching of the lattice constants in the
hexagonal a-direction, a one-dimensional growth occurs in this system. It has to be mentioned

Figure 8.2: (a) Overview (VS = –1.0 V; IT = 1 nA) and (b) detailed (VS = +0.5 V; IT = 200 pA)
STM images of a Si(001) surface with a Dy coverage of 0.47 ML and subsequent annealing at 500 ◦C.
In (a), DySi2 nanowires are marked by the white arrows, in (b) the red arrows mark the local formation
of the 2×7 reconstruction, 2×4 unit cells are exemplarily indicated in yellow, and a more disordered
region in green.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Empty states STM image (VS = +2.5 V; IT = 300 pA) of a Si(001) surface without
deposition of Dy, and (b) empty states STM image of the same surface after deposition of 0.09 ML Dy
at 400 ◦C (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA). In (a), an ordering of missing dimer defects into rows indicating
a Ni contamination is found, as exemplarily marked by red arrows. In (b), the blue rectangles mark Dy
induced structures that are assumed to form due to the Ni contamination observed in (a).

that a tip artifact, a so-called multiple tip, is present in the image, thus identical nanowires
are imaged several times.

In the areas between the nanowires, no clean Si(001)2×1 reconstruction is found, but other
Dy induced reconstructions form. In Fig. 8.2 (b), a detailed STM image of such a region is
shown, with different structures appearing. However, also these structures are well known
from other studies and can thus be assigned by a comparison with the data published in
literature [386,391,395–398]. By measuring their periodicities, the structures indicated by the
red arrows can be assigned to the 2×7 reconstruction. However, it seems that the patches
of this reconstruction present on the surface represent rather the initial stages of the growth
of this reconstruction since no larger arrays of the reconstruction are present as it is usually
observed. The second structure, which can be identified in the image in Fig. 8.2 (b), is the
2×4 reconstruction [390, 396]. Exemplarily, two 2×4 unit cells are indicated. However, a
long range order is missing also because this reconstruction shows two different appearances:
A 2×4 unit always appears as three maxima with different heights in the STM image, either
showing a high-low-high appearance or a low-high-low arrangement. Besides the two mentioned
superstructures, which are assumed to represent a wetting layer for the growth of the DySi2
nanowires, also regions with a less ordered appearance such as the area indicated by the green
rectangle in Fig. 8.2 (b) are present.

It should be mentioned that, in some preparations, also other cluster-like structures were
found, as shown in Fig. 8.3. These structures which are exemplarily indicated by blue boxes in
Fig. 8.3 (b) appear as two parallel rows, often being located between two missing dimer defects
of the Si(001)2×1 substrate as exemplarily indicated by the white arrows. The measurements,
where these structures are found, were all done using the same Si(001) substrate, of which
an STM image is shown in Fig. 8.3 (a). In the image, dark lines are present, as exemplarily
indicated by the red arrows, which are assigned to a linear ordering of missing dimer defects,
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probably induced by a small Ni contamination (cf. section 3.2.3). Since the structures found
in (b) are only observed on this surface, it is concluded that they form at the line defects that
are present due to the Ni contamination, a view that is further supported by the observation
of such defects at the ends of the structures. However, since no such structures are found when
depositing Dy on clean Si(001) samples, they were not further investigated, and the detailed
analysis in the following section concentrates on the Dy induced magic clusters forming the
chains shown in Fig. 8.1.

8.2 One-dimensional ordering of Dy induced magic clusters on
Si(001)

Overview empty states STM images of magic Dy induced clusters are shown in Fig. 8.4 (a) and
(b). At the applied relatively high positive tunneling voltages, the clusters, which are indicated
by the yellow rectangles, appear as two bright protrusions. At the lower coverage shown in
(a), single clusters are frequently found, while for the higher coverage shown in (b), mostly
chains appear on the surface. A detailed investigation of these chains reveals that they are
composed of identical structural units, which are the magic Dy clusters. In the STM images,
all the chains show an appearance that can be derived by stringing together magic clusters,
each with an appearance as two bright protrusions. This is exemplarily indicated in the STM
images, where green rectangles represent chains formed from two clusters and blue rectangles
those from three clusters.

In the following, it is argued that these nanostructures can indeed be considered as magic
clusters instead of a common two-dimensional surface reconstruction. As can be seen from
Fig. 8.4 (a), the clusters form randomly distributed on the surface at low coverages. This is
in contrast to common superstructures, where a preferential nucleation at step edges or other
defect sites and an instantaneous growth of larger domains with the respective superstructure
occurs already a low coverages. Although the clusters often form at defects as it is indicated by
the white arrows in Fig. 8.4 (a), such a behavior is definitely not observed in the present case.
Especially a preferential nucleation at step edges can easily be ruled out by the STM images
shown in Fig. 8.1, where no domain formation at the step edges is found. The chains are then
built up as one-dimensional assemblies of clusters similar to the case of the In and Al clusters
on Si(001), where at low coverages first a random distribution is observed, while at higher
coverages the clusters form an array, which is two-dimensional in that case (cf. section 3.5.2).
Hence, the nanostructures discovered here do indeed represent a new system of magic clusters
that additionally forms chains due to a one-dimensional ordering of the clusters at higher
coverages, a behavior that was, to the best of my knowledge, never observed before on the
Si(001) surface.

Already from the STM images in Fig. 8.4 (a) and (b), with the dimer rows of the Si(001)2×1
surface being visible besides the clusters, the length of a magic cluster can be estimated to cor-
respond to about four times the surface lattice constant, since one cluster extends over roughly
two dimer rows. However, for a more detailed analysis also in the direction perpendicular to
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Figure 8.4: (a,b) Empty states STM images of Dy induced clusters on the Si(001) surface prepared
by depositing (a) 0.23 ML Dy (VS = +2.0 V; IT = 1 nA) and (b) 0.47 ML Dy at 300 ◦C (VS = +2.3 V;
IT = 500 pA). Single clusters are exemplarily indicated in yellow, chains consisting of two and three
clusters in green and blue, respectively. Often, the clusters form at defects as indicated by the white
arrows in (a). (c,d) Height profiles taken along the red lines in (a) and (b), respectively.

the cluster, Fig. 8.4 (c) and (d) show height profiles taken along the lines indicated in (a)
and (b). Thereby, the height profile in (c) shows a chain composed of three magic clusters,
enabling the determination of the periodicity within the chains. As indicated in the image, a
periodicity of four times the lattice constant of the Si(001) surface of 0.384 nm (cf. Table 3.1),
as it was supposed above, is indeed found. The determination of the dimensions of the clusters
perpendicular to the chain direction, i.e. in the direction of the dimer rows, is more difficult,
since no resolution was achieved within the Si dimer rows simultaneously with the clusters.
Hence, to calibrate the height profiles in this direction, images with monoatomic steps and
thus the presence of the second domain, in which the dimers are rotated by 90◦, were used
such as the STM image shown in Fig. 8.4 (b). The height profile shown in Fig. 8.4 (d) shows
three clusters formed with the closest observed distance. The distance between two maxima in
the height profile corresponds to about two times the lattice constant as indicated. Hence, one
cluster extends over an area of 2×4 times the surface lattice constant. However, no formation
of a two-dimensional array showing a 2×4 periodicity is observed for a larger area, also not
for the rather high coverage in in Fig. 8.4 (b). Such a formation might be hindered by the
random nucleation of the clusters, which often results in odd numbered spacings of e.g. three
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times the lattice constant perpendicular to the cluster chains, which are possible due to the ×1
periodicity of the Si(001) substrate along the dimer rows. This allows also an alignment with
a displacement of the clusters by one lattice constant within a cluster chain. Such a displace-
ment, as it is observed e.g. in Fig. 8.4 (a) for two clusters marked by yellow boxes, results in
the occasional observation of chains that exhibit a slight bending.

8.3 Voltage dependent appearance of Dy induced magic clusters
on Si(001)

The STM images of the magic Dy induced clusters presented up to now were all acquired using
relatively high positive tunneling voltages of +2 V and more. In this voltage range, usually the
best image quality for the magic clusters is achieved. Certainly, also STM images using other
tunneling voltages of both polarities were recorded. The STM images show a strong voltage
dependency, but depend also strongly on the quality of the used STM tip. This is especially the
case for filled states STM images such as Fig. 8.5 (a). However, in principle, a similar behavior
with the cluster chains being imaged best at relatively high absolute values of the tunneling
voltage is found also for the filled states images.

A comparison between the appearance in the filled states and empty states images is pre-
sented in Fig. 8.5 where the same area of the surface was measured using a tunneling voltage
of (a) –2.0 V and (b) +2.0 V. In this area, a single cluster as well as a chain consisting of
two clusters are formed, as indicated by the yellow and green rectangles, respectively. In the
empty states image in (b), the appearance already known from the previously presented STM
images is found, with the clusters appearing as two bright protrusions. In contrast, the clusters
appear less bright in the filled states image. In addition, they do not appear as two bright
protrusions, but only as one bright protrusion in the cluster center. This bright protrusion is
surrounded by two darker protrusions close to the locations of the Si dimer rows. It has to
be mentioned that the alignment of the rectangles indicating the clusters in (a) with respect

Figure 8.5: (a) Filled states STM image (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 200 pA) and (b) empty states STM image
(VS = +2.0 V; IT = 200 pA) of the same area of a Si(001) sample with Dy induced clusters prepared
by a deposition of 0.12 ML Dy at 300 ◦C. In both images, the yellow and green rectangles indicate a
single cluster and a chain of two clusters, respectively.
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Figure 8.6: (a,b) Empty states STM images of the same area of a Si(001) sample with Dy induced
clusters, prepared by depositing 0.47 ML Dy at 300 ◦C, acquired using (a) a higher tunneling voltage
(VS = +2.0 V; IT = 200 pA) and (b) a lower tunneling voltage (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 200 pA). In the
images, the yellow, green, and blue rectangles exemplarily indicate a single cluster, a chain of two clusters
and one of three clusters, respectively. For one single cluster, the appearance in the respective images
is indicated. (c,d) Atomic structure models of the Si(001)2×1 reconstruction with the appearance of
the cluster at (c) higher and (d) lower positive tunneling voltages. A 2×1 unit cell is indicated by the
dashed red line, a 4×2 unit cell by the solid red line.

to (b) is correct, although the bright protrusions in the clusters are in both images observed
near the positions of the bright lines of the Si(001)2×1 substrate. This effect is related to the
inversion of the contrast observed for the Si(001)2×1 surface, where a bright contrast in the
filled states is observed at the location of the dimer rows, but in empty states STM images the
bright contrast appears at the location of the trenches in between the dimer rows [225, 226],
as it has been also described earlier in section 3.2.3. Hence, an inversion of the contrast is
observed also for the Dy induced clusters, although it cannot be excluded that the contrast
might change again when varying the negative tunneling voltage since no adequate resolution
could be achieved here.

Indeed, such a contrast inversion when varying the absolute value of the tunneling voltage
is observed in the empty states images, as shown in Fig. 8.6. In the STM image acquired using
a higher voltage shown in (a), the clusters appear again as two bright protrusions. However,
due to a better resolution, even a third, darker maximum is observed in the cluster center in
between the two bright protrusions, as exemplarily indicated by yellow circles. This appearance
is reproducibly observed also using other STM tips. Thus, a tip artifact can be excluded, also
since a multiple tip would result in additional artifacts at the ends of cluster chains. As
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mentioned above, the appearance changes at lower positive tunneling voltages as shown in
Fig. 8.6 (b). Here, like in the filled states image shown in Fig. 8.5 (a), the clusters show an
appearance with the brighter protrusion being located at the cluster center surrounded by two
darker protrusions, as indicated exemplarily for one cluster. In addition, the protrusions exhibit
a pronounced elliptical shape as compared to a rather round appearance observed in (a). In
the following, the two appearances are referred to as high-low-high (HLH) for an appearance
as found e.g. at high positive tunneling voltages such as Fig. 8.6 (a), and low-high-low (LHL)
for the appearance found e.g. for lower positive voltages such as Fig. 8.6 (b).

These two appearances are again shown together with the structure model of the Si(001)2×1
surface in Fig. 8.6 (c) for an HLH appearance and in (d) for an LHL appearance. The registry
in the direction perpendicular to the dimer rows can therein be assigned from the STM images.
Since the STM image in (a) with the HLH appearance shows a dark contrast at the dimer
rows of the Si(001)2×1 reconstruction, the position of the darker appearing protrusions can be
assigned to be located in registry with the dimer rows, while the bright protrusions are found
to be located in the area of the trenches between the dimer rows. Thereby, they do not appear
centered within the trenches, but are shifted slightly outwards. In the LHL appearance, apart
from the contrast inversion, the protrusions seem to appear at the same locations as shown in
Fig. 8.5 (d). However, it has to be mentioned that, due to a lack of resolution within the dimer
rows of the 2×1 reconstruction, the registry of the clusters with respect to the dimers along the
dimer rows cannot be determined. Hence, in this direction, the registry shown in Fig. 8.5 (c)
and (d) is only tentative.

8.4 Structural considerations

In order to develop an atomic structure model for the Dy induced magic clusters on the Si(001)
surface, first the Dy content of the clusters is estimated. Therefore, the fraction of the sur-
face covered with Dy induced structures is determined taking into account STM images from
measurements with 0.23 ML Dy and 0.47 ML Dy deposited at 300 ◦C, with an overall area
corresponding to about 7000 2×1 unit cells. All Dy induced structures are thereby estimated to
exhibit the same Dy content per area. From this, a Dy content in the clusters of (2.6 ± 0.3) Dy
atoms per 2×1 unit cell is obtained, thus a magic cluster is estimated to contain about 10 Dy
atoms. However, the given uncertainty applies only for this estimation. Due to the formation
of a large number of structures with an unknown Dy content besides the magic clusters, the
error in the Dy content might be much larger. Nevertheless, the estimation gives a hint for the
range, in which the Dy content should be.

In a second step, the Dy induced magic clusters are compared with other structures known
from literature which show similarities to the system investigated here, in order to draw conclu-
sion on the atomic structure. One such system is the Dy induced 2×4 reconstruction [390,396],
which is also found in the present work at higher annealing temperatures (see Fig. 8.2). In
the STM images published in Ref. [396], this structure shows a very similar appearance to the
Dy induced magic clusters with an HLH or an LHL arrangement of three protrusions, thus
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Figure 8.7: (a) Structure models of the Si(001)2×1 surface with a La atom at the high symmetry
adsorption sites indicated with A to D. Adapted from [400]. (b) Tentative structure model for the Dy
induced clusters on Si(001) by simply placing Dy atoms at the energetically most favorable adsorption
sites.

one could assume that the magic clusters represent an early stage of the formation of this
reconstruction and consist of identical building blocks. However, for the 2×4 reconstruction
the HLH and LHL features are observed simultaneously in the same image, in contrast to the
case of the magic clusters, where they correspond to different appearances of the same cluster
at different tunneling voltages. In addition, the LHL and HLH features of the Dy induced
2×4 reconstruction form parallel to the Si dimer rows while in the present work, the three
protrusions are aligned perpendicular to the dimer rows. Hence, a similar structure of the
2×4 reconstruction and the Dy induced magic clusters can be excluded. In addition, as men-
tioned before, the 2×4 reconstruction forms at much higher temperatures of at least 500 ◦C,
as compared with the Dy induced magic clusters forming between 300 ◦C and 400 ◦C. At such
high temperatures, a silicide formation very likely takes place, which might be suppressed for
the present cluster growth due to the low growth temperatures. Thus, also a formation of
cagelike structures, which is often observed for rare earth silicides such as the Dy induced 2×7
reconstruction [395], does not seems likely here.

Other systems showing similarities to the present one are obviously the magic In and Al
clusters on the Si(001) surface, since they represent the only other known cluster systems on
Si(001) (cf. section 3.5.2). The structure model of these clusters is shown in Fig. 3.19 (b).
However, in contrast to the Dy induced clusters, the In and Al clusters cover an area of 4×3
unit cells of the unreconstructed Si(001) surface. In addition, as can be seen from Fig. 3.19 (a),
the center of the cluster is located above the trench between the dimer rows and not, as in the
present case of the Dy induced clusters, above a dimer row of the 2×1 reconstruction. Hence,
the atomic structure model of these clusters has also to be excluded as a candidate for the Dy
induced clusters.

Since none of the published structure models is able to explain the features observed for
the new system of Dy induced magic clusters, independent structural considerations need
to be conducted. For La, which is chemically very similar to Dy, Ashman et al. calculated
the preferential adsorption sites of atoms, dimers, and chains on the Si(001) surface using
DFT [400]. For single La atoms, the situation is shown in Fig. 8.7 (a). The most stable
adsorption site is found at the position between four dimers indicated by A. The positions
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indicated by D, B, and C have energies, which are by 0.23 eV, 0.51 eV, and 1.7 eV higher,
respectively.

However, by only utilizing single atoms as building blocks of the clusters, a maximum Dy
content of three atoms is achieved, as it is exemplarily shown in Fig. 8.7 (b), where three Dy
atoms are placed at positions indicated by A and D in (a), corresponding to the two lowest
energy sites. Although a structure model as shown in (b) might be able to explain the contrast
observed in the experimental STM images, the Dy content of three atoms is much lower than
the one estimated for a Dy induced cluster. Hence, more Dy atoms need to be included to
approach the estimated content of ∼10 atoms. In Ref. [400], also La dimers were investigated,
and dimers forming perpendicular to the Si dimers, and thus parallel to the dimer rows, were
found to be the most stable ones. However, the distance between the La dimer atoms was
found to be 0.41 nm, being larger than the surface lattice constant of 0.384 nm, and thus
preventing the formation of structures with a ×2 periodicity in this direction. Nevertheless,
due to the lanthanide contraction Dy has a smaller covalent radius than La, so that a shorter
bond length is expected. Hence, structures including Dy dimers parallel to the dimer rows
might be possible, but a structure model formed exclusively by parallel Dy dimers above the
trenches of the 2×1 reconstruction would result in a ×2 periodicity along the cluster chains
instead of the ×4 periodicity, which is experimentally observed. In addition, the Dy content of
four atoms would be still too low.

To explain the ×4 periodicity, further Dy atoms can be incorporated at the location of the
central dimer row of the Si(001). Figure 8.8 (a) and (b) shows two possible structure models
with such an additional Dy incorporation. In (a), only a single Dy atom is incorporated in the
cluster center leading to an overall Dy content of five atoms. This is still much less than the
estimated value of ∼10 atoms. However, the deviation may be explained by the unknown error
resulting from assuming a similar Dy content per area for all structures found on the surface.
The dimers therein are assumed to have a length corresponding to the surface lattice constant
of 0.384 nm (cf. Table 3.1) as it is derived from the covalent radius of 0.192 nm for Dy [368].
It is further assumed that the Si dimer bonds in the central dimer chain are broken, enabling
a better incorporation of the central Dy atoms in an environment similar to the most stable
adsorption site A in Fig. 8.7 (a).

Another possible structure model is shown in Fig. 8.8 (b). It also contains two Dy dimers
above the trenches of the Si dimer rows, but in contrast to the model shown in (a), a third
dimer is proposed to form in the cluster center. Therefore, as it was also proposed for the
model shown in (a), the Si dimer bonds for the central Si dimer row are removed and replaced
by bonds to a Dy dimer. This leads to a Dy content of six atoms being more compatible
with the expected one. As will be discussed in the following, this model is also best suited
to explain the experimental observations described in the previous sections. For a comparison
with the experimental STM images, (c-f) show again the discussed structure models, but with
the HLH and LHL appearances, which are observed for different tunneling voltages, overlaid on
the atomic structure models. For the model shown in (a), a more or less symmetric formation
of the Dy dimers in the center of the trenches between the Si dimer rows is expected. In
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Figure 8.8: (a,b) Possible atomic structure models for the Dy induced magic clusters on the Si(001)
surface with a Dy content of (a) five atoms and (b) six atoms. A 4×2 unit cell is indicated by the dashed
red line. (c,d) Atomic structure models shown in (a) and (b), overlaid with the HLH appearance found
in STM images acquired using high positive tunneling voltages. (e,f) Same as (c,d), but for the LHL
appearance found in STM images acquired using low positive or arbitrary negative tunneling voltages.

contrast, for the formation of a Dy dimer at the central location, its different bond geometry
may lead to an outward displacement of the outer dimers. Thus, the locations of the Dy
dimers fit much better to the positions of the observed protrusions in the STM images for
both appearances, as can be seen from a comparison of (c) and (d) as well as (e) and (f). In
addition, an elliptical shape of all three protrusions is observed in the STM images, especially
for the LHL arrangement. For the structure in (a), the central atom is not expected to lead
to such an elliptical appearance in contrast to dimers, as proposed in the model in (b). Hence,
the structure model proposed in Fig. 8.8 (b) fits the available experimental data best.

8.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the growth of magic Dy induced clusters on the Si(001) surface has been
demonstrated. Thus, with the results obtained here, the list of materials that form magic
clusters on the Si(001) surface, which up to now included only In and Al, has to be extended
to Dy and presumable also to other trivalent rare earth metals, since they are chemically very
similar and often form analogous structures, as it was found e.g. for the clusters on the Si(111)
surface in chapter 7 or for thin rare earth silicide films (cf. section 3.6). Hence, it is assumed
that the conclusions drawn in this chapter are not only valid for Dy, but also for other trivalent
rare earth metals as it is also indicated by recent results for Tb on Si(001) [401].

It is found that the Dy induced clusters show a one-dimensional ordering into cluster chains,
consisting of different numbers of magic clusters, a behavior that was, to the best of my
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knowledge, never observed before on Si(001). Thus, besides the magic In clusters on Si(557),
a second system showing the formation of one-dimensional cluster arrays has been discovered
within this work.

In addition, structural considerations were conducted and an atomic structure model that
might explain the experimental observations was developed. However, to ensure that it really
represents the structure of the magic Dy induced clusters discovered here, further measure-
ments, maybe with better resolution especially in the filled states images, but also theoretical
investigations are required. Moreover, the cluster chains consisting of different numbers of
magic clusters may represent a model system to study the effects that a chain formation might
have on the electronic structure. This should be studied in future STS experiments.
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Chapter 9

Thin Tb silicide films on Si(111)

The main topic of this thesis is the investigation of the growth and the properties of self-
assembled magic clusters formed from various materials on Si surfaces. Regarding Tb on the
Si(111) surface, very interesting clusters as described in chapter 7 were found. However, also
in order to understand the growth behavior in the cluster regime, where already small islands
of structures that preferentially form at higher coverages and temperatures are observed, the
growth parameter range was extended in order to study also the properties of thin Tb silicide
films on the Si(111) surface.

Such thin rare earth silicide films also are themselves a very interesting field of research and
already attracted much attention for quite some time (cf. section 3.6) due to the possibility to
grow a variety of nanostructures depending on the detailed preparation conditions. In addition,
they might be also interesting for applications, e.g. as ohmic contacts on n-type Si due to
extremely low Schottky barriers that were found for the monolayer rare earth silicides [39,50,57].

Regarding Tb, only the deposition at room temperature and much thicker Tb films were
investigated up to now [38,40,53–55,402]. To the best of my knowledge, the parameter regime
investigated in this work remained unexplored.

Here, a similar growth behavior is found as for other trivalent rare earth metals as described
in the following section. Section 9.2 then presents a detailed analysis of the structures that are
found in the submonolayer Tb coverage regime, and in section 9.3 the structures found in the
monolayer-to-multilayer Tb coverage regime are described in detail.

9.1 General growth behavior

In contrast to the cluster growth investigated in chapter 7, higher Tb coverages of up to
2.5 ML were used in order to prepare different types of Tb induced nanostructures on the
Si(111) surface, and SPE growth, where Tb is first deposited at room temperature and the
sample is subsequently annealed, was typically employed.

The ideal annealing temperatures are found to be between 500 ◦C and 550 ◦C, although
small islands of the structures found for submonolayer Tb coverages are already observed at
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Figure 9.1: Overview filled states STM images of the different growth regimes. (a) The submonolayer
Tb coverage regime: 0.4 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 550 ◦C for 2 min (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA).
(b) The monolayer-to-multilayer Tb coverage regime: 1.1 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 550 ◦C for
2 min (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA). In both images, the periodicities of the formed structures are
indicated.

lower temperatures starting at about 400 ◦C. At higher temperatures above 600 ◦C, it is found
that the structures already start to dissolve as described in detail further below.

In Fig. 9.1, overview STM images of two samples prepared using different Tb coverages
and annealing temperatures in the ideal temperature range mentioned above are shown. When
comparing the images, a different growth behavior is found for the two shown preparations.
On the sample with a submonolayer Tb coverage shown in (a), still large areas with the clean
Si(111)7×7 reconstruction are present. Additionally, the growth of different nanostructures
with a well structured appearance occurs, either as islands on the 7×7 surface, as holes within
the surface, or as domains attached to steps of the substrate. As indicated in the image,
these nanostructures can be assigned either to a 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure or a 5×2

superstructure, or to nanorods with a 2×1 superstructure. In other preparations also nanorods
with a 4×1 superstructure appear. The relative surface coverages of the different structures
can be influenced by adjusting the preparation conditions.

For higher Tb coverages in the monolayer-to-multilayer regime, the growth behavior changes
and the formation of islands with a rather flat, unstructured appearance in overview STM
images is observed, as shown in Fig. 9.1 (b). At even higher coverages, the islands coalesce
and form closed films. As will be demonstrated in section 9.3, these structures correspond
either to the monolayer silicide with a TbSi2 stoichiometry or to the multilayer silicide with a
Tb3Si5 stoichiometry known from other trivalent rare earth metals (see section 3.6). Thereby,
the two-dimensional TbSi2 monolayer is found to exhibit a 1×1 surface periodicity, while the
three-dimensional Tb3Si5 multilayer shows a

√
3×

√
3 periodicity.

Before the detailed analysis of the structures introduced here will be conducted in the
following sections, another behavior that emerges for measurements with Tb on Si(111) is
discussed. Figure 9.2 (a) to (c) shows STM images measured on samples, which were only
flashed using the standard procedure employed within this work as described in section 4.4,
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without the nominal deposition of any Tb. However, Tb has been deposited on the used Si(111)
substrate in an earlier measurement. Usually, the deposited material desorbs from the surface
again during the flashing process, so that the Si substrates can be used several times. However,
as it has been also found for the Tb induced clusters on Si(111), a repeated deposition of Tb
leads to a degradation of the Si(111) substrates. This is nicely demonstrated in Fig. 9.2 (a)
and (b) where, besides the clean 7×7 reconstruction, also other structures appear. From the
more detailed STM image shown in (b), these structures can be assigned to the Tb induced
2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ and 5×2 superstructures. Hence, a significant fraction of the Tb deposited on
the sample before has not desorbed from the sample during flashing and forms the observed
Tb induced structures.

It is assumed, that a similar process as observed e.g. for Ni takes place [250, 392]. During
the flashing process, a significant fraction of the Tb diffuses into the bulk Si crystal. Then,
when cooling down the sample in order to prepare a well reconstructed surface or during the
annealing, a fraction of the Tb diffuses back towards the surface and forms the structures
observed in the STM images in Fig. 9.2 (a) to (c). Often also the obtained surface coverage,
which is estimated on the basis of the material incorporated in the structures formed on the
surface, appears to be lower than the nominal coverage determined using the quarz crystal
microbalance. Thus, a diffusion into the bulk crystal might already occur during the annealing,
which is performed to enable the self-assembled formation of the nanostructures. Thus, in
addition to making the measurements with Tb more time-consuming as compared to other
materials, since the Si(111) substrates need to be replaced more often, these processes also
hinder a reliable estimation of the Tb coverage, since it has to be taken into account that a
significant amount of Tb might have diffused into the bulk. For the measurements shown here,
the nominal Tb coverages are given, as determined from the evaporation rates measured using
the quarz-crystal microbalance, although the actual amount of Tb available on the surface
might deviate.

A further observation, is shown in Fig. 9.2 (c). Here, large domains with triangular struc-
tures are found within areas of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure [marked as destroyed in

Fig. 9.2 (c)]. In addition to samples, which were already used in earlier measurements, such
triangular structures are also observed on samples prepared using high growth temperatures of
600 ◦C and above, as exemplarily shown in Fig. 9.2 (d). Here, they form mainly at the borders
but also within domains of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure, as indicated by the arrows.

It may be assumed that at high temperatures, as they were present during the growth of
the samples shown in (c) and (d), the submonolayer reconstructions like the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦

superstructure, but maybe also the 5×2 superstructure, become unstable and start to decom-
pose. The observed triangles might then be remainders of the structures. Since their sizes
are similar to the sizes of single 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ domains, they might represent the former

domain boundaries that form the triangular network in the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure.
However, up to now no atomic resolution STM images further supporting this view could be ob-
tained. Nevertheless, the formation of the structures within large areas of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦
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Figure 9.2: (a,b) STM images of a sample, which was flashed using the standard procedure, but with
a substrate, on which 1.1 ML Tb was deposited in an earlier measurement. (a) Overview filled states
STM image (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b) more detailed filled states STM image (VS = –2.5 V;
IT = 100 pA) of the area indicated by the white box in (a). (c) STM image of another sample, which
was prepared by just flashing a Si(111) substrate already used in an earlier measurement with a Tb
coverage of 1.2 ML, followed by annealing at 600 ◦C for 1 min (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA). (d) STM
image of a sample with 2.0 ML Tb coverage and subsequent annealing at 600 ◦C for 2 min (VS = –2.0 V;
IT = 100 pA). In the images, the periodicities of the formed structures are indicated. In (c) an area, in
which triangular structures assigned to a partial destruction of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure are

present, is marked as destroyed while in (d) such triangular structures are indicated by the arrows.

superstructure like in Fig. 9.2 (c) suggests a formation mechanism with the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦

superstructure as the starting point.
However, the process of a destruction of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure discussed here

might also correspond to the beginning rearrangement into another structure. Similar trian-
gular structures are also found for Er [45, 403]. Here, they also appeared after subsequently
annealing samples with the Er induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure supporting the above

discussion. A systematic further annealing in that case resulted in the formation of 2×1
nanorods. Hence, the observed triangular structures might also in the present case correspond
to an intermediate structure in the restructuring process of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstruc-

ture into nanorods. However, further investigations with a systematic annealing of samples
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with submonolayer Tb coverages, ideally directly during the STM measurement, need to be
conducted to further prove this assumption.

9.2 The submonolayer Tb coverage regime

9.2.1 The 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure

The first structure, which forms in the submonolayer regime, is the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstruc-
ture. At coverages below 0.5 ML, as shown in Fig. 9.3 (a) and (b), this structure first forms
islands as well as holes within the Si(111)7×7 surface. In between, mostly areas with the clean
7×7 reconstruction and occasionally also with other Tb induced superstructures are present.
Only around the saturation coverage around 0.5 ML, almost the whole surface may be covered
by the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure. Here, only small domains of other structures are found

on the surface, as it is shown in Fig. 9.3 (c).
The growth parameters employed in Figure 9.3 (a) with RDE growth at 400 ◦C and a

coverage of 0.08 ML Tb are, as mentioned above, not ideal to prepare larger islands of the
2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure. It rather represents the transition regime between the cluster
growth investigated in chapter 7 and the submonolayer regime. Hence, a formation of clusters
in between the islands is still occasionally found, as indicated by the arrows. Similar small
islands are also frequently observed in STM images during the cluster measurements, as shown
e.g. in Fig. 7.1 (a) and (d) for Dy and Tb, respectively. Regarding Tb, no atomic resolution
could be achieved on these small islands. However, on the basis of atomically resolved images
for measurements with Dy, these islands were already assigned in chapter 7 to early stages
of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure. Although it is very likely that this assignment can

be simply transferred to Tb due to the chemical similarity of both rare earth metals, further
indications are given by a comparison of the islands and holes forming in the transition regime
[Fig. 9.3 (a)] with those forming at higher coverages, as shown e.g. in Fig. 9.3 (b). The latter

Figure 9.3: (a) Overview STM images of samples with the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure. (a) 0.08 ML
Tb deposited at 400 ◦C (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA). (b) 0.4 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 550 ◦C
for 2 min (VS = +1.2 V; IT = 100 pA). (c) 0.7 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 500 ◦C for 2 min
(VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA). In (a) the arrows exemplarily indicate clusters, and in (b) and (c) the
forming superstructures are indicated.
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can clearly be assigned to the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure on the basis of atomically resolved
STM images. First, the general growth as well as the shapes of the islands and holes found
in Fig. 9.3 (a) and (b) appear very similar. Second, the heights of the islands as well as those
of the holes with respect to the Si(111) surface were measured. Since the measured height
varies with the applied tunneling voltage, only height profiles measured in images acquired
with identical tunneling conditions were analyzed. For both the islands and holes forming in
the transition regime as well as the islands and holes forming at higher coverages and annealing
temperatures, identical height differences were found. As an example, at a tunneling voltage
of +2 V, the holes appear (0.14 ± 0.01) nm lower as compared with the Si(111)7×7 surface,
while the islands appear (0.18 ± 0.01) nm higher than the Si(111)7×7. Thus it is concluded
that the islands and holes observed in the transition regime and already in the cluster regime
indeed correspond to the beginning growth of the Tb induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure.

The measurements above found a difference of 0.32 nm between the islands and holes of
the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure. Taken also measurements with other tunneling conditions

into account a mean height difference of (0.31 ± 0.01) nm is found, in nice agreement with
the height of a single Si(111) step (see Table 3.1). This indicates, that the holes correspond
to 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ domains, which penetrated into the Si(111) surface during growth. The Si

atoms that are released by this process may then participate in the formation of the islands.
Such a process seems to be especially probable at low growth temperatures, as employed e.g.
in Fig. 9.3 (a), where a diffusion of Si atoms from step edges may be limited.

In Fig. 9.4 (a), a more detailed empty states STM image of the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstruc-
ture is shown. Here, a network of triangular domains with 2

√
3×2

√
3 periodicity appears, as

exemplarily indicated by the dashed black lines in (a). The domain boundaries thereby ap-
pear as meandering bright lines (indicated by the blue line). In addition, two 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦

unit cells in neighboring domains are indicated in red. As can be seen, the orientation of the
2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ structure rotates by 60◦ when crossing a domain boundary.
As mentioned in section 3.6, a 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure is also found for Er [42, 45,

315], Dy [46,316,317], and Ho [47]. The corresponding structure model is shown in Fig. 3.22 (c).
It is based on the model proposed by Roge et al. for the Er induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ super-

structure [42], which was extended by Engelhardt et al. in order to explain also the structure of
the domain boundaries for the Dy induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure [46]. In this model,

the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ structure consists of hexagons of rare earth metal atoms that adsorb on an
unreconstructed Si(111) surface. The domain boundaries represent a quite similar structure,
but with incomplete hexagons forming a meandering line.

As mentioned earlier, typically the Tb atoms are imaged in empty states images such
as Fig. 9.4 (a), while in filled states images such as (b), STM is more sensitive for the Si
atoms due to their higher electronegativity. Hence, in the empty states image in (a), the
bright features with 2

√
3×2

√
3 periodicity can be assigned directly to Tb hexagons forming an

analogous structure as discussed above for Dy and Er. In addition, the meandering line, as
which the domain boundaries appear, can be nicely explained by the structure model proposed
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Figure 9.4: Detailed (a) empty states STM image (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b) filled states
STM image (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure. (c) Detail of the empty

states STM image shown in (a) with an overlaid structure model for the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure
including the structure of the domain boundaries according to Engelhardt et al. [46]. The red rhombuses
indicate 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ unit cells, the dashed black and white lines in (a) and (b) the triangular domain

network. In addition, the light blue line in (a) exemplarily traces the meandering appearance of the
domain boundaries.

by Engelhardt et al. [see Fig. 3.22 (c)]. In Fig. 9.4 (c), the corresponding structure model is
overlaid on the empty states STM image demonstrating the good agreement.

In the filled states image, in contrast, triangular features formed by three bright spots are
observed. In addition, the bright contrast is observed in the opposite half of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 unit

cell as compared to the empty states images. According to Engelhardt et al., these so-called
windmill-like features arise from an asymmetric bonding configuration of the Si atoms to the
rare earth hexagons [46].

In the model, every Tb atom saturates two Si dangling bonds. Thus, for trivalent rare earth
metals, one electron per Tb atom remains. It is assumed that these electrons form a hybrid
orbital leading to a further stabilization of the Tb hexagons as it is exemplarily indicated
in Fig. 9.4 (c) [45, 46]. Due to a similar situation at the domain boundaries, a formation of
meandering hybrid orbitals may also be assumed there.
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Since the unit cell contains six Tb atoms, a saturation coverage of 0.5 ML results, as
already mentioned above. The observation of a surface covered almost exclusively with the
2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure on the sample with a nominally higher coverage of 0.7 ML
shown in Fig. 9.3 (c) might be related to the difficulties to estimate the actual surface coverage,
as discussed in the previous section.

In comparison to the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructures observed for Er [42,45,315], Dy [46],
and Ho [47], the Tb induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructures, however, seems to form smaller

domains. This might be related to strain effects due to the lanthanide contraction since Tb has
the largest ionic radius of the rare earth metals for which a 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructures

has been observed.

Electronic properties

In order to investigate the electronic properties of the Tb induced 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstruc-
ture, STS measurements were performed. The electronic structure of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦

superstructure has been ambiguous up to now. To the best of my knowledge, the only in-
vestigations published so far are STS results obtained on the Er induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦

superstructure. Here, Roge et al. found a metallic or semi-metallic character in their I–V

curves [42] while Saranin et al. claim semiconducting properties [315].
The results of the STS measurements performed in this work are summarized in Fig. 9.5.

In (a) and (b), I–V and dI/dV –V spectra measured simultaneously using a software lock-in
amplifier are shown. Thereby, the shown spectra represent the average of several hundred single
spectra measured with stabilization conditions of VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA and an additional
tip approach towards the sample by 100 pm at different positions on the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦

superstructure. In (c), the normalized differential conductivity which was again calculated by
using the procedure introduced by Prietsch et al. [77] is displayed. The black line shows the
measurement already shown in (a) and (b), but represents the average of spectra obtained by
approaching the tip by 70 pm and 100 pm. The red curve shows a measurement, which was
performed using stabilization conditions of VS = +1.5 V and IT = 200 pA and a tip approach
by 100 pm, but with a different STM tip.

The I–V curve presented in (a) shows a flat region in the central part of the spectrum, thus
indicating a semiconducting behavior at first sight. However, especially when regarding the
inset in (a), where only the part of the spectrum around VS = 0 V is shown with a different
scaling of the current axis, it clearly shows a nonzero slope around the Fermi level, very similar
to the observations of Roge et al. [42]. However, the small slope in this region indicates a rather
low density of states and thus, similar to the conclusions drawn in Ref. [42], rather a semi-
metallic than a metallic behavior. A semi-metallic behavior is further affirmed when regarding
the normalized differential conductivity shown in (c). Here, a clear drop in the LDOS down to
zero is observed in both measurements. However, a DOS close to zero is only observed directly
at the Fermi level, without the appearance of a distinct band gap.
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Figure 9.5: (a) I–V and (b) dI/dV–V spectra measured on the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure. The
inset in (a) shows an enlarged view of the region around the Fermi level. (c) Normalized differential
conductivity of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure. The red curve shows a spectrum obtained using a

different STM tip.

It has to be mentioned that the measurements obtained with different tips show differences,
although the normalized differential conductivity should in principle look similar. However,
regarding the main features such as the drop in the LDOS mentioned above, the spectra
behave similar. Besides this drop, both spectra show an increase in the density of states above
a tunneling voltage of 0 V and below a tunneling voltage of about –1 V. Thus it may be
concluded that, although an influence of the DOS of the tip might be present, the spectra
mainly show the features of the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure.

9.2.2 The 5×2 superstructure

The second structure, which is observed at submonolayer Tb coverages, is the 5×2 superstruc-
ture. At lower coverages, as shown e.g. in Fig. 9.1 (a), often a formation at step edges is
observed, while, especially at higher coverages, it forms domains in between other Tb induced
structures like the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure [see Fig. 9.3 (c)] or the 1×1 superstructure.

In comparison to the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure larger domains of the 5×2 superstructure
preferentially form at slightly higher temperatures of 550 ◦C to 600 ◦C, although the 5×2 su-
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Figure 9.6: (a,b) Overview filled states STM images (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA) of the Tb induced
5×2 superstructure formed with 1.2 ML Tb coverage and subsequent annealing at 600 ◦C for 2 min.

perstructure was never found to be the dominating structure on any of the samples investigated
within this work.

As can be seen in the overview STM images shown in Fig. 9.6, where large areas with the
5×2 superstructure are present on the surface, the 5×2 superstructure forms chains running
along the ⟨11̄0⟩ directions. Thus, three different chain orientations are possible, which are all
found in (a), while only two different chain orientations are present in (b).

More detailed filled and empty states images of the same region of the 5×2 superstructure
are shown in Fig. 9.7. Similar to the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ structure, a strong voltage dependence

is found. In the filled states image shown in Fig. 9.7 (a), each chain is formed by three rows
of bright spots. Thereby, the spots appear slightly brighter and larger in two of the rows.
Additionally, two different configurations regarding the alignment of the spots are observed.
In the first, the two brighter appearing spot rows are aligned in phase, while in the second
one, a zigzag arrangement of the two bright spot rows is observed, as it is indicated by the
yellow circles in Fig. 9.7 (a). The numbers 1 and 2 thereby indicate the in phase and the zigzag
arrangement of the spots, respectively.

In contrast, only two rows of bright spots are observed in high resolution empty states
images as shown in Fig. 9.7 (b). Again two different configurations are observed, but in this
case both exhibit a small phase shift between neighboring spot rows of the same row pair.
Here, the configurations differ in the direction of this phase shift, resulting in a tilting of the
spot pairs, which can be either upwards or downwards. This is again indicated by the yellow
circles in the STM image. In this case, 1 indicates a downward tilting, while the spots marked
with 2 show an upward tilting when going from left to right.

As already mentioned in section 3.6.1, a 5×2 superstructure is also found for the rare earth
metals Dy [46], Er [45,315], Ho [47], and Gd [43,44,319]. These structures show a very similar
appearance in the STM images, although STM images with a resolution comparable with the
one achieved here have not been published up to now. A structure model for the Gd induced
5×2 reconstruction was developed by Battaglia et al. in 2007 [43] based on LEED and STM
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Figure 9.7: (a) Filled states STM image (VS = –1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b) empty states STM image
(VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of the same region with the 5×2 superstructure formed for a coverage
of 0.7 ML Tb and subsequent annealing at 500 ◦C for 2 min. In the images, a typical 5×2 unit cell is
indicated in red, and the numbers 1 and 2 mark the different configurations, which are indicated by the
large yellow dots marking the bright protrusions. The two green circles indicate prominent adsorbates,
which were used to align the regions A and B in the images relative to each other.

investigations together with electron counting considerations. This model is based on Si Seiwatz
and Si honeycomb chains with the Gd atoms forming atomic chains with a ×2 periodicity in the
channels between the Si chains [see Fig. 3.23 (c)]. Assuming locally different spacings between
neighboring Gd atoms within the same channel, the model also provides an explanation for the
different configurations observed in the STM images. The main features in the STM images
were assigned to the structural elements of the model as follows: In the empty states a bright
contrast is observed around the Seiwatz chains, while in the filled states, the Seiwatz chains
appear darker and the bright contrast appears at the honeycomb chains. However, it should
be noted that the exact adsorption sites of the Gd atoms remained ambiguous.

In the following, it is demonstrated that, based on the high resolution STM images obtained
in this work, not only the correct adsorption sites are identified, but also a more detailed
understanding of the effects that lead to the observation of the different configurations is
derived. Therefore, the areas indicated with A and B in Fig. 9.7 are picked as examples
and are compared with the structure model. Figure 9.8 shows enlarged views of these areas
for both filled and empty states. In addition, structure models, which show the situation in
the corresponding regions, are presented separately as well as overlaid on the STM images.
In comparison to the former study [43], a better resolution is achieved here, with clearly
two independent rows of bright spots being resolved in the empty states STM images [see
Figs. 9.7 (b) and 9.8 (b,e) in comparison with Fig. 3.23 (a)]. Since here mainly the Tb atoms
contribute to the contrast, the positions of the bright spots can be related directly to the
positions of the Tb atoms. Thus, from Fig. 9.8 (b) and (e) with the structure model overlaid
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Figure 9.8: (a) Detailed filled states STM image (VS = –1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) and (b) detailed empty
states STM image (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of region A in Fig. 9.7. (c) Corresponding structure
model, also overlaid on the STM images in (a,b). (d) Detailed filled states STM image (VS = –2.0 V;
IT = 100 pA) and (e) detailed empty states STM image (VS = +1.5 V; IT = 100 pA) of region B in
Fig. 9.7. (f) Corresponding structure model, also overlaid on the STM images in (d,e). The dashed
and solid red parallelograms in (c) and (f) indicate nonequivalent 5×2 unit cells resulting from different
registries, while the arrows in (a) and (c) indicate a position, where an anomalous spacing between two
Tb atoms within a row is observed. In (c), the H3 and T4 adsorption sites of the Tb atoms in the two
channels are additionally indicated.

on the STM images, the position of the Tb atoms within the channels can be identified. As
indicated in (c), their positions correspond to H3 sites left of the Seiwatz chain and to T4

sites right of the Seiwatz chain. It should be mentioned that these sites also show a different
appearance in the empty states STM images, where they appear with different brightnesses. In
accordance to the assignment done in Ref. [43], the region where the honeycomb chain forms
appears dark in the empty states images.

However, it is not possible to determine the orientation of the Si(111) substrate based on
the STM images. Hence, the substrate might also be rotated by 180◦ with respect to the
orientation drawn in the structure model. Anyway, this would only result in an exchange of
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the locations of the H3 and T4 with respect to each other without any further influence on the
discussion conducted here.

It should be noted furthermore that the assigned adsorption sites differ from those proposed
in Ref. [43], where the rare earth atoms were assumed to be located much closer to the honey-
comb chains and furthermore shifted in [11̄0] direction. Nevertheless, such adsorption sites are
inconsistent with the high resolution empty states STM images obtained here.

Now, the assignment of the features observed in filled states STM images such as Figs. 9.7 (a)
and 9.8 (a,d) is discussed. Since the shown filled states and empty states STM images were not
acquired simultaneously, the relative assignment between the images was done based on defect
structures (exemplarily indicated in Fig. 9.7 by the green circles) as well as on the following
considerations: It may be assumed that the charge transfer that leads to the observation of the
empty states near the Tb atoms leads at the same time to a saturation of the dangling bonds
of every second Si atom of the honeycomb chains and a brighter contrast at the remaining
dangling bonds. Thus, the bright spots appearing in the filled states images are assigned to the
outer Si atoms of the honeycomb chain between the Tb atoms. In addition, also the Tb atoms
are detected in the filled states images. Here, the dark third row is assigned to the Tb atoms
right of the honeycomb chain as indicated by the medium sized yellow circles in Fig. 9.8 (a)
and (d). In STM images acquired using certain tunneling conditions such as Fig. 9.8 (d), also
the second Tb row appears as a faint row left of the honeycomb chain, as indicated by the
small yellow circles. The different appearance of both Tb rows may again be explained by the
different subsurface structure due to the different adsorption sites in the two rows.

In summary, the structure model is able to nicely explain the features observed in filled and
empty states STM images of the 5×2 superstructure. Nevertheless, a valid structure model
should also be able to explain the different configurations observed for this superstructure. In
fact, this is possible with the structure model developed here on the basis of the model proposed
by Battaglia et al. [43], as will be demonstrated in the following.

In principle, equivalent Tb sites exist with a ×1 lattice spacing in [11̄0] direction within each
channel. Since the initial Tb incorporation is assumed to occur randomly within each channel,
different alignments of the Tb atoms in neighboring rows will arise, in the following called
registries. In addition, odd numbered lattice spacings of two neighboring Tb atoms within the
same row also result in registry shifts, as it has been proposed already in Ref. [43]. As will be
demonstrated in the following on the basis of the detailed STM images shown in Fig. 9.8, these
different registries as well as registry shifts lead to the different configurations.

In area A, which is displayed in Fig. 9.8 (a-c), all 5×2 chains appear with a similar appear-
ance in the filled states, with the bright spots being aligned in phase, as indicated by yellow
circles (with the exception of the small region above the green arrow). In contrast, in the empty
states image shown in (b), a change from a downward tilting of the spots, which is observed in
the left two row pairs, to an upward tilting of the spots on the right is observed, again indicated
by yellow circles. As can be seen in the structure model shown in (c), this behavior can be
explained by different registries of the Tb atoms at the Seiwatz chain. When comparing the
situations at the two Seiwatz chains marked by the blue and red arrows, the Tb atoms show a
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downward phase shift at the Seiwatz chain marked in blue, while for the Tb rows marked by
the red arrows an upward phase shift is found. On the other hand, the registry with respect
to the honeycomb chain remains in phase explaining the unchanged appearance in the filled
states image.

As mentioned above, odd numbered lattice spacings within one Tb row also lead to registry
shifts. An example of such a shift is found at the position marked by the green arrow in
Fig. 9.8 (a) and (c). Here, a dark region appears in the filled states image and the configuration
changes from an in phase alignment of the bright spots to a zigzag one. In the empty states
image, the configuration changes from an upward tilting to a downward tilting at the same
position and the corresponding protrusion appears elongated in [11̄0] direction. Thus, probably
a ×1 instead of a ×2 lattice spacing is present here, as drawn in the structure model. This defect
is visible at both polarities: In the filled states, the two neighboring saturated dangling bonds
result in an extended dark region [Fig. 9.8 (a)], while in the empty states the two neighboring
Tb atoms are responsible for the elongated bright protrusion [Fig. 9.8 (b)].

Another example, how registry shifts can lead to configuration changes, is found in area B
in Fig. 9.7, shown in detail in Fig. 9.8 (d-f). Here, as opposed to (a-c), the configuration in the
filled states image changes from zigzag to in phase, while no change is observed in the empty
states image, where both row pairs exhibit an upward tilting. Hence, the registry of the Tb
atoms now has to change with respect to the honeycomb chain, since this registry determines
the alignment of the bright spots in the filled states image. As shown in the corresponding
structure model shown in (f), this is indeed the case. While the Tb atoms in the channels
marked by the blue arrows show a zigzag alignment with respect to the honeycomb chain, the
alignment is in phase for the Tb rows marked by the red arrows. Regarding the registry of
the Tb atoms with respect to the Seiwatz chains no change is found, thus the tilting remains
upwards in the empty states image.

Another consequence of the different configurations is the impossibility to define a universal
unit cell for the 5×2 superstructure. As illustrated in the structure models shown in Fig. 9.8 (c)
and (f), different unit cells arise due to the different configurations. Since both Tb channels can
show a registry shift with respect to each other, altogether four different unit cells are possible.

As shown on the basis of these examples, besides being able to nicely explain the features
observed in the STM images, the structure model also leads to a detailed understanding of
the processes that result in the observation of the different configurations for the Tb induced
5×2 superstructure. Since the 5×2 superstructures formed from other rare earth metals show
very similar properties and due to the chemical similarity of all the trivalent rare earth metals,
it is assumed that the conclusions conducted here are not exclusive for the Tb induced 5×2
superstructure, but might be also valid for the 5×2 superstructures found for Dy [46], Er
[45,315], Ho [47], and Gd [43,44,319].

According to the structure model, 0.2 ML Tb are incorporated into the 5×2 superstructure,
thus it should represent the ideal coverage for preparing large areas covered with this structure.
However, as mentioned in the beginning of this section, the 5×2 superstructure is always found
to cover only small areas, while most of the surface is covered with other superstructures such
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as the 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure or the 1×1 superstructure, explaining the rather high
Tb coverages used in the measurements of the 5×2 superstructure shown here.

9.2.3 The 2×1 and 4×1 nanorods

Occasionally, also elongated islands are observed to form on the Si(111) surface after Tb depo-
sition, as shown e.g. in Figs. 9.1 (a) and 9.9. Such nanorods are found for the complete range
of growth parameters. However, predominantly a formation in the submonolayer Tb coverage
regime is observed, hence these nanostructures are described within this section. Figure 9.9
(a) and (b) shows typical overview STM images of samples with nanorods. As indicated in
the images, their long sides always are aligned along the ⟨11̄0⟩ directions. The lengths of these
nanorods may exceed 0.4 µm, in contrast to typical observed widths in the range of 5 nm to
30 nm, leading to a high aspect ratio of these nanostructures.

As can be seen in Fig. 9.9 (b), the growth of the nanorods can even influence the terrace
structure of the Si(111) substrate. In the proximity of the nanorod formed in this image,
Si(111)7×7 terraces with four different heights are present as indicated by the numbers 1 to 4.
The nanorod is found to extend over the step edge in the upper part of the image, while it seems
that it has carved itself into the upper terrace in the lower part. Thus, it may be assumed that
the formation of the nanorod has induced a diffusion of Si atoms from the substrate to reorder
the terrace structure in order to reach a maximum length of the nanorod. Such a so-called
snow-plow effect was also found to take place during the formation of silicide nanowires of
different rare earth metals on the Si(001) surface [387,404–406], as well as for Gd nanowires on
Si(111) [322]. Nevertheless, the low Tb coverage of 0.06 ML and the low growth temperature
of 375 ◦C for the sample shown in Fig. 9.9 (b) need to be discussed, since at such low growth
temperatures a massive Si diffusion that would be necessary for the observed restructuring
of the surface is not assumed. However, the measurement shown here is not conducted on a
fresh Si(111) substrate, but Tb had been evaporated on the same sample before. As mentioned
earlier, it is found that Tb does not desorb from the sample completely during the flashing
procedure, which is used for the cleaning of the sample before each preparation. Hence, the
nanorod might have formed from Tb that diffused back from the bulk during the flashing of
the sample or the subsequent cooling down, where higher temperatures were present on the
sample. However, nanorods are also found on samples that were not exposed to Tb before, but
in these cases only for higher growth temperatures between 500 ◦C and 700 ◦C and higher Tb
coverages. Thus, an exclusive formation due to Si diffusion from the bulk can be excluded and
ideal formation temperatures for the nanorods between 500 ◦C and 700 ◦C are assumed.

In Fig. 9.9 (c) and (d), detailed high resolution STM images of the structure present on top of
the nanorods shown in (a) and (b), respectively, are shown. Here, a different periodicity is found
on the two nanorods. While the nanorod shown in (a) and (c) exhibits a 2×1 superstructure,
the nanorod in (b) and (d) exhibits a 4×1 superstructure, as indicated by the unit cells drawn
in red. A similar 2×1 superstructure was also found for Er [42,45,315] and Dy [321] on Si(111),
while for Gd the growth of nanowires was observed on vicinal Si(111) samples [322]. Also, these
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Figure 9.9: (a) Overview STM image of a sample with 0.6 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 500 ◦C
for 1 min (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). (b) Overview STM image of a nanorod formed on a sample
with nominally 0.06 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 375 ◦C for 1 min (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA).
However, the sample used in this experiment was exposed to Tb already in an earlier measurement. (c,d)
Detailed filled states STM images of (c) the nanorods in the center of the image in (a) showing a 2×1
superstructure (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA) and (d) of the nanorod in (b) showing a 4×1 superstructure
(VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). (e) STM image of a nanorod with a 2×1 superstructure on a sample with
a coverage of 0.4 ML Tb subsequently annealed at 650 ◦C (VS = –1.0 V; IT = 100 pA). (f) Height
profile taken along the green line in (e). In the profile, the height of the nanorod with respect to the
Si(111)7×7 reconstruction and the ×2 periodicity of the chains on the nanorod surface are indicated.
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Figure 9.10: STM images of nanorods on a sample with a coverage of 0.3 ML Tb subsequently annealed
at 700 ◦C for 2 min [(a) VS = –1.7 V and IT = 100 pA, (b) VS = –2.0 V and IT = 100 pA]. In (a),
chains with ×2 and ×4 periodicity are exemplarily marked, in (b) the arrows indicate chains with a
fuzzy appearance. In addition, a 2×1 unit cell is drawn in red.

nanowires appear quite similar to the nanorods observed in the present work with a chain like
reconstruction with either a ×2 or a ×4 periodicity on top.

Regarding the atomic structure of these nanostructures, different assumptions were made.
Since the height observed for the Er nanorods corresponds to that of two monolayer high Er3Si5
islands, the authors of Ref. [45] assume that the nanorods correspond to a special type of
Er3Si5 with a 2×1 vacancy ordering instead of the common

√
3×

√
3 arrangement. In contrast,

a hexagonal RESi2 structure is assumed for the Gd silicide nanowires in Ref. [322]. However, a
formation of hexagonal RESi2 already leads to the formation of the two-dimensional monolayer
silicide forming a 1×1 superstructure (cf. section 3.6.1). In addition, a formation with the
hexagonal c-axis perpendicular to the surface as in this case should not lead to a formation of
nanorods, because of an equal lattice mismatch in all ⟨11̄0⟩ directions. A formation with the
hexagonal c-direction in the surface plane also does not seem to be probable, since such an
orientation would lead to extremely large lattice mismatches, e.g. about 25% for TbSi2 [407].
Hence, a hexagonal TbSi2 structure is not assumed to be able to explain the formation of the
nanorods observed here.

As can be seen from Fig. 9.9 (e) and (f), the height of the nanorods can even exceed 0.6 nm,
thus they may be considered several monolayers high. In this case, a nanorod with a ×2 chain
periodicity on top is shown, as indicated in (f), but similar heights are also measured for the
4×1 nanorods. Hence, the nanorods might in fact consist of Tb3Si5 with a 2×1 arrangement
of the Si vacancies in the bulk layers as suggested in Ref. [45]. However, the amount of data
on the nanorods is rather limited. Hence, suggestions on their atomic structure would be too
speculative at present. Therefore, further measurements are required.

The images shown in Fig. 9.10 demonstrate that the nanorods with either a 2×1 or a 4×1
superstructure indeed correspond to the same structure, and there are indications that the
4×1 structure is a preliminary stage of the 2×1 structure. In (a), long chains with a chain-
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to-chain periodicity of four lattice constants form on the present nanorod in the upper part of
the image. However, in the lower part of the image, e.g. at the end of the nanorod, additional
chains in between the ×4 chains are found leading to a ×2 periodicity perpendicular to the
chain direction. Hence, it may be assumed that the 2×1 superstructure results from the 4×1
superstructure due to a filling of the space in between the chains upon further growth. An even
further growth may then lead to the additional bright chains that are occasionally observed in
(a) and (b). In (b), basically the same behavior is observed. Here, also the 4×1 superstructure
and the 2×1 superstructure are found to coexist on the surface of a nanorod. In addition,
sometimes every second chain that is responsible for the 2×1 superstructure appears fuzzy,
as it is indicated in the lower part by the yellow arrows. These fuzzily appearing chains are
observed in areas with an incomplete formation of the 2×1 superstructure, while in the area in
the upper part of the image, where the unit cell is indicated, a well ordered 2×1 superstructure
seems to be present. Hence, it is assumed that both the 2×1 and the 4×1 periodicity do in
principle correspond to the same structure but represent different stages in the formation of
the nanorods. While the 2×1 periodicity is assumed to correspond to the final structure, the
4×1 periodicity seems to represent a metastable intermediate structure. However, under some
conditions also large areas with 4×1 periodicity may be found, e.g. on the nanorod shown in
Fig. 9.9 (b). Here, a low Tb availability on the surface might be responsible for the formation
of this superstructure. A similar behavior with chains with a ×2 and a ×4 periodicity forming
on the same nanorod or nanowire is also observed for the Gd silicide nanowires reported in
Ref. [322]. In addition, the nanowires described there show heights of 0.6 nm, very similar to
heights found in this study [see Fig. 9.9 (e) and (f)]. Hence, it is assumed that not only the
Dy and Er induced 2×1 superstructures [42, 45, 315, 321], but also the Gd silicide nanowires
correspond to an analogous structure. A formation of nanowires with lengths exceeding 1 µm
might thus also be possible with Tb when using a vicinal Si(111) surface. This should be
investigated in the future together with additional measurements and theoretical investigations
in order to find out, if the structural considerations discussed here are reasonable.

9.3 The monolayer-to-multilayer regime

As mentioned earlier, the formation of islands with a surface appearing flat in overview STM
images such as Figs. 9.1 (b) or 9.11 is observed in the monolayer-to-multilayer regime. Thereby,
first smaller islands form at Tb coverages of around one monolayer [Figs. 9.1 (b) and 9.11 (a)],
while at higher coverages [Fig. 9.11 (b)], these islands coalesce and form larger connected areas.

A formation of similar islands is also observed for other rare earth metals where they corre-
spond either to a two-dimensional hexagonal RESi2 monolayer forming a 1×1 superstructure
or to a three-dimensional hexagonal RE3Si5 multilayer forming a

√
3×

√
3 R30◦ superstructure

(cf. sections 3.6.2 and 3.6.3). Due to the chemical similarity of the trivalent rare earth metals,
it is assumed that analogous structures also form for Tb. Indeed, the islands can already be
assigned to these two structures by analyzing the edges of the islands, although no atomic
resolution is achieved in the images shown in Fig. 9.11. A closer inspection of the island edges
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Figure 9.11: Overview STM images of the monolayer-to-multilayer regime. (a) 1.1 ML Tb coverage
subsequently annealed at 550 ◦C for 2 min (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA). (b) 2.4 ML Tb coverage
subsequently annealed at 550 ◦C for 2 min (VS = –1.5 V; IT = 200 pA). In the images, the forming
structures are indicated. The green and yellow lines indicate the sharp edges of the TbSi2 monolayer
and the rounder edges of the Tb3Si5 multilayer, respectively.

reveals that the islands are either characterized by straight edges along the ⟨11̄0⟩ directions (in-
dicated by green lines) or by rounder edges with no distinct preferential orientation (indicated
by yellow lines). For the monolayer silicide, the dangling bond density is noticeably smaller for
edges along these directions in comparison to edges along ⟨112̄⟩ [46,158,334]. Thus, the islands
with the straight edges are assigned to a TbSi2 monolayer. The islands with the rounder edges
can be assigned to a Tb3Si5 multilayer, since the vacancies, which are present in the bulk Si
layers, reduce the influence of the edge orientation on the dangling bond density, leading to
the rounder edges.

However, the assignments done here are further proven by atomically resolved STM images
in the following sections, where the different silicide structures are described in more detail.

9.3.1 The 1×1 superstructure

Characteristic flat islands of the TbSi2 monolayer are already occasionally found at submono-
layer Tb coverages above 0.5 ML. At Tb coverages around 1 ML, as shown in Fig. 9.12 (a) and
(b), the number and the size of the islands increases. In the regions in between the TbSi2 is-
lands, different submonolayer superstructures are found. Which structure thereby forms mainly
depends on the growth temperature. At lower growth temperatures of around 500 ◦C as shown
in (a) mainly the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure is found, while at higher growth temperatures

as shown in (b) the 5×2 superstructure is found more often.
In Fig. 9.12 (c) and (d), detailed high resolution filled states and empty states STM images

measured on top of a monolayer island are shown. In the images, clearly a 1×1 periodicity
is observed, as indicated by the unit cell drawn in red. A 1×1 superstructure is also known
to form for the two-dimensional monolayer silicides of other trivalent rare earth metals, thus
further supporting the assignment made above by analyzing the island edges. In addition, the
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Figure 9.12: (a,b) Overview STM images of the TbSi2 monolayer. (a) 0.9 ML Tb coverage subsequently
annealed at 500 ◦C for 2 min (VS = –2.5 V; IT = 100 pA). (b) 1.2 ML Tb coverage subsequently annealed
at 600 ◦C for 2 min (VS = –2.0 V; IT = 100 pA). In the images, the forming structures are indicated.
(c,d) High resolution (c) filled states STM image (VS = –0.4 V; IT = 4 nA) and (d) empty states STM
image (VS = +0.3 V; IT = 4 nA) of the 1×1 superstructure. In both images, the atomic structure
model is overlaid on the STM images. The red line therein indicates the 1×1 unit cell.

structure model of the two-dimensional hexagonal RESi2 monolayer is overlaid on the STM
images in Fig. 9.12 (c) and (d). It again demonstrates the good agreement with the assumed
structure. In both images, the buckled Si top layer is imaged. Especially in (c), alternating
brighter and darker appearing spots are observed, which can be assigned to the upper and lower
Si atoms, respectively, of the buckled 1×1 surface layer, which is similar to an unreconstructed
Si(111) surface. In the empty states image mainly the upper Si atoms are observed with a
1×1 periodicity. Even in this empty states image, the Tb atoms are not visible since they are
located far underneath the Si surface layer [cf. Fig. 3.24 (b)]. It should be noted that rather
extreme tunneling conditions with low tunneling voltages and high tunneling currents need to
be employed to obtain such atomically resolved STM images of the 1×1 superstructure due to
the low corrugation of the buckled Si surface layer.
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Electronic properties

In addition to the growth and the atomic structure, also the electronic properties of the 1×1
superstructure are investigated using STS. The results are shown in Fig. 9.13 (a) and (b). For
the STS measurements, the tip position was stabilized at VS = –2.0 V and IT = 100 pA, then
the tip was additionally approached towards the sample by 700 pm. The dI/dV –V curves
shown in (b) were measured simultaneously using a lock-in amplifier, employing a modulation
frequency of 1 kHz and a modulation amplitude of 50 mV.

The electronic properties of two-dimensional monolayer silicides of other rare earth metals
were already intensively studied using ARPES (cf. section 3.6.2). In these measurements a
similar band structure for the different two-dimensional rare earth disilicides was found, with
one band crossing the Fermi level near the M point forming an electron pocket and one band
crossing the Fermi level near the Γ point forming a hole pocket (see Fig. 3.25). Thus the 1×1
superstructure exhibits a metallic behavior which is also clearly observed in the present STS
measurements, characterized by a nonzero slope at the Fermi level in Fig. 9.13 (a) resulting in
the nonzero dI/dV signal in (b).

However, the spectra show some more features. For a detailed discussion, the normalized
differential conductivity is shown in Fig. 9.13 (c). It has to be mentioned that, although
spectra similar to those shown in Fig. 9.13 (a) and (b) could be reproducibly obtained on the
1×1 superstructure also with different STM tips, one measurement showed a different behavior.
The calculated normalized differential conductivity for this measurement, in which a different
tip was used and the tip position was stabilized at VS = +1.5 V and IT = 100 pA, is included
in (c) as the red curve. Although it shows very different spectral features, again a metallic
behavior is found. Thus, the STS measurements can clearly confirm the metallic properties of
the 1×1 superstructure that were also found in ARPES measurements as mentioned above.

The differences between the two measurements might result from different influences of
the DOS of the STM tip, which might modify one or even both spectra. To evaluate, which
spectrum shows a better agreement with the LDOS of the 1×1 structure, they are compared
with the band structure calculated for YSi2 using DFT by Rogero et al. [327]. Since the DOS
projected on the first layers is additionally plotted in Ref. [327], the normalized differential
conductivity curves shown in Fig. 9.13 (c) are directly compared with these plots. Therefore,
Fig. 9.13 (d) shows an enlarged view of the first three layers of the projected DOS shown in
Fig. 5 in Ref. [327]. Since predominantly the Si surface layer contributes to the STM images
as discussed previously, a comparison with these curves seems sufficient.

When comparing the spectra shown in Fig. 9.13 (c) with the DOS shown in (d), the black
curve shows a much better agreement. The main spectral features of this measurement (indi-
cated by A-F) are all present in the calculated DOS, although some appear slightly shifted in
energy: Both the (dI/dV )/(I/V )–V spectrum and the DOS show a minimum slightly below
the Fermi level, while a maximum (indicated by D) is found slightly above. Also the feature
indicated by B is well reproduced in the DOS, and a slight shoulder appears at the position
of the feature indicated by C. At around 0.5 V, where feature E is found, several peaks are
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Figure 9.13: STS results for the TbSi2 monolayer forming a 1×1 superstructure. (a,b) Measured I–V
and dI/dV–V spectra. (c) Calculated normalized differential conductivity. The black curve represents
the measurement already shown in (a,b), while the red curve shows an STS measurement with another
STM tip. The spectral features observed in the black spectrum are indicated by A-F. (d) DOS projected
on the first three layers of the YSi2 monolayer calculated by Rogero et al. [327]. Adapted from [327].

found in the DOS of the three different layers, which might be responsible for the rather broad
maximum in (c). Finally, also the increasing LDOS at about –1.0 V and +1.2 V (A and F)
is reproduced in (d). Thus, a good overall agreement between the experimental normalized
differential conductivity and the calculated DOS is found. Since the electronic band structure
calculated in Ref. [327] for Y is very similar to the band structure measured using ARPES for
Gd, Dy, and Er [327–329], also a good agreement with the ARPES measurements is expected.

The slight energy shifts that are observed might be caused by a minimum remaining semi-
conducting behavior of the tip. The different appearance of the red curve shown Fig. 9.13 (c)
may be assigned to problems with the STS measurement, probably caused by the different
tip, which seems to strongly influence the spectrum. The measured spectrum might then not
show the pure LDOS of the sample surface, but a mixture between the LDOS of the surface
and the DOS of the STM tip. However, due to the different spectra that are obtained here,
the STS measurements have to be seen as preliminary results. To definitely decide, which
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spectrum represents the LDOS of the 1×1 superstructure better, further measurements and a
direct comparison with calculations for TbSi2 are necessary.

9.3.2 The
√

3×
√

3 superstructure

In comparison to the monolayer, in detailed STM images of the multilayer a larger unit cell
appears, as indicated in Fig. 9.14. As also observed in multilayer silicides formed from other
trivalent rare earth metals, here a

√
3×

√
3 R30◦ superstructure forms due to vacancies in the

planar Si bulk layers. Since the surface layer is a buckled Si layer similar to the unreconstructed
Si(111) surface, being identical to that formed in the monolayer case, an arrangement of the
protrusions in hexagons, with every second protrusion appearing lower is still observed. In
Fig. 9.14 (a), however, the distances between neighboring bright protrusions show a small
variation, leading to a triangular grouping of the brighter protrusions and a

√
3×

√
3 R30◦

periodicity. In contrast, in (b) the
√

3×
√

3 R30◦ periodicity is caused by an appearance of
the holes inside the Si hexagons with different depths. This effect can be explained on the
basis of the structure model shown in Fig. 3.26. As mentioned above, the Si bulk layers are
not buckled any more, and the corresponding reduction of the Si-Si bond length leads to the
formation of an ordered array of Si vacancies, with every sixth Si atom missing, resulting in a
√

3×
√

3 R30◦ periodicity. These layers even modify the tunneling probability at the Si surface
layer, leading to the observation of the

√
3×

√
3 bulk periodicity in the STM images instead

of the 1×1 surface geometry. This effect might be enhanced by a slight replacement of the
surface atoms caused by a structural relaxation of these atoms towards the vacancy leading to
the triangular grouping mentioned above.

The filled states STM image shown in (a) is in good agreement to former STM experiments
of Dy3Si5 multilayers [46] and Er3Si5 multilayers on Si(111) [408]. However, in the empty
states image shown in (b), the holes inside the Si hexagons show a variation in their apparent
depth, which is responsible for the

√
3×

√
3 periodicity. On a first glance, such a variation is

incompatible with the mentioned structure model, from which identical apparent depths of the
three holes within one

√
3×

√
3 unit cell are expected (see Fig. 3.26). However, this is only true

Figure 9.14: High resolution (a) filled states STM image (VS = –0.3 V; IT = 4 nA) and (b) empty
states STM image (VS = +0.3 V; IT = 4 nA) of the

√
3×

√
3 superstructure. In both images, a

√
3×

√
3

unit cell is indicated.
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for a tip with a perfect cylindrical symmetry. In the case of a tip geometry without cylinder
symmetry, the tunneling probability may vary for the three holes, resulting in a contrast like the
one observed in (b). As for the 1×1 superstructure, again rather extreme tunneling conditions
need to be employed to obtain atomic resolution on the

√
3×

√
3 R30◦ superstructure.

9.4 Conclusions

In this chapter, thin Tb silicide films forming for submonolayer to multilayer Tb coverages on
the Si(111) surface were studied.

In the submonolayer regime, different Tb induced structures form. Here, besides the Tb
induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ and the 5×2 superstructure, also nanorods with either a 2×1 or

a 4×1 superstructure are found. The Tb induced 2
√

3×2
√

3 R30◦ superstructure is found
to exhibit an analogous structure as the 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructures induced by other

trivalent rare earth metals like Dy or Er. Using STS, a semi-metallic behavior is found for this
superstructure similar as observed for Er. Hence, regarding both the atomic structure and the
electronic properties, a nice agreement in the properties of the Tb induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦

superstructure and those induced by other trivalent rare earth metals is found. However,
small deviations are observed, e.g. smaller domains, which are assigned to the different ionic
radii for different rare earth metals. Regarding the 5×2 superstructure, a structure model
could be developed, explaining nicely the observed features in the STM images as well as the
different configurations that are observed for this structure. Here, a detailed understanding how
different registry shifts lead to configuration changes for this superstructure could be developed.
Furthermore, up to 0.4 µm long nanorods with either a 2×1 or a 4×1 superstructure, the
latter presumable representing a preliminary stage of the 2×1 superstructure, are observed
predominantly for submonolayer Tb coverages.

In the monolayer-to-multilayer regime, the formation of TbSi2 islands forming a 1×1 super-
structure and Tb3Si5 islands forming a

√
3×

√
3 R30◦ superstructure is observed. In addition

to their atomic structure, which could be identified to be identical to the hexagonal two-
dimensional and three-dimensional silicides of other rare earth metals, the electronic structure
of the 1×1 superstructure was investigated using STS. Also here, a good agreement with the
band structure of other monolayer rare earth silicides is found.
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Chapter 10

Summary and outlook

In the present work, the atomic and electronic properties of self-assembled clusters formed from
various materials on silicon surfaces were studied in detail using scanning tunneling microscopy
and spectroscopy. Thereby, Sb, In, Ga, Dy, Tb, and Si were used as cluster materials and
Si(111), Si(001), and Si(557) surfaces as substrates.

For Sb on the Si(111) surface, the growth parameters were systematically varied over a
wide range, in which a formation of different cluster types was found. Besides the formation of
so-called bright clusters, also the formation of so-called double-row clusters and magic ringlike
clusters has been observed. It was found that the Sb induced double-row clusters are pure Si
clusters that formed from Si atoms that are released by the numerous adatom substitutions
found for this system. For comparison, Si(111) homoepitaxy experiments were conducted, in
which identical Si clusters could be observed.

The Sb clusters exhibiting the most promising properties are the magic ringlike clusters.
For these clusters, an extremely homogeneous growth was observed and an atomic structure
model was developed, which is also able to explain the observed variations in their apparent
height. These height variations were assigned to different stoichiometries of the clusters, leading
to a modification of their electronic structure, which was also observed in STS measurements.
Hence, a system of clusters that exhibits an identical structure but different stoichiometries was
found. It is thus an ideal model system to investigate how the incorporation of an increasing
number of impurity atoms changes the properties of the system. This is particularly interesting
since Sb, as a group-V element, represents a dopant when being incorporated into Si. For
further proving the developed structure model, DFT calculations are conducted within the
group of Prof. Dr. Karsten Reuter at the Technische Universität München.

The basic structural and electronic properties of the magic clusters formed from the group-
III metals Ga, In, and Al on Si(111) are well established. In addition, they are very easy
to fabricate. Thus, magic Ga and In clusters on Si(111) were chosen as a model system
to study how different environments influence the electronic properties of the clusters and
to investigate the possibility of preparing one-dimensional arrays of clusters using a vicinal
substrate. For magic In clusters on the planar Si(111) surface, a detailed investigation of the
charge redistribution that takes place during the formation of the clusters was performed on
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the basis of voltage dependent STM images and STS. In addition, it was found that clusters
in UFHUCs, FHUCs as well as clusters with neighboring clusters show different electronic
properties, in particular different band gap sizes. In the future, STS measurements should
be performed also on clusters on UFHUCs neighboring other clusters as well as on larger
agglomerations of clusters to study the transition from single clusters to two-dimensional arrays
of magic clusters in more detail.

Using the Si(557) surface as a substrate for the growth of magic In clusters, a formation of
two different one-dimensional arrays was demonstrated. Similar to the two-dimensional arrays
on the planar Si(111) surface, the magic In clusters first occupy only the FHUCs, followed by
the occupation of the UFHUCs. However, it was found that the cluster formation does not
start instantaneously, but a saturation of the steps with In is assumed to take place before.
For this system, STS measurements should also be performed to investigate the influence of
the one-dimensional ordering on the electronic structure.

The most comprehensively studied material systems were nanostructures induced by the
deposition of the rare earth metals Dy and Tb on silicon surfaces. Here, Dy and Tb induced
clusters on Si(111), Dy induced clusters on Si(001), and thin Tb silicide films on Si(111) were
investigated.

Regarding rare earth silicide clusters on Si(111), the formation of different cluster types was
observed with two main types of magic clusters. For both the so-called off-center rare earth
silicide clusters and the so-called centered rare earth silicide clusters, the atomic structure
could be identified and a semiconducting nature was found by STS. Furthermore, the centered
clusters were found to perform a bistable switching between two configurations. This switching
was assigned to be triggered by the STM tip when it approaches the clusters. Based on
this switching, very interesting applications are imaginable, e.g. logic gates or high density
memory devices. However, at present the switching only occurs randomly. In the future, it
should be investigated, if this switching can be performed in a controlled way. Additionally,
DFT calculations are currently performed within the group of Prof. Dr. Karsten Reuter at
the Technische Universität München to verify the proposed atomic structure model and to
investigate the energy barriers for the switching.

Depositing Dy on Si(001) resulted in the formation of clusters showing a completely different
growth behavior. Again, the formation of magic clusters was observed, but the clusters showed a
strong tendency to assemble into one-dimensional arrays. Thereby, chains consisting of different
numbers of identical clusters were found, growing perpendicular to the dimer rows of the
Si(001)2×1 substrate. Based on STM images acquired at different voltages for both polarities,
an atomic structure model that might explain the experimental observations was proposed.
However, for a definite assignment of the atomic structure, DFT calculations including STM
image simulations are required. In addition, STS measurements would be extremely interesting,
because these clusters may represent a model system to investigate the effects of chain formation
on the electronic structure.

In addition to clusters, also thin films that grow at higher coverages in the submonolayer to
multilayer range were investigated for Tb on Si(111). Here, the growth in principal resembled
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the one of other rare earth metals, e.g. Dy, Tb, or Gd, due to the chemical similarity of all the
trivalent rare earth metals. In the submonolayer regime, various Tb induced superstructures
were found. For the Tb induced 2

√
3×2

√
3 R30◦ superstructure, domains separated by a

triangular network of domain boundaries were observed. Based on high resolution STM images,
it could be demonstrated that its atomic structure is analogous to the one identified for Er
and Dy. STS measurements performed on this structure showed a semi-metallic behavior. The
second submonolayer structure is the 5×2 superstructure, which was found to form chains along
the ⟨11̄0⟩ directions. Its detailed atomic structure was identified based on a model proposed for
the Gd induced 5×2 superstructure on the basis of Si Seiwatz and Si honeycomb chains with the
rare earth atoms forming rows with ×2 periodicity in between the Si chains. The existing model
could be refined regarding the correct adsorption sites of the rare earth atoms. In addition, a
detailed analysis was conducted on how different registries lead to the different configurations
that are observed for this superstructure. A third type of nanostructures observed in the
submonolayer regime are nanorods with either a 2×1 or a 4×1 superstructure. However, the
amount of data on these nanorods remained rather limited not allowing the development of a
structure model yet. Here, further experiments are necessary.

A different growth behavior was observed in the monolayer-to-multilayer Tb coverage
regime. Here, extended islands of either the monolayer silicide with a TbSi2 stoichiometry
or the multilayer silicide with a Tb3Si5 stoichiometry formed. On the basis of atomically re-
solved STM images it was found that, similar to other rare earth silicides, the monolayer forms
a 1×1 superstructure, while the multilayer forms a

√
3×

√
3 R30◦ superstructure due to the

presence of an ordered array of vacancies in the planar Si bulk layers. STS measurements
performed on the monolayer silicide confirmed the metallic properties known from ARPES
measurements. Currently, DFT calculations on the rare earth silicide films studied here are
performed within the group of Prof. Dr. Wolf Gero Schmidt at the University of Paderborn to
verify the structure models and the measured electronic properties.

In conclusion, the results obtained within this work expand the knowledge on magic clusters
on silicon surfaces and on thin rare earth silicide films on Si(111). For the investigated systems,
clusters exhibiting completely different and extremely interesting properties were found. This
demonstrates that, by choosing an appropriate combination of cluster materials and substrates
as well as preparation conditions, it is possible to strongly influence the physical properties.
Thus, in the future a creation of tailored materials with the desired properties might be possible
on the basis of these fascinating nanostructures leading e.g. to applications in novel nanodevices.
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